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Abstract 

A brief account of the current state of the Nonsymmetric Gravitational Theory is given, with 

emphasis placed on the formal and interpretational obstacles that might interfere with the acceptance 

of the theory as a mode1 of gravitational physics. 

The 3 + 1 decomposition of the theory is reviewed, dong with the reduction to the spherically- 

symmetric Wyman sector. Following a reparameterization, a connection is made between the field 

equations of the spherically-symmetric, Wyman sector, and a Klein-Gordon field coupled to Einstein 

gravity. Possible slicing conditions and gauge choices are discussed. 

A numerical investigation of both the initial-value problem and the evolution problem for the 

spherically-symmetric Wyman sector is undertaken. Conditions on the well-posedness of the initial- 

value problem are discussed. Gravitational wave pulses are evolved for various field strengths, and 

critical behaviour is observed in the coilapse of certain pulses. 

The stability of a static, sphericdy-symmetric solution to the field equations is studied. It is 

shown that the solution is unstable, and consequently cannot be the eadstate of a generic collapse. 

It is demonstrated that the ody two possible solutions that have a regular origin or an event horizon 

i 



are the Minkowski space solution and the Schwarzschild soiution, respectively. It is then argued 

that any sphericalIy-symmetric, Wyman sector gravitationai wave coiiapse must end in a standard 

Einsteinian configuration or a nakedly singular alternative. 
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Conventions and 

For convenience, we will introduce some conventions here, to be assumed throughout the re- 

mainder of this work. 

The acronyms GR and NGT refer to General Relativity and the Nonsymmetric Gravitational 

Theory, while the acronym UFT refers to the Unified Field Theory. We use the term "Wyman sector" 

to denote the spatial-spatial antisymmetric sector of NGT, whereas we use the term "Papapetrou 

sector" to refer to the temporal-spatial antisymmetric sector. 

Throughout, we use units where G = c = 1, and adopt a Minkowski metric with signature -2. 

The choice of the Riemann tensor is made explicit in (A.3a), and corresponds to the Landau-Lifshitz 

"timelike convention" [l , inside front cover] . 
The Einstein summation convention is assumed throughout. Indices from the lowercase greek 

alphabet (pl v, . . . ) are used for holonomic bases in a four-dimensional space. Indices from the 

uppercase latin alphabet (A,  B, . . . ) denote anholonomic bases in any dimension. Indices from the 

middle of the Iowercase latin alphabet (i, j, . . . ) are used for spatial quantities, and are summed 

ody  over spatial values. {8,} are used as the basis vectors of a holonomic frame, whereas {eA}  

are used for aaholonomic ftames. The corresponding dual bases are { & p l  and {OA}. Boldface 

fonts denote tensors, with corresponding fonts of regular weight used for their components. Thus 

a tensor T might have components T ~ ~ ,  so that T = TABeA 8 OB. Finally, parentheses and 

brackets around indices denote normalized symrnetrization and antisymmetrkation, respectively: 

T(arr) = )[Tas + TBA] and ~ A E J ]  = ~ [ T A B  - TBA], a d  thus TAB = T(AB) f T[AB]- 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

The Nonsymmetric Gravit ational Theory (NGT) is an extension of the ideas of General Relat ivity 

(GR): the symmetric gravitationd potential and metric-compatible connection of GR are replaced by 

a nonsymmetric "fundamental tensor" and a general &e connection. In essence, the incorporation 

of antisymmetric components into the theory at a fundamental level is an attempt at edarging or 

broadening the geometric context upon which the theory is built. The philosophy of NGT is then to 

hope that the richer selection of geometric objects £rom which to constmct the theory will result in 

a more profound description of gravitationd physics. In effect, it is proposed that certain physical 

motivations behind GR, such as the various formdations of the equivalence principle, restrain it from 

fully describing gravitationai physics. By abandoning these principies, the door is opened for the 

description of new phenomena. 

1.1. Historical Developments in  the Nonsymmetric Gravitational Theory 

NGT grew out of a re-interpretation of the Unified Field Theory (UFT), itself an attempt at 

iinifving GR and Maxwell's electrodynamics. Following the development of GR, Einstein set out 

to generalize his gravitational theory, seeking to eliminate the need for the matter tensor in the 

fundamental field equations. In essence, his goal was ". . . to find a field structure which is a natural 

generalization of the syrnmetrical tensor as well as a system of field equations for this structure which 

represent a naturd generalization of the equations [. . .] of pure gravitation . . . " [2, p. 1281. Einstein 

noted that since the gravitational tensor potentid of GR and the Maxwell tensor of electromagnetism 
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are both second-rank tensors, it might be naturd to consider a nonsymmetric tensor of the second 

rank g,, that embraces both gravitational and electrornagnetic phenomena, with its symmetric 

piece being the gravitational potential, while its antisymmetric piece plays the rôle of the Maxwell 

tensor. The field equations that would govern this nonsymmetric quantity wouid then encompass 

both Einstein's equations of gravity and Maxwell's equations of electromagnetism. Beyond this 

somewhat sketchy motivation, Einstein admitted that there was little physical reason for introducing 

a nonsymmetric quantity into the field theory, instead basing himself on the critical rôle played by 

the determinant of g(,,) in GR, and its consequent introduction of non-hearities. In [3], he writes: 

T h e  use of a non-symmetric tensor seems to be the sirnplest possibility, although this cannot 

be justified convincingly from a physical standpoint. But the foUowing formal reason seems 

to be important. For the general theory of gravitation it is essential that we can associate 

with the covariant tensor gik a contravariant g i k ,  [- . . i. This association can be c&d 

over to the non-symmetric case directly. So it is natural to try to extend the theory of 

gravitation t O non-s ymmetric gik-fields." 

By adding the requirement of "logical simplicity", it was hoped that these investigations would lead 

to a ". . . definite theory whose physical validity [could] be tested a posteriod' [3, p. 1201. 

h h v i n g  at the action principle and subsequently the field equations for UFT, Einstein and 

his CO-workers used two invariance principles for selecting out theories from the multitude of pos- 

sible cases. Specifically, the action was to be "A-invariant" and "transposition invariant". The 

first, A-invariance, was introduced to make the use of symmetric objects impossible, by forcing the 

coefficients of the connection to be nonsymmetric. In fact, it was noted that the Ricci tensor was 

unchanged under the transformation l?:, -t l?;, + Ca,[A], where A is an arbitrary function.(') A 

second principle introduced into UFT was the concept of transposition invariance. Rdes were defined 

for detennining the transpose of an object, and all equations were required to be invariant under 

the simultaneous transformation of al1 objects present. Einstein also referred to this as a Hermitian 

symrnetry, alIuding to the possibiiity of a field theory in the cornplex domain [4, 51. Moffat and his 

co-workers pursued this line of research, exploring several physical predictions of a cornplex-valued 

UFT [6-131. 

Both the A-invariance and the transposition invariance were introduced arbitrarily as mecha- 

nisms for selecting an action principle from the myriad of possibilities available upon the introduction 

of nonsymmetric quantities. However, both principles were introduced with rather shaky geometri- 

c d  or physical motivations ( s e  the criticisms in [14, pp. 225-2271): it is not obvious what physical 

purpose either of these principles serves. It should be noted that CrumeyroUe later identified Her- 

rnitian invariance and the compatibility condition of UFT as an expression of the theory based on 

('1 This invariance had, until recently, sui-vived in the action of NGT, manifesthg itself as a U(1) gauge invariance in 
the W,,. However, the symmetry was broken by the addition of suppternentary te- to the action by Moffat [15, 
161. 
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a hyperbolic complex tangent space attached to a real manifold [l?]. This liae of research was aiso 

pursued by Moffat and CO-workers [18-211. 

Unfortunately, from the start, UFT remaineci mired in questions of formalism, most of which 

arguably had little physical significance. The ongin of these problems is not diflicdt to pinpoint: 

the additionai geometric structure introduced by the inclusion of nonsymmetric objects into the 

formalism complicates even the simplest of equations. To see this, we need to look no further 

than [2], which contains riearly 30 pages of mathematical definitions and formalism, with little more 

than a single page devoted to the physical interpretation of the theory. Between 1947 and 1959, 

a t  least a full twelve publications were devoted to the study of the single equation detennining the 

coefficients of the affine conneetion in terms of the components of the fundamental tensor 122-331. 

In [4], little more than the fina1 paragraph of the publication is devoted to a physical interpretation 

of the theory. Here, Einstein states that we are to ". . . consider the antisyrnmetric part of the g;k 

as a representation of the electromagnetic field, at  least for idnitely s m d  fields . . ." (4, p. 5831. 

Rather than use the simple physical arguments and principles that led to  the development of GR, 

Einstein and his co-workers seemed intent on producing a unified theory by mathematical brute 

force, with as little physical input as possible. 

Although Einstein seemed content to simply assume that g(,,) was to represent the gravita- 

tional field and g[,,1 was to represent the electromagnetic field, others were not quite so convinced. 

h [34, p. 3391, Tonnelat states 

"L'identification des grandeurs géométriques de la théorie avec les grandeurs physiques cor- 

respondantes est loin d'avoir une solution évidente: à ce stade de la question, nous pouvous 

conclure que les g,, sont liés aux grandeurs physiques de la théorie mais que la forme de 

ce lien est une question qui reste encore en suspens." 

Lichnerowicz expressed similar concerns, and concluded that it was g(pu) rather than g(,,) that 

should represent the gravitational field [35, p. 2881. Later, a full analysis of the characteristic 

surfaces of UFT by Maurer-Tison [36, 375 revealed that there were in fact three possible light cones 

associated with every space-time point, given by the nul1 vectors of the metrics 

where h = det[h,,] and g = det[g,,]. These 4~e t r i c s "  are determined up to  a conformal fac- 

tor. By comparing the sizes of the Iight cones under various conditions, Maurer-Tison concluded 

that it was r,, that should be identifiecl with the physical Iight cone, as it d e h e d  the greatest 

velocity (37, p. 2491. 

In [4] we also see the beginnings of what was to become serious doubts that uFT codd adequately 

describe gravitational and electromagnetic phenomena: ". . . the equations of ikst approximation 
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show that they are weaker than the Maxwell equations . . . " [4, pp. 583-5841. In [38], Johnson 

gives a scaling argument for why UFT cannot describe electromagnetic phenornena, and in fact must 

necessarily contradict Coulomb's law. The rebuttal in [39] points out that the requirement of non- 

singularity should eIiminate the ambiguity introduced by Johnson's argument. On the other hand, 

by d e h g  the electric field as gi0.1 and the magnetic field as ~ " ~ g ~ ~ ] ,  Crumeymlle claimed to have 

reproduced Maxwell's equations in a post-Newtonian analysis of the field equations [40, 411. 

Meanwhile, severd workers attempted to derive the Lorentz force as a limiting case of the general 

laws of particle motion in UFT. Both Cdaway [42] and Infeld [43] succeeded in demonstrating that 

without making further assumptions, the field equations of UFT could not describe the motion of a 

charged particle. Hoang demonstrated that their results were not dependent on some unfortuitous 

choice of field quantities [44, 451. neder  [46] succeeded in obtnining a non-zero contribution to 

the motion of a charged particle coming fiom the antisymmetric field. Kowever, the contribution 

contained two terms: one resembling a Coulomb force between two charged particles, and another 

whose physical interpretation was doubtful. What is more, the second term was hardly negligible 

compared to the k t .  Clauser [47] and Cnuneyrolle [40] arrived a t  the same result by somewhat 

difTerent means. Bonnor [48] aIso succeeded in generating a non-trivial interaction for a charged 

particle, but only by augmenting the action by a term quadratic in g [ p , ~ .  TO first order, his equations 

of motion reduced to the correct Newtonian and Coulombian Limits. 

Rather than attempt to unify gravity and electromagnetism, Moffat [49] suggested that the 

antisymmetric sector was to be considered part of the gravitational field itself. This elirninated 

some of the interpretationd problems associated with UFT: no longer was it necessary to find some 

magicd combination of the g(,,) and g[,,~ that would be identiiied with the electromagnetic field 

and satisfy some generalization of the Maxwell equations. Dubbed the Nonsymmetric Gravitational 

Theory (NGT), the new theory was to make use of its extended ménagerie of geometrical objects 

to explain by purely gravitational means some unsolved problems in astrophysics. For instance, 

the anomalous periastron advances of AS Cam and DI Her and other binary star systems could 

be explained by means of the static, spherically symmetric solution of Papapetrou [50], using an 

integration constant 1 in the solution to fit the data [51]. In [52-541, Moffat gives an NGT formulation 

of the three cIassic tests of GR, thereby placing bounds on the parameter of this same solution. 

Meanwhile, Krisher [55] dernonstrated that data from the Pioneer II fiy-by of Jupiter also could 

be used to bound the parameter 1. Other astrophysical problems were approached by considering a 

post-Newtonian expansion of NGT [56-63]. 

Beyond the static, sphericdy symmetric Papapetrou solution, Cornish and Moffat argued that 

a solution to the field equations of UFT, previously due to Wyman [64], could be re-interpreted as 

the gravitationd field of a stellar object [65,66:. The claim was that this so-called Wyman solution, 

d s o  static and sphericdy symmetric, could serve as a non-singular alternative to a Schwarzschild 
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black-hole in astrophysical appIications. An integration constant, s, could be used to make the 

solution appear more or Iess as  a Schwarzschild black-hole in its exterior region (i-e., r > 2M, 

where M is the Schwarzschild mass parameter). However, in the interior region (i.e., r < 2 M ) ,  

the gravitational field was found to behave very differently £?om the Schwarzschild solution. By 

calculating various curvature invariants, it was argued that the Wyman solution was non-singular 

and devoid of an event horizon. Various phenomenological predictions of the Wyman solution were 

given in [67]; these results were later applied to the study of gaiaxy rotation curves [68]. 

The existence of the Papapetrou and Wyman solutions dows  us to introduce a simple classi- 

fication scheme that will ease the discussion in what follows. As will be discussed more e'cplicitly 

at the end of $2.2, the nonsymmetric fundamental tensor of NGT (with components gPv) can be 

separated into three sectors. Qualitatively, these are g(,,), g[oil, and g [ ~ .  For obvious reasons, g(,,) 

is termed the symmetric sector. The Papapetrou solution is characterized by g[oil # O, g[ijl = 0, 

while the Wyman solution is characterized by g[oi~ = 0, g[,~ # O. We therefore adopt the following 

terminology: the term "Papapetrou sector" is used to describe the g[oi~ sector of the theory, while 

the term " W p a n  sector" is used to describe the g[,l sector. 

Despite its successes in descnbing certain astrophysical phenomena, t heoreticd problems were 

discovered in NGT, in the context of linearized fields. Darnour, Deser, and McCarthy (DDM) [69, 701 

demonstrated that ghost modes existed in the theory at the linearized level, despite previous claims 

to the contrary [71]. In essence, the field equations linearized in the antisymmetric sector about 

a GR background were found to be similar to those of a gauge-fixed, second-order antisymmetric 

field with a term coupling this field to the background curvature. If not for this coupling term, 

then it could be shown that the residual gauge invariance would allow the negative energy modes 

to be consistently decoupled. However, the curvature coupling term destroyed the residual gauge 

fieedom, allowing the ghost modes to remain coupled to the other propagating modes. Fùrthermore, 

it could be shown that the curvature coupling term destroyed the assumed fall-off properties of the 

antisymmetric sector, resulting in the radiation of negative energy [69, 701. 

The problems uncovered by DDM were fixed by Moffat through the addition of correction terms 

to the action defining the theory. These correction terrns were he-tuned to cancel off the offending 

behaviour at  the linearized level. Although the naïve linearization now appeared healthy, a canonicd 

analysis of the fuII theory demonstrated that the above-mentioned corrections de-st abilized the GR 

limit of NGT with respect to Papapetrou-sector perturbations [72, 731. To date, no satisfactory 

solution to this problem has been proposed. Both the DDM problems and the Papapetrou instability 

wiIi be discussed in more detail in 52.1. 

The construction of NGT is based heavily on the structure of GR. Some of the details of this 

construction and its associated formalism will be discussed in Chapter 2. Before delving into a 

review of the salient details of NGT, however, it is instructive to review those elements of GR that 
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are of relevance to this work. 

1.2. A Short Excursion into General Relativity 

Since its was 6rst published in 1916, Einstein's Theory of Generai Relativity 1741 has time and 

again demonstrated its ability to predict or describe various aspects of gravitational physics [75, 

761. In fact, although many other models have fallen by the wayside, no matter which way it has 

been sliced GR has stood the test of time. Given its ubiquitous success, it is not surprising that 

GR typicdy serves as the foundational building block for the construction of alternate gravitational 

models . 
There are a variety of ways of formdating GR fiom fkst prïnciples, most of which are described 

in detail in any standard textbook on GR [1, Box 17-21. Perhaps the simplest of these approaches is 

through a Palatini variation of the action 

where g,, is the metric tensor of the spacetime and gPug,, = 6f, g = det[g,,], Rpu is the Ricca 

curuature tensor, defined by (A.6a), and SM represents the matter contributions. Extremization of 

this action leads to the weli-known field equations of Einstein: 

where R = g ~ Y R p , ,  and where V is the standard, torsion-free, Christoffel connection (see the 

general discussion of connections and curvature tensors in 5A.2). Here, T', is the stress-energy 

tensor obtained by va,rying the matter contribution SM with respect to g,,. The predictions derived 

from (1.2) are studied in extenso in the standard references [1, 77-81]. 

Fkom the standpoint of numerical cdculations, (1.2) is not the most convenient form of Einstein's 

equations. SpecificaJly, although the conventionai relativist will typically choose some convenient 

coordinate system and proceed to solve (1.2) for ail space and al1 tirne, thereby obtaining a global 

solution to the Einstein equations, the numerical relativist is more interested in prescribing a set 

of conditions at some initiai time to ,  and then using (1.2) to determine the evolution of this set of 

initial conditions for t > to, thereby "building" the solution stepby-step, or rather slice-by-slice. 

These time slices are then assembled to form the equivalent of the conventional relativist's global 

solution. The conventional relativist's fkeedorn to adapt his coordinate system to the problem at 

hand is expressed in the numerical relativist's ability to foliate or slice the space-time as he sees fit. 

However, the situation is not so straightforward for the numerical relativist: for instance, it is a 

simple matter to demonstrate that not ail ten of the equations Gpu = 8rTPu have dynamical content, 

and that not all ten of the functions g,, are determined by the evolution. Of the ten equations in 
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Gpu = 8rTp,, it can be shown that four of them are constraints that limit the possible choices of 

initial data. F'urthermore, of the ten available functions in g,,, only s u  are actualiy determined 

through the evolution: the other four can be specified arbitrarily. 

A systematic implementation of the evolutionary split described above which takes into account 

the difEculties mentioned in the previous paragraph was given by Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner 

(ADM) [82]. By parameterizing the metric as [l, 521.41 

they found that (1.2) could be split into twelve first-order evolution equations: 

and 

comrnody referred to as the Harniltonaan constmint and (the components of the) rnomentum con- 

straint, respectively; if satisfied initially, these constraints are guaranteed to be satisfied for aU 

time [35, $151. The are the cornponents of the metric on the initial hsersurface, the Kij 

are the components of the &finsic curvature, N is the lapse function, and N is the sh.ift vector. 

The Christoffel comectior. compatible with the y, is denoted by v ( ~ )  and satisfies the condition 

~ f ) [ ~ ] i j  = 0, and RI:) is the Ricci curvature tensor associated with ~ ( ~ 1 ,  with R ( ~ )  = "lij13!3) 'I the 

correspondhg Ricci curvature scalar. The extrinsic curvature is a measure of the curvature of the 

initial hypersurface relative to its enveloping four-dimensional space, the lapse function measures the 

amount of proper t h e  that passes between slices of the evolution, while the shift vector determines 

how the slices of the evohtion are to be assembled to forxn a four-dimensional space-the. 

It is usefui to have the two subsidiary equations 

and 

&['lk[Kl] = J ? ~ [ T ~ [ K ] ] - N [ R ( ~ ) + ( ' J ~ [ K ] ) ~ ]  + y i j ~ y ) ~ y ) [ ~ + 4 ~ ~ [ 3 p - ~ [ t ] ]  (1.5b) 

where 7 = det [.yij]; these are often used to choose foliations. However, these are not independent 

of (1.4); rather, (1.5a) and (1.5b) are the traces of (1.4a) and (1.4b), respectively. 

7 
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As it stands, the system (1.4) does not completely determine the components of the metric 

tensor g,,. In fact, the lape  function N and the shift vector N are left undetennined, and yet 

gm = N2-^(ijNiNj and gai = -yijNj [l, $21.41- This sho~ ld  net be surprising: the Einstein system 

is i n d a n t  under a change of coordinate system, and thus this arbitrariness must necessarily be 

reflected in the dynamical structure of the theory as well. The lapse function and the shift vector 

represent the ability to freely-choose a time maiable and a set of spatial coordinates, and therefore 

cannot be determined by the field equations. Typicdy, the Iapse and the shift are Gxed by imposing 

some set of suitable conditions on {yij, Kij), conditions which are to be maintained in evolution. 

The simplest choice is to take N = 1, N = O, known as geodesic slicing with the Eulerian gauge. 

It is a simple matter to demonstrate that, under reasonable conditions, this choice must necessarily 

break down and yield a coordinate singularity [83, $III.A]: using (1.4c), (1.5a), and (1.5b), we have 

Under the strong energy condition [78, p. 951, the right-hand side of the second of these is manifestly 

negative, so that in evolution, Tr[K] + -00. Consequently, the first implies that, in evolution, 

fi + O. Since fi represents the volume of an infinitesimai element on a surface of constant-t, this 

demonstrates that the combination of geodesic slicing with the Eulerian gauge necessady leads to 

a choice of a coordinate system that can not faithfully represent, for all tirne, the space-tirne under 

study. 

A more reasonable choice for the l ape  and the shift is to impose that fi be a constant in time, 

and Tr[K] = O, also to be maintained in evolution. F'rom (1.5a), and (1.5b), we have 

EN[\/YI = O and y i j ~ ! 3 ) ~ y )  [y - N [ R ( ~ )  + 4 7 r ~  [3p - Tk[t]] = 0. 

This choice, known as maximal slicang with the isotropie gauge has been studied extensively in the 

literature, and is often used in numerical work due to its singularity-avoiding properties [83, §III.B]. 

The approach to generating a solution to the 3 + 1 vacuum Einstein system can be summarized 

as follows. For some set of initiai values {yij, Kij) and choices for {N, N'), ensure that the con- 

straints (1.4~) are satisfied. Once this done, (1.4a) and (1.4b) can be used to evolve the {y;,, Kij) 

forward in time. 

Using the 3 + 1 split of the field equations, it is trivial to give a partial proof of Bi~khoff's 

theorem. This theorem states that the exterior (i. e., in a vacuum) solution of a sphericdy symmetric 

stellar object in GR is the Schwarzschild solution; the implication is that such a system is necessarily 

dynamically trivial. In fact, the reduction to spherical symmetry implies that we can write the surface 

metric tensor and the extrinsic c-ture as 7 = diag[cr-' , P, p sin2 O] and K = diag[A, B, B sin2 O], 

where the four remaining fields, a, P, A, and 8,  are functions of the radial and time variables only. 
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By irnposing supplementary conditions on two fields (say, and B), we can determine the l a p e  

funetion and the lone-component of the shift vector. The rernaining two fimctions (say, a and A) 

must necessarily sati* the initial-value constraints, (1 -4c). Since these constraints are preserved in 

t h e  by virtue of the evolution equations, (1.4a) and (1.4b), then the entire evolution of a sphericdy 

symmetric GR field codguration is determined by its initial values. Once a proof of uniqueness is 

added, this is the content of Birkhoff's theorem. 

By virtue of Birkhoff's theorem, if it is the dynamics of GR that are to be studied, then one of 

the two assumptions, either the choice of spherical symmetry or the choice of a vacuum space-time, 

must be dropped. The simplest change that can be made is to drop the assumption of a vacuum 

space-time by including some matter coupling. Perhaps the simplest such matter coupling that can 

be considered is a Klein-Gordon scalar field minimaily-coupled to the gravitational field; this yields a 

system with a single degree of freedom. Again, the field equation for such an Einstein-Klein-Gordon 

field is well-known [1, p. 863): gfiUV,V,[+] + 6+V(@) = O, where we have ailowed for an arbitrary 

potential interaction by including V($). Here, denotes the functionai derivative of the 

potential V(@) with respect to @. As was the case for the Einstein equations, this four-dimensional 

picture is not the most convenient for numerical work. Performing a 3 + 1 decomposition of this 

scaIar wave equation yields 

and 

where II is the conjugate momentum to the Klein-Gordon field $. The contributions to the energy- 

momentum tensor are 

and 

This Einstein-Klein-Gordon field bas been studied extensively in the literature, bot h analyticaily [84, 

851 and numericdy [8û-881. 

Other matter models can  be coupled to GR: for example, a pressureless dust, a fluid, perfect or 

otherwise, and an electromagnetic field, among others [l, 77, 811. Each of these particular matter 

models has, in the past, been studied to some extent or another, both analytically and numerically, 

and much of our current knowledge of GR coma from the study of its interaction with rnatter and 

other fields. However, as it turns out, the field equations of NGT, once reduced using the symmetry 



and s i m p l w g  assumptions adopted herein, closely resemble those of the Einstein-Klein-Gordon 

field explicated above, for a particdar choice of V(@). This analogy, to be exploreci in 52-22, will 

d o w  us to discuss the causd structure of spherically symmetric, Wyman sector fields in NGT. 

1.3. Thesis Outline 

In what follows, we apply the techniques of numerical relativity to the spherically symmetric 

Wyman sector of NGT, in the hope of establishing its behaviour in dynamical situations. Due 

to the lack of a Birkhoff-type theorem in this sector of NGT, this is in fact one of the simplest 

situations that can be studied: a sphericaily symmetric Papapetrou sector field is excluded by virtue 

of the dynamical ins tability ment ioned previously. Furthemore, as the static, spherically s ymmetric 

solution to the Wyman sector field equations has been the source of much of the phenomenology of 

NGT recently [15, 16, 68, 891, it is of great interest to ver* whether this solution can indeed exist 

as the h a l  endstate of some generic coiiapse. Although we cannot hope to study every possible 

collapse scenario, we wili nevertheless establish that the Wyman solution cannot be such an endstate. 

The analysis will proceed in two parts. We will begh by presenting a formalism that ailows for 

the simulation of dynamical space-times in sphericaily symmetric, Wyman sector NGT; thus, NGT 

phenomenology in this sector need no longer be restricted to the Wyman sohtion. This formalism 

and the associated simulations will establish that gravitational wave collzpse in NGT can proceed 

dong two different routes: one is the dispersion of the initial wave, leaving behind a Minkowski space 

background, while the other is the collapse of the wave to form some final state. The numerical 

origin of the computational techniques being used prohibits us fkom detennining the nature of this 

final state. However, the second part of the analysis WU demonstrate that the Wyman solution is 

indeed unstable with respect to spherically symmetric perturbations. Consequently, it cannot be 

the final state that is observed. Coupled with a simple "no-haïr" theorem, we will conclude that the 

finai state of a sphericaily symmetric, Wyman sector wave collapse in NGT is a Minkowski space-time 

in the case of a weak-field coilapse, or in the stronger-field régime either a Schwarzschild solution 

or a nakedly singular alternative. This will exclude the static, the sphericdy symmetric Wyrnan 

solution as the possible endstate of a spherically symmetric, Wyman sector wave collapse. 

The program for the remainder of this work is as foilows. In Chapter 2 we introduce most 

of the background fomalism necessary for setting up the simulations to be considered in the later 

chapters. In 52.2, we review the 3 + 1 decomposition which is so convenient in numerical work. 

In 52.2.1, the results of the 3 + I decomposition are reduced by assiiming a spherically symmetric, 

Wyman sector field, and a more convenient pararneterization is introduced. AIthough the derivations 

are necessarily tedious due to the complexity of the field equations of NGT, the main resdts of the 

anaiysis are contained in (2.22) and (2.23). Following a discussion of the various slicing conditions 

and gauge choices that could be used in the simulations, the field equations of the sphericdy 



symmetric Wyman sector of NGT are compared to those of an Einstein-Klein-Gordon field coupled 

to GR with an additional potential term. In s2.3, the concept of a margindy trapped surface is 

defined in NGT, and a simple argument is given which demonstrates that, under certain conditions, 

rnargindy trapped surfaces must necessady ex& in NGT space-thes. 

In Chapter 3, the formalism of Chapter 2 is applied to a numerical study of NGT. We begui 

in 83.1 by discussing the solvabili~ of the Hamiltonian constraint which, under certain assumptions, 

guarantees the weU-posedness of the initid-value problem. For a simple class of initial data, we 

are able to place bounds on the solvability of the Hamiltonian con,stra.int, and we dernonstrate 

that the numerical code respects these bounds. We then rnove from the initial-value problem to 

the problem of evolving a set of initial data. In 83.2, we grossly approximate the NGT evohtion 

equations as a simple wave equation, and then demonstrate that for sufficiently weak initial data, 

the numericdy generated evolutions reproduce this approximate result to great precision. Stronger 

fields are considered in $3.3, where it is demonstrated that the endpoint of the collapse is very 

different in this situation than in the weak field case. The intermediate region is briefly discussed 

in 53.4, where the phenornenon of critical collapse is observed. Finally, we close Chapter 3 by 

discussing the convergence of the numerical results in 53.5. 

Chapter 4 opens with a discussion of the static, spherically symmetric Wyman solution. In 84.2, 

we demonstrate by means of a stability andysis that this Wyman solution is unstable against 

spherically symmetric perturbations, thereby excluding it as a possible endpoint in a generic collapse. 

Chapter 4 closes with a discussion of the availability of alternatives to the Wyman solution, where 

we show that, aside from the Minkowski space and Schwarzschild solutions, the only remaining 

possibility that is static would be some as yet unknown, nakedly singular solution. 

Appendix A gives a discussion of the construction of geometrical ob jects in the richer structure of 

NGT. This also serves to introduce the notation used for anhoIonomic bases, comections, curvature 

tensors, and torsion tensors. The appendix concludes with a discussion of the coefficients of the 

comection, and especidy how certain choices can be used to simplify the analysis of the theory. 

In Appendix B, we present some of the novel design decisions that needed to be made in order 

to d o w  the simulations considered herein to be tractable on a small-scale computer in a reasonable 

amount of time. This is not meant to be a complete description of the simulation code, but rather 

a description of some brief detrtils on certain features of the design. 

We present the main conclusions of this work in Chapter 5. 

It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought 
without accepting it. 

-4ristotle 



Chapter 2 
Some Background on 

NGT 

As discussed in Chapter 1, a significaat amount of effort has been put into studying the mathe- 

matical formulation of UFT, and consequently of NGT. On the other hand, a correspondingly smder  

amount of effort has been put into just+g the physical formulation of the theory. Rather, the 

resemblance to GR is usually called upon, in the hope that the extra structure in the theory can be 

interpreted a posteriori (c. f. the comments of Einstein [3, p. 1201). Since we are rnainly interested in 

the dynamical predictions of the theory as it stands rather than any motivation for its construction, 

we adopt the formulation of the theory as an operational starting point. 

In this chapter, we are concerned with explicating the field equations of NGT in a form suitable 

for numericd study. Aithough some formahm is involved, the end product wiil be shown to be 

simply related to the Einstein-Klein-Gordon field equations discussed in $1.2. 

Let M be a space-time manifold with its tangent space T, M at a point x E M spamed by a 

set of ba is  vectors {eA) .  In a general basis, the action of NGT is written [90, §IV.B] 

where the inverse fundamental tensor is dehed  by gABgsC = @. The E ~ ,  are the vierbein, which 

map the generd basis vectors into a coordinate basis (8, = EA,eA) and E = det[EA,]. Also, 

g = det[gA~]. The cumture tensor R~~ and the torsion tensor T are dehed  in Appendix A. The 

vanishing of the torsion tensor, T = O, is enforced in the action through a tensor L of Lagrange 
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multipiiers, while the condition A = O is enforced through the vector L. The choice of the connection 

V is discussed in 5A.3. The action found in, for instance, [15, 16, 89, 911, is recovered by taking 

1 A = O and L& = 0, and by rewriting ail terms cont aining connections in terms of the unconstrained 

connection W& Furthemore, it is necessary to let WA + -$WA, Q = -40, and to adjust the 

definition of the inverse of the fundamental tensor. 

The first four terms in (2.1) comprise the action of UFT and "o1dn NGT; thus the action of 

UFT and %Id" NGT is recovered by setting a = O and p = O. The term ~p2g[ABlg[Asl is the 

Bonnor term [48]. Finally, the term $ a g ( A B ) ~ A ~ s  was added by Moffat in an attempt to correct 

a Iinearization problem of the original NGT action [15, 161. 

The matter contribution to the action is defined by its variation: 

where ZAB are the components of the (nonsyrnmetric) stress-energy tensor of the matter. 

The field equations derived from the variational principle are [go, §IV.B] 

where the mass tensor is defined by 

and where Z is the trace of the stress-energy tensor: Z = gABZAs. Note that if we set a = 0, the 

theory then possesses a U(l) gauge invariance by virtue of the fact that the WA appear in the field 

equations ody as a curl. Meanwhile, the compatibility condition reads 

which can be manipulated to read 

If we introduce the Einstein tensor by @aB = InAB + igBA%, where In = gAB%ns, then the field 

equations c m  also be written in the simpler form 
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a form gratuitously reniniscent of (1.2). However, it should be emphasized that the content of these 

equations is significantly àifferent fkom the standard Einstein equations of GR, and by writing them 

in this form, much of the stmcture of the theory has been hidden. 

As written, the field equations of NGT are quite cornplicated; consequently, it is somewhat 

ciifficuit to draw any firm conclusions about their consistency, not to mention their predictions. To 

make headway in this direction, it is interesthg to consider a linearization of the field equations 171, 

92-96]. This will at least allow us to discuss weak-field configurations. 

2.1. Linearized Field Equations 

In an d o r t  to further our understanding of the structure of NGT, we wiU consider a linearization 

of the field equations of the theory about a GR background. To simplifv the forthcoming andysis, 

we will specialize to a holonomic frame. We mite g,, -+ g,, + h,,, where g,, represents the GR 

metric, solution to the Einstein equations, and h,, = hfpVl is a s m d  perturbation relative to the GR 

background; preswnably, this dows us to systematically ignore d feedback of the perturbation into 

the GR field equations, although we will find out below that this assumption is actuaily unjustified. 

To lowest order, (2.2a) and (2.2~) are trivial identities, while (2.2d) and (2.24 are the usual metricity 

condition and Einstein equation of GR, i e . ,  (1.2). In the next approximation, (2.2~) is 

where V is the metric-compatible, ChristofTel connection of GR. Fkom (2.2g) we have that 

To first order, the antisymmetric piece of (2.26) is 

(1)s b v l  = Vn[")A]~ul + VFIWIi - 3p2hpw = 8 ~ ( ' ) T [ ~ u ]  

= -) [VU[FJ,"U + p2h,v] + 2VPV[p[hl,"] + $aV[p[U?,] + V&[W],], 

where Fpuu = V, [hl,, + V,[h],, + V, [hl, is the field-strength tensor associated with the antisym- 

metric field h,,. Using Ricci's identity [97, p. 891, we can rewrite this as 

(11% [PU] = -I 2 [  vu ~ ~ ~ v r + d h p u ] + ~ R ~ p P v h ~ p + [ ~ + ) ~ ] ~ I p [ ~ ] ~ l + 2 V b V u [ h ] ~ ~ l  

(2-4) 
= 87r(1)'X~p,1, 

where RuM, = gEPRffpP, is the Riemann tensor associated with the background Christoffel connec- 

tion. 

h UFT and ''oldn NGT, CY = 0, p = 0, and Vu[h],, = O, so that (2.4) reduces to 
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We obtain an inhomogeneous wave equation for the W, by taking a divergence of this, to wit: 

VVV,[W], = 8Rc,P,VY[h,] - 16nVWMb,], where we have chosen the gauge VY[W], = O, thereby 

taking advantage of the U(l) gauge freedom associated with the W, in the action. We see from this 

that the background Riemann tensor acts as a source to the W,. This ailows the W, to propagate as 

a massless vector field, regardless of any first-order conservation properties of the matter couplings. 

Already, we have uncovered a ditficulty: as the W, are native to the antisymmetric sector, they 

must ipso facto vanish in the asymptotic domain, as per the postulates of an expansion about 

a GR background. However, we find here that this is not the case. Furthemore, suppose that 

there are no matter couplings and that the background curvature decays sufliciently rapidly in the 

asymptotic domain; this ailows us to treat the curvature term as a locaIized source, and therefore 

represents a best-case scenario. The inhomogeneous wave equation for the W, implies that W, - l / r  

asymptotically. In (2.5), the contributions from the W, serve as a source tenn, therefore causing 

the h,, to be driven asymptotically (at best) to a constant. Of course, this is a contradiction: 

impiicit in a perturbative andysis is the assumption that the perturbations fa11 off fast enough in 

the asymptotic domain so that the background fields are unaffected. Here we find that the h,, do 

not fail off asymptotically, contrary to our initial assumptions. Consequently, the field equations of 

UFT and "old" NGT are necessarily inconsistent (set? &O the discussion in [69, 701). 

It is important to note that this inconsistency is not confined to the perturbative analysis 

about a curved background: a simple demonstration of this pathology is given by considering the 

Minkowski space limit of (2.5): 

Taking a divergence of this and using the fact that ûu[h],, = O gives n[W], = -16n8'[(1)5'l~,,1, 

where we have assumed the gauge P[W], = O, allowed by the U(1) invariance in the action. This 

is, of course, the Minkowski space lirnit of the above-mentioned inhomogeneous wave equation for 

the W,. Thus, W, = - 1 6 r r 0 - ' ~ ~ [ ( ' ) ~ ~ , ~ ,  and the Green's function solution to (2.6) is 

Since the full theory provides no reason to believe that au[( l )~ro , l  = O, then the higher-order pole 

is manifest in the second t em.  However, regardles of whether (l)T[,,I is conserved or not, the 

curvature-couphg term in (2.5) appears as a source for the h,, in a perturbative analysis of NGT 

about a G R  space-the. 

The origin of the pathology demonstrated in (2.7) is not particularly d.ifEcult to pinpoint. In fact, 

we see fkom (2.5) that the kinetic terms are sirnilar, but not identical, to those of the Kdb-Ramond 

(KR) theory (see [98], in particular the Appendix, as well as the more general discussion in [991), 
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with h,, identified with the KR field itself; it is well-known that the ody consistent h e a r  theory of 

the second-rank antisymmetric field is KR theory and its massive equivalent [100]. However, in KR 

theory the fields W, are not present. In NGT, the cost of eliminating them from the set of dynamical 

fields is the introduction of higher-order derivatives in the h,,, which leads to the higher-order poles 

uncovered earlier. However, at the same time, it should be noted that it is the combination of the 

curvature-coupling term and the term in V b N U I  in (2.5) that causes the pathological behaviour: 

if the former were not present, then in the absence of sources the linearized field equations could be 

made consistent through a careful choice of initial data. In particular, the W, would then behave 

as a sourceless Maxwell field, and consequently could be eliminated from the dynamics for al1 tirne 

by setting them initidy to zero [69]. Of course, this wodd be somewhat contrived, and we would 

be Ieft with a theory whose antisyrnmetrîc sector seemingly cânnot be coupled to a source, at least 

according to the linearized analysis. Beyond this, a consistent linearized expansion says nothing of 

the non-perturbative régime. 

The solution to the above-mentioned problem is simple, at least in principle: if the Lagrange 

multipüers WA could in some way be algebraically detennined fkom the other fields, we could thereby 

eliminate the possibility of introducing higher-order poles into the linearized theory. It is to this end 

that the term i a g ( A B ) ~ a ~ s  was added to the action of NGT by Moffat [15, 161. In fact, we see 

from (2.2~) that varying the action with respect to the kVA yields a condition detennining them in 

terms of the f i g L A B 1 .  The idea is then to use the constant a to force the linearized dynamics to 

be identically those of KR. If we return to (2.4) and use (2.3) to elirninate the W,, we have 

By choosing a = 3/4, the coefficient of the final term in the middle rnember can be made to vanish 

identicaily, leaving a field equation which is that of massive Kalb-Ramond (KR) theory [98], with 

an additional curvature-coupling tenn, where as expected the h,, play the rôle of the KR field. 

Consequently, we know that there are three degrees of freedom per space-time point in (2.8) [100]. 

However, t h s  in itself is enough to question the validity of the contrived linearized l i t  of NGT to 

KR theory: in fact, of the six possible degrees of freedom per space-the point in g[,,], three have 

suddenly disappeared through the linearization procedure. Although in the linearized analysis the 

three hioil are constrained by the iinearized field equations (1)5R~oil, there is no reason to believe that 

the constraint wiii be preserved in the full theory without any gauge invariance. Consequently, we 

are left with the possibility that the full theory has six degrees of freedom per space-the point in 

the antisymmetric sector, whiie the line-ed theory hm only three. This type of singularity in the 

number of degrees of freedom of a theory was studied by Isenberg and Nester for various models 

minimally-coupled to GR (1011; they found this sort of discrepancy was the sign of an instability 

in the linearization of the theory. In fact, it has recently been shown that the degree of fteedom 
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count in NGT is indeed eight degrees of keedorn per space-tirne point, with two existing purely in the 

symmetric sector and therefore corresponding to the two analogous degrees of freedom of GR; the 

remahhg six degrees of fieedom exist in the antisymrnetric sector [73, p. 801. Much more than this, 

Clayton demonstrated that the linearization instability duded to above indeed exists [72j, unless 

ad hoc constraints are placed on the initial data, corresponding essentialiy to the supplementary 

constraints that appear in the iinearization analysis. This instability manifests itself as the inability 

to perturb a GR space-time in the glor) sector. The resdting system, despite being supposed near a 

GR space-time in configuration space, in fact cannot be considered so. 

The two pathologies just described wodd seem to exchde NGT as a possible mode1 for the 

gravitational field: the inability to hearize an NGT space-time about a generic GR background if 

g[oi~ # O is certainiy strong evidence againçt the theory. However, the fact remains that very lit tle is 

known about the dynamics of NGT. In what follows, we will perfonn a surface decomposition of the 

field equations, followed by a reduction to the sphericaily-symmetric Wyman sector of the theory. 

The resulting set of field equations d l  be studied numericaily in Chapters 3 and 4, where it will be 

discovered that this sector of the theory predicts little beyond the standard resdts of GR. 

2.2. Surface-Adapted Frame and Decomposition of the Field Equations 

The most convenient method for constructing numerical solutions to a set of dynamical field 

equations is through its initial-value formulation. In essence, we seek to decompose the field vari- 

ables and the field equations into constraints and evolution equations. The most rigorous way of 

systematically perfonning such a decomposition is through a canonical analysis of the theory; such 

an analysis was performed for NGT by Clayton [73]. Here, we will briefly review the surface pro- 

jection of the field equations and compatibility conditions, thereby obtaining the main resdts that 

we require to advance our work into the later sections. In essence, the results of this section are 

straightforward generalizations to NGT of the ideas described in 91.2. 

Suppose that on the manifold M there exists a time function t which serves as time coordinate 

for some observer. The time function defines a basis vector Bt that points in the direction of time 

flow. To this observer is also associated a set of spatial basis vectors; for simplicity, we will assume 

that the spatial basis vectors and the tirne vector form a holonomic basis for TM: that is, {Bt , 8i) 

span TzM for all x E M ,  and [O,, B,] = O for all p, V. We can now foliate M into a series of 

hypersurfaces C(t) labeled by the time coordinate t: for each value of t, the spacelike hypersurface 

C(t)  is the level surface of t ,  and is thus the submanifold of M covered by the spatial coordinates 

{ x i )  for h e d  t. We therefore have the foliation M = B x X(t), or more precisely, 

where I is some interval of IR, so that t f R [102, p. 561. 
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h writing the field equations of NGT in 3 + 1 form, it is convenient to separate out evolution due 

to the true dynamics of the theory fiom evolution due to the choice of Lorentz-boosted coordinates; 

although we are mostIy interested in the former, the field equations also contain the latter. The 

dynamical evolution of a field quantity off C(t )  is given by its perpendicular derivative off of this 

hypersurface. Meanwhile, surface coordinate effects are represented by translations pardel  to Z(t). 

We therefore introduce a surface-adapted basis {ellei) in the fibre bundle TM such that e l  is 

orthogonal to TC(t) for al1 t, while {ei) span T Z ( t )  for all t. The (Bi) span TC(t) by definition, 

and thus could serve the purpose of {ei); however, Bt obviously need not always be orthogonal to 

TC(t) ,  and thus (&, Bi) cannot serve as a surface-adapted basis. However, we c m  decompose Bt 

into its orthogonal and parde l  projections on TE(t),  yielding Bt =  el +Niei. We can then define 

the basis {el, ei) via NeL = Bt - Niai and ei = Bi. The dual basis to (el, ei} is easily shown to 

be {@, Bi}, defhed by BL = N d t  and 8' = dzi + Nidt where {dt, hi} is the dual basis to {8t, Bi). 

It follows that the (Bi) span T*X(t). N and N = Niei are referred to as the lapse function and the 

shiR vector. The basis {el, ei) is anholonomic, with the nontrivial structure constants being(') 

Note, however, that the surface basis {ei) is holonomic. 

Thus far, the discussion has been general. However, we need to define exactly what is meant by 

In GR, these concepts are uniquely dehed by the metric tensor. In NGT, the existence 

of multiple light cones implies that there are multiple definitions of the concept of "orthogonality": 

each light cone provides its own definition, and we are faced with the possibility that al1 definitions 

are different (c.  f. the discussion of the light cones of UFT on p. 3). Herein, we follow the convention 

set out by CIayton [73, p. 531 that the metric dehed by g(AB) is used t o  estabiish the concept 

of "orthogonalityl'. This choice was made mostly for convenience: it is gAB that appears in the 

Palatini fonn of the action of NGT, rather than, Say,  AB. In reality this is little more than a choice 

of parameterization, and we wodd expect the physicd content of the theory to be independent of 

such choices, provided that el is timelike with respect to ail light cones. This would guarantee that 

e l  has at least some component pointing out of TZ(t), thereby generating an evolution. 

Given this choice of parameterization, the symmetric piece of the inverse fundamental tensor 

is(2) 
.. 

g(AB)eA @ eg = el a el - +")ei O ej. (2.9a) 

The antisymmetric components are handled by introducing a vector with components Bi and an 

antisymmetric tensor with components : 

- 

(') The definition of the structure constants is standard, c.f. (A.2) in Appendix A. 
(2) This is to be contrasteci with the typical ADM parameterization of the metnc (1, 521.41; such a parameterization 

is tantamount to re-writing the metric in a coordinate frame, yielding (1.3). 
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The fundamental tensor becomes 

where 

F = 1 + G ~ )  B'B', ai = GIijl ~ j ,  and Pi = G ( ~ ~ ~  ~ j ,  (2.10b) 

and the G, are dehed by 

Once the surface-adapted kame { e l ,  e i }  and its related CO-£rame (O1, 8') have been dehed,  

the surface decomposition of the various tensor quantities in the theory then proceeds in the standard 

fashion [103, 82-11. We introduce a set of operators {P) that project out the components of the 

various tensors. For instance, 

Therefore, for some vector Z = ZAea E T M ,  we have P~[z] = zL and pTZ[2] = Ziei E T Z ( t ) .  

Similarly, Pl and P'ex project a covector Z = ZAOA E T L M  into PL[Z] = Zl and Ppc[Z] = 

Zigi E T*E(t) .  Note in particular that the projectors PL and PL generate surface scalars. Tensors 

of other orders can be dealt with by using the tensor product of these operators; for instance, to 

perform a surface projection of a tensor T = TABeA @ OB, the projection operators 

can be used. These yield T 5  (a surface scalar), TLi@ (a surface covector), Talei  (z surface 

vector), and Tijei  8 8j (a surface two-tensor of mixed type), respectively. 

Once the relevant tensors have been surface-decomposed, we must turn to the projection of 

derivative quantities. We are in particular concerned with the generalization of a tirne derivative. In 

a Bat space, the evolution of a suface-projected quantity Z £rom one slice to the next is governed 

by equations of the forrn &[q = 2. In a curved space, however, we must take into account both 

the curvature of M and the fact that the spatial basis vectors might "moven from one slice of the 

foliation to the next. Therefore, it is obvious that Ot = NeL + Niei cannot be used as-is as a time 

derivative, as it will not preserve the tensor qualities of an object. However, the vector Bt defuies a 

congruence of curves in M; therefore, it is logical to define the notion of the time rate of change of 

Z using the Lie derivative 1104, 53-61 of Z with respect to &: 
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As usual, the action of the Lie derivative on the basis vectors and basis CO-vectors is given by 

Ex[eA] = -eA[xB]es  + xBcZAec and Lx [eA] = eB[xA]oB - X * & B ~ ,  (2.12) 

where X = XAea E TM. Meanwhiie, if / : M + W then P x [ f ]  = x A e a [ f ] .  However, it is 

a simple matter to demonstrate that this debition does not preserve the surface properties of a 

tensor: if (2.11) is used to evolve a quantity from E ( t )  to E(t  + At),  then a surface tensor on C ( t )  

wili not necessarily be a surface tensor on E(t + At) .  In fact, using (2.12) with X = Nel and 

X = Niei gives 

respectively, where 

A i = - N J C k  a d  A ' = ~ ~ [ N ' ] - N J C ~ -  IL* 

Here, LN!=. [ ] is a surface Lie derivative dong the surface flow generated by N'ci- Note that if 

the surface basis {ei} is chosen to be holonomic, then = 0; however, this is not necessary to the 

remainder of the argument. We see that the first term in the final member of (2.11) preserves the 

surface properties of its argument, while the second term does not, by virtue of the non-vanishing 

Ai and Ai. The probIem can be remedied by introducing a projection map, [J, which projects 

its argument onto the surface B( t ) ;  thus, for instance, [ZJ = Ziei if Z = ZLeL + Ziei, while 

[ZLJ = ZL, since ZL is a scaiar on C(t). Consequently, we generalize the notion of a time derivative 

of a surface decomposed quantity Z by 

as expected. 

Before proceeding with the surface decomposition, we need to introduce some symbology, in 

order to lighten the formalism; specifically, the coefficients of the connection are decomposed as 

The fully spatial components of the connection coefficients I'jk define a surface connection v ( ~ )  in 

the usual fashion (c.f. 5A.2). Similarly, the various components of the tensor A are written 
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It is also useful to introduce certain combinations, uiz., 

also, u aii and v vi i .  Finaily, W WL; the spatial part of this vector will be identified simply 

by the value of its index. 

With the notation introduced, we can proceed to the decomposition of the field equations. The 

compatibility condition reduces to 

and 

for the symmetric components, while the antisymmetric cornponents are 

and 

Some of these relations are evolution equations for components of the surface fundamental ten- 

sor, while others are algebraic constraints between Lagrange multipliers and initial data. Specif- 

ically, (2.14a), (2.14b), (2.15a), and (2.15b) are used to evolve various components of the surface 

fundamental tensor. Although it is not obvious, an independent algebraic constraint is buried within 
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these evolution equations: by appropriately combining (2.14a), (2.l4b), (2.15a), and (2.lSb), we ob- 

tain 

Cr = fi[r - ~ ' b i  + bcrr(")oi[Wj - 2bjfl .  (2.16) 

A second algebraic constraint is obtained by appropriately combining (2.14d), (2.14f), (2-Ec), 

and (2.15d), to yield 

Note that this is not independent of the other algebraic constraints; however, it is used in solving 

for the Lagrange rnultipIiers ci, and so we list it here for completeness. 

In the presence of matter sources, the components of the field equations are 

and 

where I = gABIAs = (TLI + 2B'I[Li1 - 7"Iij. The spatial vector W with components Wi = 

-Wi - ~i~ + bi has ben introduced into the evolution equations as a convenient shorthand notation; 

in fa&, in the canonical decomposition of the field equations [73], it is the Wi rather than the Wi 

that appear as canonical coordinates. The components of the mass tensor are 

and 

The following non-dynamitai surface tensors have also been defined: 
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and 

Here, R:(~) are the components of the NGT surface Ricci tensor, gotten by using (A.8) and letting 

ail indices take on spatial values only. 

It was shown by Lichnerowicz [105, p. 5101 and subsequently by Clayton [73, p. 651 that not all 

sixteen field equations have dynamical content; indeed, four of these, or rather four combinations of 

these, serve only to determine information on the initial ske .  Referred to as the Hamiltonian and 

(the components of) the momentum constraint, these are written 

and 

i t  has been demonstrated that these equations consistently determine the Lagrange multipliers, 

leaving behind only the four diffeomorphisrn constraints (3, f i i )  and the evolution equations for the 

degrees of fieedorn of the theory [73]. As the solution process is somewhat long and drawn-out, we 

will not expiicitly solve for the Lagrange multipliers here, instead contenting ourselves with sketching 

how each relation can be used to reduce the system. In particular, Cr and Cc determine I' and the 

ci, respectively, while the ai and wij are determined by the torsion-fkee condition (rbCl = 0): 

specifically, rhil = O and riLjl = O give 

respectively. The o' and ui j are determined from C I i )  and c?'), respectively. Finally, can be 

solved for the rjk. This accounts for all the Lagrange multipliers in the symmetric sector. Meanwhile 
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in the antis-etric sector, C \ ~ ' I  and CY] are used to solve for W and the vi j7  respectively, while 

épl and cfjl can be used to determine the A:, and the bi, respectively, making use of the condition 

A A = O. There remains the dynamical fields 

as well as the undetermined Lagrange multipliers {N, N' ) . The former are detennined by the evo- 

lution equations, given some set of valid Cauchy data, which must necessarily satisfy the constraints 

(3, Bi}. N and the Ni represent gauge degrees of freedom which may be used to select a foliation 

for M and surface coordinates for C(t ) .  

As evidenced by (2.18), the dynamical fields of NGT separate into distinct classes. Namely, 

, Kol ) are referred to as the symmetric sector, {.r[ij], are defined as the Wyman sector, 
. - 

and {B', W;) are defined as the Papapetrou sector. The Wyman and Papapetrou sectors are also 

occasionally referred to as the electric and magnetic sectors, respectively. The latter terminology is 

a holdover from UFT, where the antisymmetric-sector fields were to be interpreted as components of 

the electromagnetic field. 

If the Wyman and Papapetrou sectors are made to vanish, then it is a simple matter to demon- 

strate that if CY # 3/4, the symmetric sector reproduces the dynamics of GR [73, 53-5-11. The case 

cr = 3/4 is special, as it can be shown that the Lagrange multipliers bi are no longer determined. 

The dynamics of GR c m  be recovered, however, if the ad hoc constraint bi = O is imposed on every 

E ( t )  of the foliation. 

It should be emphasized that the split of (2.18) into the three sectors listed above is not guar- 

anteed to be maintained in evolution: that is, initial data restricted to one of the two antisymmetric 

sectors could evolve into a mixed configuration. 

2.2.1. Spherically Symmetric, Wyman Sector Field Equations 

We wiU be considering exclusively sphericdy symmetric field configurations. Due to the absence 

of a Birkhoff-type theorem, the dynamics of NGT are non-trivial even for this specialized symmetry. 

Beyond this, we will limit ourselves to the Wyrnan sector of the theory [64, 66, 106, 1071. As 

noted at the end of the previous section, in general such a split between the Wyman sector and 

the Papapetrou sector is not possible, as initial data of one type or the other could evolve into a 

mixed configuration. However, for the case of spherical symmetry, the split can be made, and an 

initialiy-Wyman field configuration wi i l  remain so throughout its evolution [73, p. 1121. 

The general spherically symmetric form of a nonsymmetric tensor quantity c m  be found via a 

Killing vector 

curvature are 

analysis [108]. The spatial part of the inverse fundamental tensor and the extrinçic 

O -r[231/ sin û .y22/ sin2 0 
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and 

where Kij = K(K + jIijb Notice how we reserve the indexed symbols for the tensoriai quantity with 

factors of sind removed; therefore, dl functions depend only on the radial and time variables. The 

volume element is written 

which serves to define p. The lape  function depends only on the radial and the time variables, 

N = N(r ,  t), while the shift vector reduces to a single non-trivial component: N = [n(r, t), O, O]. 

The vector W vanishes by definition, being native to the Papapetrou sector of NGT. The non-zero 

components of the fundamental tensor are then (c.f. (2.10~)) 

For spherically symrnetric 

nection coefficients can be 

Wyman sector initiai data, the non-zero Lagrange mdtipliers and con- 

solved for, to wit [108]: al = &[ln NI, and oL = yl'al, while 

ri, = +ar [ln (p2[(722)2 + (y[231)2])], rf2 = $5, [ln(p2y11[(y22)2 + (7[231)2]1/2)], 

ri2 = -y11[G22rf2 - G[231A:3], ri3 =  CO^ 0, and r& = - sin 9 COS 0; 

all other components vanish. The non-trivial components of A are [log] 

Once the Lagrange multipliers are solved for, the components of the NGT surface Ricci tensor 

can be calculated from the definition (see 5A.3, in particular (A.8)): 

where the ri, and the A& were given above. 

In order to approach the initiahalue probIem in NGT, in particular so as to study the solvability 

of the Hamiltonian constraint in $3.1.1, we take the same route as in GR. This consists of conformaliy 

scaling the field variables by a factor 4, thereby transforrning the Hamihonian constraint into an 

equation for this conformal factor [log]. The variables and Kij are chosen to transform in some 
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particular way, which then determines the transformation d e s  for the connection coefficients. This 

procedure can be completed in general in GR without making any assumptions about the symmetry of 

the system, thereby determining the transfonned components of the connection coefficients; however, 

the process is tantamount to inverting the compatibility condition, which in NGT is not nearly as 

trivial as in GR [29, 301. Consequently, in NGT, we must content ourselves with perforrning the 

conformal transformation and subsequent determination of the connection coefficients on a case-by- 

case basis, using the symmetry of the problem to aid in the inversion. 

We choose the yij and Rij to transform yii + 4-4yij and Ii, + d-2Kij-  The transfor- 

mation of the symmetric parts of these quantities is chosen to agree with GR [110]; in particular, 

these choices decouple the Hamihonian and momentum constraints, dowing them to be solved inde- 

pendently. Meanwhile, we choose the transformation d e  for the antisymmetric components of the 

inverse fundamental tensor so that its determinant transforms homogeneously in 4: p + dep. Rom 

this we determine that Gij  + d4Gij .  The non-trivial Lagrange multipiiers are found to transform 

as a1 + #-4a1 and al -+ al ,  while the connection coefficients transform as 

Finaily, the Ai, transform as 

Despite its complexity, the transformation rufe for the momentum constraint is relatively straight- 

forward: 

O -+ C - 8p[yl1& + 2[y22K22 + ~ [ ~ ~ ~ j p 3 ~ l ]  a r b  $1 

= - [y" 6 1  + 2[r2' ~ 2 2  + j 1 2 ~ ] ]  ar M - KI ~ a ~ [ p y l l ]  + 2 ~ 2 2 &  [py22]  + 2 jg3]ar [w[~']] 
+ + 4 ~ ~ [ ~ ~ l a ~ b [ 2 ~ ]  - 8~ [ y l l ~ l l  + 2[y2*~22  + 7[231 jpql] pn dl = 0. 

Meanwhile, the various terms in the Hamihonian constraint transform differently, yielding 

fS = 8pyn#@ [#] - 8p& [$] [y"r:l + 2y22ï i2  + 2y[231h~231] - p$2 R ~ ~ ( ~ )  

- 2 p K 6  [[yZ2 ~ 2 2  + j[23]12 + 27" KI [ y 2 2 ~ 2 2  + y[231 jpq] - [y[231&2 - y22 j[231]2] 

- ~ p 2 p ~ 6 y [ 2 3 J ~ 1 2 3 1  = O. 

The evolution equations for the components of the inverse fundamental tensor can be shown to 

transform in a somewhat simple rnanner: 

and 
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The evolution equations for the components of the extrinsic curvature wodd be equdy as simple, 

if not for the complicated transformation nile of the components of 3i j ;  in fact, we find that 

and 

where 

Note that p and u are not independent degrees of freedom, but rather are determined in terrns of the 

yij and the Rij, respectively (see the discussion at  the end of $2.2). Thus, (2.19a) and (2.2Qa) are 

not independent evolution equations, but in fact c m  be obtained through appropriate combinations 

of the remaining evolution equations. Here, their presentation is for convenience: they will be used 

below to impose coordinate choices and slicing conditions. 

At this point, it is convenient to introduce a new parameterization. Specificaliy, we defme 

functions 6 and $J via 6-' a [ (T '~ )~  + (7[23])2]1/2 and $ , a , r ~ c o t ( y ~ ~  and pararneterize the 

extrinsic curvature by B E Ip2 = 7 2 2 ~ 2 2  + j[231 and iY G j23 = K~~ - y22 j[231; we wiil ais0 
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write CY E and A Kll. In terms of these variables, the non-trivial components of the NGT 

Ricci tensor are 

it will prove convenient to define 

and 

as it is these combinations that will appear in the evolution equations below. For brevity, we will 

also write ~ f ; 1 ( ~ )  Rll. The Ricci scalar c m  then be written 

again, for brevity, we write R ~ ~ ( ~ )  e R. 

The spherically syrnmetric, Wyman sector evolution equations are 

for the components of the inverse fundamental tensor, and 

at [A] = nar [A] + 2A& [n] - 2n.44 Fi $1 + [ a ~ ~  - 2AB] 

28 
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for the components of the extrinsic curvature. The Hamiltonian constraint is 

whereas the lone non-vanishing component of the momentum constraint is 

Note that the momentum constrault can be solved for A: 

this is used to elhinate A as one of the dynamic variables. 

Slicing Conditions and Coordinate Choices. To remove any remaining ambiguity in the 

field equations, we must estabiish a slicing condition and a coordinate choice; the slicing condition 

is typically used to determine the lapse function, while the maintenance of the coordinate choice 

is typically used to determine the shift vector. There are three obvious slicing conditions and 

coordinate choices; ail are constructed in andogy with similar conditions in GR (see [Ill, pp. 220- 

2281 and [83, §III and Sm, as weli as the discussion in 51.2). The fkst siicing condition is the 

secalled geodesic slicing, where the lapse is trivially taken to be N = 1 at all points. Physically, 

this corresponds to populating the initial slice with a family of observers, allowing these observers 

to travel forward in t h e  dong geodesics, and then defining their space-time trajectories to be 

the coordinate lines. Although occasionally useful (see, for instance, its use in 53.2 on p. 52 in 

the study of weak-field coUapses), it was explicitly demonstrated in 51.2 that, at least within the 

confines of GR, geodesic slicing does not generate a f d y  of spatial slices that cover space-tirne 
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adequateiy [83, §III.A]. This is due to the f a t  that geodesics are focussed in regions of strong 

curvature [83]; consequently, the coordinate lines necessarily converge on each other, and can no 

longer be used to appropriately label events in space-tirne. A similac result will be demonstrated 

below for NGT. Polar slicing and rnmimal slicing impose the conditions B = O and u = aA+ 2B = 0, 

respectively, bot h to be maintained in evolution. The k t  choice of gauge is the trivial normal gauge, 

where n = O; this is also referred to as the Eulen'an gauge. Meanwhile, the radial gauge and the 

isotropic guuge impose the conditions /3 = r2 and p = r2, respectively, again with both conditions 

to be maintained in evolution. We will see below that in our case, both of these last two coordinate 

choices are equivalent to the normal gauge. 

For most purposes, it is most interesting to pair up the slicing conditions and coordinate choices 

in the foilowing manner: geodesic slicing is used with the normal gauge, polar sücing is used with the 

radial gauge, and maximal slicing is used with the isotropic gauge. Consider first the combination 

of geodesic slicing with the normal gauge. Setting N = 1 and n = O in (2.19a) and (2.20a) gives 

respectively, where we have set p = O. The right-hand side of the second of these is manifestly 

negative-definite for non-trivial data, and consequently, u + -00 for any initial data. Therefore, 

from the first of (2.27) we have & F p ]  + -00, or p + O. Thus, for non-trivial data, the combination 

of geodesic slicing and the normal gauge will develop a coordinate singularity. 

Consider next the combination of polar slicing with the radial gauge: setting & p] = O and 

dt [BI = O in (2.22b) and (2.23b) gives 

2n [r + 2r2 a, [ln +]] = 0 

respectively, where we have used the choices = r2 and B = O everywhere. As a first-order 

differential equation for the lapse N, (2.28b) can be solved by the standard numerical methods once 

the other fields are known, while (2.28a) is an algebraic equation for the lone component of the shift. 

The latter has only the trivial solution: n = O. Therefore, in our case, the radial gauge is equivdent 

to the normal gauge. 

Finaily, consider the combination of maximal slicing with the isotropic gauge: setting &b] = O 

and &[u] = O in (2.19a) and (2.20a) yields 

a, [n] + 6 d r  41 = O 
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and 

again, irnposing the choices p = r2 and u = O everywhere. The second of these is a linear, second- 

order ordinary differentid equation for the lapse, which can be solved using the standard numerical 

techniques once the other fields are known. On the other hand, (2.29a) can be solved explicitly for 

the shift function, to yield n = A+-=, where A is some function dependent only on t .  Eowever, 

n + O as r + co only if A = O for ali t .  Therefore, we again £hd n = O, so that the isotropic gauge 

is also equivalent to the normal gauge. 

To solve either (2.28b) or (2.2%) numericalIy, we need appropriate boundary conditions- For 

the outer boundaq of the numerical grid, we can use an asymptotic solution to the lapse equations. 

Suppose a = 1, f i  = r2, = 0, and make the extrinsic curvatures vanish. Letting 4 take on its 

GR l i d t  (see 53.1.2, where we demonstrate that the asymptotic form of the conformal factor is 

4 = 1 + MA,,/2r, where MADM is the ADM mass parameter), we fhd that (2.28b) reduces to 

while (2.29b) reduces to 

Both of these equations have the same as ymptoticdy-flat solution, namely 

In the case of (2,29b), we also need to specify a boundary condition at the inner boundary of the 

computationd grid: we typicaliy impose regularity, thereby taking &[NI = O at the b e r  b o u n d q .  

This guarantees that N x No + N2r2 as r + 0. 

Regardless of which slicing condition and coordinate choice we make, we h d  that our initial data 

set is {cr, +, q) .  We can dways solve for A from (2.26). In polar slicing, B vanishes trivially, while in 

maximal slicing, i t  can be determined fiom the slicing condition u = aA+2B = O. In the radial gauge, 

p is t r iv idy  given by = r2, whereas in the isotropic gauge, P is determined fiom p = p /o ]112  = P. 

In theory, a could be eliminated fiom the set of initial data as well, by setting $ = 1 in (2.24), thereby 

transforrning the Hnmirtonian cons traint into a linear , first-or der ordinary diEerentia.1 equation for a. 

We would therefore be left with two pieces of Cauchy data: {+, iE ). This would d o w  us to impiement 

a M y  constrained evolution, eliminating both the Hamihonian and momentum constraints, as well 

as the symmetric-sector evolution equations, hence by-passing the problems inherent in evolving a 
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set of discretized field equations with constraints (see, for instance, the discussion of the Cauchy 

problem in [112J, as well as the issues raised in [113, 1141 on the maintenance of constraints during 

numerical evolutions). Meanwhile, we would no longer be able to use the Hamiltonian constraint 

to monitor the quality of the results. Both constrained [115-1171 and unconstrained [113, 114, 1181 

schemes have appeared in the iiterature. Since transforming to a constrained evolution would only 

further cloud the issue of the solvability of the Hamiitonian constraint (see $3-1.1), we choose to 

perfonn an unconstrained evolution, and therefore evolve .(a, +, i E ) .  

2.2.2. Spherically Syrnrnetric, Wyman Sector Field as an Einstein-Klein-Gordon Field 

The field equations (2.22), (2.23), (2.24), and (2.25) bear a strong resemblance to the sphericdly 

symmetric field equations of a Klein-Gordon field coupled to GR. The Einstein-Klein-Gordon system 

was discussed in 51.2 as a simple modification to the vacuum Einstein systern necessary to avoid the 

consequences of Birkhoff's theorem. The 3 + 1 field equations for a Klein-Gordon field @ were given 

as 

and 

where II is the conjugate mornentum to the Klein-Gordon field $. Kere, yij and Kij are the 

components of the (GR) surface metric and extrinsic curvature, respectively, v ( ~ )  is the surface 

metric compatible connection, while V(+) is an arbitrary potential term. N and N are the Iapse 

funetion and shift vector, respectively. The contributions to the energy-momentum tensor are 

and 

The GR evohtion equations are weU known: 

and 
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where R!:) are the components of the surface Ricci tensor defined by the connection ~ ( ~ 1 ,  and R ( ~ )  

is the associated Ricci scalar; for instance, see [l ,  103, 119, 1201. The notations and conventions are 

the same as in the remainder of this work. 

Consider now the NGT field equations given in $2.2.1. We elirninate the conformal factor by 

setting # = 1 everywhere. We parameterize the GR surface metric and extrinsic cuivature by 

I£ we let il = 29,  then we can identify (2.22~) and (2.23~) with the sphericdy symmetric reductions 

of (2.31a) and (2.3lb). Meanwhile, the two independent components in the sphericdy symmetric 

reduction of (2.32a) are seen to be identical to (2.22a) and (2.22b), while the two independent 

components in the spherically symmetric reduction of (2.32b) reduce to  (2.23~~) and (2.23b) by 

using (2.3ld). Finally, the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints are identified with the reductions 

of (2.32c), by making use of (2.31~). The identifications are complete if we let 

V($) = 2 ~ - '  (1 - cos $) + !jp2 sin2 1/>. (2.33) 

Note that since V(+) depends exp'iicitly on metric (through O), then p, j i ,  and t i j  will have to be 

modified appropriateIy. 

Ident=g the spherically symmetric Wyman sector of NGT with a Klein-Gordon field coupled 

to GR d o w s  us to partiaily resohe the issue of the causd structure of NGT, a t  least for the case 

of the spherically symmetric Wyrnaa sector. In fact, the identification made above necessarily 

implies that, in the case of pure sphericdy symmetnc measurements (i.e., rneasurements made in 

the radial direction), the metric  AB) determines the causal structure of this sector of NGT under 

these symmetry assumptions. This is indeed a non-trivial statement in NGT (or UFT), where it has 

been shown that the causai structure of the theory is not unique [36, 371. Although this partially 

resolves the issue of the causai structure of this given NGT space-time, the picture is not complete: 

for instance, it will be shown in $2.3 that marginally-trapped surfaces require knowledge of the 

angular components of the metric, so that in their case, the problem of multiple metrics subsists. 

2.3. Marginally-Trapped Surfaces in NGT 

Often in numerical evolutions, we wish to  determine if a given spatial slice C contains a bIa,ck 

hole region. A black hole is rigorously defined in terms of its event horizon: that is, by the complete 

evolution of the 2-surface that causally disconnects one region of space-time from another. Being 

a global property of space-tirne, such a definition is of little value in numericd relativity, ivhere a 

complete evolution is rarely achieved. What is required is an equivalent local property that can be 

used to  establish the existence or absence of a black ho1e region on a given slice. In GR, the apparent 
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horizon, or outermost margindy-trapped surface, serves this purpose: under certain assumptions, 

the Hawking-Penrose theorerns [78, Chapter 81 guarantee that the existence of the apparent horizon 

on a given slice will guarantee the existence of the event horizon, fiom which will foUow the existence 

of the black hole. However, the converse is not true: since the apparent horizon is a slicing-dependent 

object, it is possible for a slice to pass through a black hole region, and yet no apparent horizon be 

present. In the context of GR, Wald and Iyer explicitly demonstrated that it is possible to choose 

a class of slicings of the Schwarzschild space-tirne that approach the r = O black hole singularity 

arbitrariiy closely, and yet contain no apparent horizon [121]. 

The standard definition of a marginally-trapped surface in GR is as follows. Consider a spatial 

slice C into which is embedded a Zsurface S (see Figure 2.1, where the Zsurface S is represented as a 

circle). Let n = nAeA be the (timelike) normal vector field to X, and let s = sAeA be the (spacelike) 

normal vector field to S. We therefore have n n = I and s - s = -1, by proper normalization; 

evidently, n - s = O by definition. It foilows that l* = n f s are nul1 vector fields: II - l* = 0- 

The 2-surface S is a marginally-trapped surface if the hypersurface generated by l+ has vanishing 

expansion, Le., if the trace of its extrinsic curvature vanishes. (The hypersurface generated fkom 

S by 1- is ingoing, aad thus not as interesting as that generated by I + ,  which is outgoing.) This 

definition can be put into 3 + 1 form by means of a simple argument due to York (see [122, p. 1921 

or [110, p. 1001). Using the projection operator P that projects a space-time quantity onto the 

surface generated by l+, 

then the extrinsic curvature of interest is rc = - (P 63 Pt )  . (V[l+]) or nz = -PZ P : V ~  [1+jo, 

according to the usual definition, where V is the four-dimensional metric-compatible connection, 

and where Pt is the transpose of P. The trace of K. is the expansion of the surface generated by I+; 

making this trace vanish yields the apparent horizon equation: 

It  is difFicult to generalize the above derivation to NGT: it relies on the definitions of both the 

e x t ~ s i c  curvature and the covariant derivative; although metricity singles out a preferred connection 

in GR, no such preference exists in NGT. Although we have introduced an extrinsic curvature in 52.2, 

this definition was made for convenience, and bears no connection to a geometric definition [ l  , 521.51. 

Presumably, some generalization can be given, however since both of these concepts are ambiguously 

defined in NGT, it is preferable to approach the problem from a different perspective. 

We again consider a spatial slice C into whîch is embedded a 2-surface S. Consider a nul1 vector 

field l+ ,  where nul1 is defmed with respect to one of the possible light cones of NGT. This vector 
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Figure 2.1: A spatial slice C of a space-tirne is shown, with an embedded surface 

SI represented here as a circle on C .  The timelike vector n is normaI to C ,  while 

the spacelike vector s is normal to S, and is thus tangent to C .  The nul1 vector 

1 generates the evolution of S. The surface S is marginally-trapped if the rate of 

change of its area vanishes dong 1: [A] = 0. 

field generates a one-parameter congruence off the surface E; the parameter, which we denote by T, 

represents the tirne for "observers" flowing dong the c w e s  drawn out by L+. Let A be the area of 

the 2-surface S. Suppose we rneasure the area A(rO) at some T = 70. We then travel dong the flow 

to some T = 7-0 + d ~ ,  where d r  « TO , and re-measure the area A(rO + d ~ )  . If A(rO + dr) - A(rO) = 0, 

then the surface S is defined to be marginally-trapped. In other words, for infinitesimal d r ,  

A(rO + dr) - A(To) + = Q+ [A] (.) 0. d~ 

Therefore, a marginally-trapped surface has the property that its area is unchanging dong the flow 

generated by a n d  vector field l+ .  Note that (2.35) contains a partial derivative, since the area A 

is, strictly speaking, a 2-form: a+ [A] = (dA, l + ) ,  where A is the area Zform of S and dA is its 

ext erior derivat ive. 

2.3.1. Marginally-Trapped Surfaces in Spherically Symmetric Wyman-Sector NGT 

For a spherically syrnmetric, Wyman sector gravitational field it is a simple matter to demon- 

strate that the area of a surface of constant r is given by A(r) = -4~g22, where 922 is the 22- 

component of one of the three metrics in (1.1): in the surface-adapted frame and using the param- 

eterization of $2.2.1, these are 

h = diag[l, -q54a-', -q54r2 cos*, -q54r2 cosdsin2 81, 

and 

7 = diag [(cos2 rC> - sin2 $)-' , -444a-1 (cos2 + - sin2 -@4r2 sec $, -q54r2 sec @ sin2 81, 

where we have chosen the radial gauge; the isotropic gauge is accommodated by making the sub- 

stitution r2 -+ B. The notation is that of Maurer-Tison [37], except that al1 three tensors have 
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had their indices lowered by inversion. Whermore, note that -y shouid not be confuseci with the 

surface fundamentai tensor discussed in 52.2. Also, recall that these metrics are only dehed  up to 

a conformal factor. Meanwhile, it was established in 92.2.2 that the radial sector of the physical 

metric of NGT must necessarily be identical to the metric of GR. Although both h and 1 satisfy this 

criterion, 7 does not. However, we note that it too cari be brought into Iine by multiplying througfi 

by the conformal factor cos2 II> - sin2 @. Thus, we write 

7 -t diag[l, -q54a-1, -44i2 sec @(cos2 $ - sin2 d) ,  -44r2 secq5(cos2 II> - sin2 @) sin2 01. 

This gives us three possible values for the surface area of a sphere of radius r centred on the origin: 

A&) = 4 7 ~ ~ 4 ~  cos @, Ai (r) = 4 7 ~ ~ 4 ~  sec$, and &(r) = [cos @ - sin J> tan @]. 

For a moment of time symmetry, (2.35) simplifies considerably and we 6nd that a marginally-trapped 

surface obtains if &[A] = O. We thus have three equations whose soIutions give the location of a 

rnarginaily-trapped surface: 

and 

We have introduced the mass function M(r), defined by d(r)  = 1 + hl (r)/2r. For an asyrnptotically- 

flat spatial slice, the mass function converges asymptoticdy to a constant, MA,,, the ADM mass of 

the system. Setting @ = O demonstrates that these equations indeed reduce to their GR counterpart: 

fGR(r) = 1 - M/2r + &[Ml = 0. 

Given a fonn for + and assuming the initial-value problem solved (so that M is known), we could 

solve f{hlllrl(r) = O for r ,  yielding three marglidy-trapped surfaces. Rather than perforrn such 

a calculation, in the following section we will use a straightforward approximation to demonstrate 

that, for sufficiently strong initial data, a margindy-trapped surface must exkt in NGT, despite 

claims to the contrary [123, p. 1091. 
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2.3.2. A Simple Argument for the Existence of Marginally-Trapped Surfaces in NGT 

We now consider an initid data set consisting of some arbitrary function a! that f d s  off asymp 

toticdy (see [73, p. 1161 for the precise requirement), a function +, and a vanishing extrinsic 

cumture. We assume that this initial data set forms a weU-posed initial-value problem, and hence 

that there exists a solution to the H d t o n i a n  constraint. The function $ is taken to be more or 

less localized about a point ro of the initial slice. Thus, @ can be characterized by three parameters: 

an overd  amplitude factor A that essentidy serves to fix the size of the ADM mass of the system, 

the position of its peak ro ,  and its width a. The exact fonn of Sr is irrelevant: all that is required is 

that a « ro.  In the regions r < r o  - c and r 2 ro  + a, we assume that .Sr is negligible reIative to its 

peak value at r = ro. For such a data set, it is a relatively simple matter to demonstrate that the 

m a s  function takes the form 

M D r r 0  for r 5 ro - a, while 
M(r) x { MADM for r > ro + a 

(see $3.12, in particular Figures 3.2 and 3.3). The corrections are of the order c/ro, so that we 

require that o/r0 « 1. This approximation is most inaccurate in the region ro - a < r < r o  + a; 
however, since we assume that a / r o  C 1, this region is of negligible importance. Placing ourçelves 

in a region where is small, i e . ,  somewhere in the regions r < r o  - a or r > r, + a, we conclude 

that al1 three marginally-trapped surface equations become 

1 + MADM/2ro for r < ro - a, while 
- M T  for r 2 To + a. 

We have neglected terms of order .Si2. We conclude from (2.36) that if the ADM mass of the grav- 

itational system is sufEciently small, that is, if MADM < 2ro, then f (r) is strictly positive, and no 

marginaliy-trapped surface exists. On the other hand, if MADM > 2r0, then f (r) crosses the axis 

at r = MA,,/2, and there exists a rnarginally-trapped surface. We will demonstrate below that 

this inequality can be satisfied by a large range of (physicdy admissible) values of the parameters 

{A,ro, a). However, note that this anaiysis is not valid for MADM = 2ro, for then the marginally- 

trapped surface would reside at  r - ro, while we have stated from the outset that our approximations 

are not valid in such a régime. 

Tam complicatæ evadunt, ut nulla spes 
superesse videatur. (They come out so 
complicated that no hope appears to be 
left .) 

Johann Ekiedri& Cari G a d  



Chapter 3 
Numerical Gravitational 
Wave Collapse in NGT 

Despite the reduction to a spherically symmetric, Wyman sector field, the initial-value con- 

straints and evolution equations of NGT are neverthelas still very cornplex. Indeed, short of impos- 

ing yet another sirnphiyhg assumption on the system, such as staticity, it is not obvious that (2.22), 

(2.23), (2.24), and (2.25) are tractable tbrough analytic means. 

In this Chapter, we discuss the result of applying the techniques of numerical relativity to the 

field equations of NGT. The task is broken down into two pieces: the solution of the initial-value 

problem, and the evolution of the resdting Cauchy data set. The initial-value problem is discussed 

in $3.1, whereas the various facets of the evolution problem are discussed begjnnhg in 53.2. Finally, 

a discussion of the convergence of the resdts is given in 93.5. 

3.1. Initial-Value Problem and Solvability of the Hamiltonian Constraint 

In the words of York and Phan, "The initial value problem of a physical theory is ascertaining 

what data must be specified a t  a given time in order that the equations of motion determine uniqueIy 

the evolution of the system." [124, p. 1471. In formulating NGT as a Hamiltonian system, Clayton [73] 

laid most of the groundwork for the study of its initial-value problem. As with most Lagrangian 

theories of gravitation, the field equations of NGT separate into a set of initial-value constraints 

that impose ~eornorphism invariance, and a set of evolution equations. In this section, we are 

concerned with the initial-value constraints of NGT, also known as  the Hnmiltonian and momentum 

constraints. The evolution equations will be dealt with starting in 83.2. 
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It  was demonstrated in 52.2.1 that the momentum constraint can be explicitly satidied, and 

we need not be concerned with it any further. Meanwhile, the Hamiitonian constraint is a second- 

order, ordinary differential equation for 4, the coaformal factor- Unlike the momentum constraint, 

the solvability of the Hadtonian  constraint is by no means guaranteed. Indeed, we can gain some 

inçight by recognizing, as did Wheeler [125, 1261, the similarity between the Hamiltonian constraint 

(for a moment of tirne-symmetry) and a scattering problem in non-relativistic Schrodinger mechanics, 

with the curvature scalar playing the rôle of the potential. If R is positive everywhere, then the 

H d t o n i a n  WU always have a solution, corresponding to scattering off a potential barrier. If the 

curvature scaIar is negative but "shallow" enough, then a scatterhg solution will &O exist. Only 

if R is negative and "deepn enough will a bound state begin to fom,  and hence no scattering 

solution wiU exist. This is the type of behaviour that will manifest itself below: there are actually 

situations where the antisymmetric fields could be considered perturbations on a GR background, in 

the sense that they are by no means large, in which the Hamiltonian constraint has no asymptoticaily 

flat solution. Of course, the reason for this behaviour is that the derivatives of the antisymmetric 

variables enter the curvature scalar, dong with the variables themselves. Thus, one can choose values 

for the antisymmetric variables that are small in overall magnitude, but that are sharply peaked, 

causing a corresponàing "deepening of the well", which in turn causes the Hamiltonian constraint 

to become unsolvable for an asymptotically flat space-tirne.(') 

The next section is devoted to the derivation of two results that allow us to place bounds on the 

solvability of the Harniltonian constraint. These results will be used in 53.1.2 to ver% the validity 

of the numerically-generated solutions to the initial-value problem. 

3.1.1. On the Solvability o f  the Hamiltonian Constraint 

The H d t o n i a n  constraint of massiess ( p  = 0) NGT for a moment of time-symmetry can be 

written in the form 84A,[#] = d2R, where the derivative operator A,[] is defined by 

We derive now two criteria that are consequences of the existence of a function 4, solution of the 

Hamiltoaian constra.int of massless NGT, having the appropriate properties (4 > O and 4 - 1 -+ O as 

r-' in the aqwptotic region in order to guarantee finiteness of the e~ergy . ) (~)  

Let f be a twice differentiable function with aymptotic fall-off. Since q5 > O, then f can be 

written as the product f = &, where u is also twice differentiable and has the same fall-off as f .  

Hence, 

- - - - - - - . . 

('1 In such a case, a solution wodd most Likely exist for a non-asymptotically flat manifold or a closed manifold [127]; 
we are not considering that option here. 

c2) This proof is a slightly modified version of that which appears in [228]; the notation is similar, although it has 
been modified when necessary. 
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. 

Multiplying both sides by pa (to form a scalar density) and integrating gives 

where the cross term f6]Iar[u2] in (3.2) has been integrated by parts; the resulting surface terms 

vanish due to the fa-off of u and 4. Now, the Grst term on the right hand side is rnanifestly positive, 

so that we may conclude that 

However, assuming that 4 is a solution of the Hamiltonian constraint and using the fact that $YU = f, 

we may write 

This condition must be satisfied for al1 functions f with asymptotic faii-off. Aiternately, if the 

Wamiltonian constraint admits a solution 4, then the NGT scdar curvature R is such that dl functions 

f having asymptotic fall-off will satisfy (3.3a). 

For any asymptoticaiiy flat Riemannian three-manifold, the Sobolev inequality Cl281 States that 

there exists a positive constant C such thad3) 

for any infinitely differentiable function C having compact support: E Cr. For a flat manifold, 

the Sobolev constant is C = $22/3a4/3. For a non-flat manifold, the value of C is most probably 

smaller [129]. Using the Sobolev inequality and the Holder inequality [130, p. 521, 

we can transform (3.3a) into 
2/3 

[ / J I  sin 01 R I J I ~  d3z ]  < 8C. 

The two inequalities (3.3a) and (3.3b) give qualitatively different results. The first of these is 

used to demonstrate that a data set does not support a solution of the H d t o n i a u  constraint, whiie 

the second is used to prove that a data set does support a solution of the Hamiltonian constraint. 

It is important to keep in mind that these inequalities hold only for massless NGT, when p = 0. 

The mass term in (2.24) makes it considerably more difEcult to generate similar inequalities for the 

(3) Note tbat Our constant C differs from that of Cantor and Brill; see, for instance, (10) in [128]. In fact, where we 
use C, they use C- l .  
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case of massive NGT. Furthermore, we emphasize that these inequalities are consequences of the 

sohability of the Hamiltonian constraint: to demonstrate that these inequdities actualiy imply the 

converse is a somewhat more involved process, and will not be considered here. 

Given an initiai data set, {a, @, \El, we can use (3.3a) to place a limit on the field variables 

that WU allow us to solve the Hamiltonian constraint for an asymptotically flat space-tirne. The 

procedure is actually one of elimination: if we fmd values of the field variables for which (3.3a) is 

not verified, then we may conclude that the Hamiltonian constraint cannot be solved for such an 

initial data set.(3) This process is continued, making the initial data set evermore conservative, for 

instance by rnoving closer and closer to a Minkowski space initial data set, until (3.3a) is verified. 

At this point, we cannot conclude that a solution of the H d t o n i a n  constraint exists: rather, we 

concfude that a solution certainly dues not exist for less consenrative initial data. 

If this procedure is to help us in placing limits on the solvability of the Hamiltonian constraint, 

then we require a (non-trivial) function f that makes the left-hand side of (3.3a) a minimum. This 

function is weU-known [129]: f (r) = A [ < ~  + r2]-Il2, where A = [16~/31r]~/~ .  Here is a constant, 

and the factor of A in the numerator is included to make the value of the left-hand side of (3.3a) 

independent of J; (3.3a) is obviously invariant under such a scaling off .  The d u e  of is then used 

to make the value of the right-hand side of (3.3a) as large as possible. Note in particular that the 

maximum of f occurs at < = &r. 

Whereas (3.3a) is used to find a most conservative initial data set {a,$, 9) for which the 

H d t o n i a n  constraint is guaranteed to be unsolvable, (3.3b) is used to find a least conservative 

initial data set for which the H d t o n i a n  constraint is guaranteed to be solvable. h a sense, the 

two inequalities, (3.3a) and (3.3b) are used to "sandwich" the limiting initial data set where the 

Hamiltonian constraint is just barely solvable. 

We consider initial data sets in which a = 1, 9 = 0, and where q9 has the form of a puise: 

The dimensionless parameter A gives the overd amplitude of the pulse, while r o  and a are lengths 

that fix the position and the width, respectively, of the pulse; the location of the maximum of the 

pulse is rpe& = )[ro + [ri + 40~]'/~].  This particular function was chosen because the Gaussian 

factor causes both q5 and its derivatives to vanish quite rapidly away from ro, while the factor of 

[r/ro12 ensures that the Ricci cunature scalar in (2.21f) remains h i t e  as r + O. In a sense, the 

pulse is bbsemi-localized" about r = rped, dowing us to study the properties of NGT initial data 

without having to worry about how this wiU affect the boundary conditions. For such an initial data 

set, the curvature scalar is more or less peaked about r = ro. We therefore choose < = rp,d, in order 

(3) It is the converse which is not necessarily tme: (3.3a) might very weli be verified, yet the Hamiltonian constraint 
might not possess a solution. 
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to maximize the value of the integrand, f2R. The remaining three free parameters, A, a, and ro, 

are adjusted in the manner discussed above until the inequality in (3.3a) is no Ionger verified. For 

instance, since taking A = O reduces the initial data set to that of Minkowski space, then we expect 

to find some maximum value A = A,, which renders the Hamiltonian constraint unsolvable. Of 

corne, this is intuitively obvious: if there is to be a data set for which the Hamiltonian constraint 

cannot be solved for an asymptotically flat space-tirne, then we expect that data set to correspond 

to a strong-field region. However, as was mentioned above, it is not only the overd scale of the 

antisymmetric variables that affects the solvability of the Hamiltonian constraint, but &O the scale 

of their derivatives. In particular, smaller values of the width parameter a will cause @ to become 

correspondingly more peaked, and the ensuing increase in its derivative could make the H d t o n i a n  

constraint unsoIvable. 

As we approach a region of unsolvability in the parameter space, the mass of the system, as 

measured by an obsemer in the asymptoticdiy flat region, begins to increase without bound. This 

is to be expected: a large value of the mass would a i se  out of a space-time of such great curvature 

that it can no longer be represented by an asymptotically flat manifold. It is therefore of great 

interest to measure the mass of the system as a function of the parameters of the pulse defining 

.iI>. An expression for the mass of a GR field configuration, the so-cdIed ADM m a s ,  was given by 

Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner [82]. A similar definition can be given in NGT: through an analysis of 

the surface terrns that arise out of the canonicd decomposition of the action of NGT [73], it can be 

shown that the ADM mass for asymptotically flat initial data(4) is 

where Z Z  is the boundary of the spatial slice and where M is the ADM m a s  of the conformal metric 

and MADM iç the ADM m a s  of the physical metric [108]. For the conformally-flat field variables we 

consider, it is a simple matter to demonstrate that (3.5) reduces to [108] 

where the derivative operator A,[] is defined in (3.1). Once a solution to the Hamiltonian constraint 

is found, it c a .  be inserted into (3.61, and the mass MADM calculated; note that thii mass is guaran- 

teed to be positive as R and the Bonnor term are negative definite. Alternately, if we assume that 

# + 1 + MA,,/2r asyrnptoticdy, where MADM is a constant, we can read off the value of M A D M  by 

inspecting the behaviour of q5 in the asymptotic region. The equivalence of these two approaches is 

evident from (3.6). 

(4) For Our purposes, asymptotically flat initial data is defined by the usud conditions on the symmetric-sector func- 
tions (as in GR), and "faster" fdl-off in the antisymrnetric-sector variables. This is defined explicitly in 173, p. 1161. 

42 
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In the next section, we discuss a numerical scheme that can be used to auaiyze the initial-value 

problem of NGT. In addition to presenting a typicd solution to the Hamiltonian constraint, we use 

this scheme and the conditions discussed above to place Limits on the solvability of the initial-value 

problem in NGT. 

3.1.2. Numerical Analysis of the Initial-Value Problem in NGT 

As written, the Hamiltonian constraint (2.24) is a second-order, o r d i n q  differential equation 

for the conformai factor 4. There are two important points to note. Firstly, suppose we choose 

purely GR initial conditions: i. e., a = I, P = r2, A = O, B = 0, and vanishing antisymmetric-sector 

data (SI = O and 9 = O). The Hamiltonian constraint then reduces to 

whose solution is I$ = 1 + MA,,/%, where MADM is a constant of integration, physically interpreted 

as being the mass defined by (3.6). Secondly, when p # 0, the Hamiltonian constraint is a non-linear, 

second-order, ordinary difFerential equation for the conformal factor, in contrast to GR, where the 

H d t o n i a n  constraint for a vacuum space-time is linear in the conformal factor when the extrinsic 

c m t u r e  vanishes (moment of time symmetry); to see the non-linear behaviour in GR, matter or 

energy of some kind must be added to the system. Of course, this non-linearity in the Hamiitonian 

constraint is a manifestation of the fact that, as demonstrated in 92.2.2, the antisymmetric-sector 

fields behave like an Einstein-Klein-Gordon field to the symmetric-sector fields, albeit with a nontriv- 

i d  interaction given by (2.33). Fortunately, since the Hamiltonian constra.int in spherical symmetry 

is an ordinary differential equation, we can use a fairly simple scheme for its solution, and it is this 

procedure that we describe in this section. 

Since we are considering initial data that are concentrated in an area of the initial slice, in 

those areas of the initial slice where the initial data of the antisymmetric sector are vanishing or 

nearly so, @ will be more or Iess approxixnated by its GR solution, q5 FX 1 + M/2r ,  where M is either 

some constant or a linear function of r. The &st case corresponds to a Schwarzschild-like region of 

the initial slice. Meanwhiie, the second case is physically equivalent to a flat, Minkowski region of 

the initial slice, for if M is a linear function of r ,  then M/2r is some constant, and therefore 6 is 

a constant other than unity. However, by rescaling the basis vectors, we can absorb this constant 

and make 4 = 1, just as  in the case of Minkowski space. We would expect to  find the former 

behaviour in the asymptotic region, while the latter behaviour would be prominent near the origin, 

given o u  choice of $. The only region which remains in question is the intermediate region, where 

the antisymmetric-sector initial data are non-trivial; however, this essentially becomes a region of 

transition that serves the purpose of matching the Minkowski-type solution near the origin to the 

Schwarzschild-type solution of the exterior. The obvious generalization is therefore to assume that 
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M no longer has this simple behaviour, and to make the substitution M + M(r) .  We wiU therefore 

use 4(r) = 1 + M(r)/Sr for all r ,  and solve the Hamiltonian constraint for the function M(r) . 
Upon substituting q5 = 1 + M(r)/Sr into the Hamiltonian constraint (2.24), we obtain 

where # is to be considered shorthand for q5 = 1 + M(r)/2r. This equation is fbite-differenced across 

the spatial grid (see §B.l), using centred merences for both the k t -  and second-order derivatives, 

where Ar is the (uniform) spatial grid spacing. The notation is standard: see, for instance, [131, p. 481 

for definitions of the centred-differencing operator, 6, and the averaging operator, p, as weil as the 

forward- and backward-differencing operators, A and v, which will be used later. This finite- 

difFerencing yields an equation of the form Mi+1 - 2Mi + Mi-l = f (M) , where the notation f (M) is 

used to represent the fact that the right-hand side has some functional dependence on the value of 

M at grid points i + 1, i, and i - 1, dong with the other variables. The implicit relaxation scheme 

used to solve this equation is depicted in Figure 3.1. The theory behind such schemes is described 

in the standard references; see, for instance, [132, p. 861. Beginning with an initial guess MP for 

the Mi, we write M!+, - 2 ~ ;  + M!-~ = f (Mj-') and solve for the Mj.  This process is repeated 

until a precision criterion is reached: in our case, we chose to calculate the integral of the Ieft and 

right sides of (3.7) for a given iteration. If the difference between these two is smdler than some 

predetermined value, then the solution has converged and the iteration ceases. The accuracy of the 

results will be discussed in more detail at  the end of this chapter. 

Evidently, (3.7) and its finite-differenced counterpart are to be augrnented by boundary condi- 

tions on M that wiil fi the exact physical situation that is being studied. In this work, we have 

chosen to take M to be linear in r near the origin. Numerically, this boundary condition is most 

easily implemented by noting that if M is linear in r, then the average value of M at  a given point 

coïncides with the value of M itself a t  that point: (PM)~  = Mi. Evaluating this at  the origin, where 

M = O, we have ( P M ) ~  = O, where we have labeled the origin by gridpoint i = O. In the asymptotic 

region, we have taken M to behave like a constant, and thus its derivative must vanish: d,[w = O. 

T b  guarantees that q5 T, 1 as r + +m. Numericaily, this is encoded using either a backward 

clifFerence based on the grid point n, or a forward clifference based on the grid point n - 1, where 

n labels the outer-most grid point: because the derivative is made to vanish, both formulations axe 

equivalent. Therefore, in the asymptotic region, we take either (V M), = O or = 0. 
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Figure 3.1: The implicit relaxation dgorithm used to solve the H d t o n i a n  

Figure 3.2: The conformal factor t$ of massless NGT as a function of radid 

distance fiom the origin, for the initial conditions a = 1, $J = ~ [ r / r o ] ~ e - ( ' - ~ ~ ) ~ / ~ ~ ,  

and iE = O. We have taken A = 0.7, a = 10, and ro = 40. These data have an 

ADM mass of MADM x 22.340. 

S e k t  an initial distri- 
bution for M ( r ) .  Let 
i = o .  

In Figure 3.2, we give a plot of the conformal factor of massless NGT for the initial conditions 

a = 1 and Q = O, with + given by (3.4) with A = 0.7 and ro = 40 in units where a = 10. In 

this and in every other case in this chapter, the units of Ar ,  r ,  ro, o, i.~-', and M will be assurned 

to be the same; it is a simple matter to demonstrate that the numerically-generated solutions are 

invariant under a simultaneous re-scaling of all of these quantities. This is to be expected, given 

the scale invariance of the vacuum NGT field equations. The solution was found using the implicit 
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Figure 3.3: For the same initial data and parameters as Figure 3.2, we overlay 

a magnified region of that graph (solid curve) onto a plot of the GR conformal 

factor (dashed curve), 1 + 21/fA,,/2r, where MADM x 22.340. 

relaxation scheme described above. The values of the parameters were chosen to place the simulation 

in an intermediate region of the parameter space: sficiently far away £rom Minkowski space so as 

to avoid making the simulation trivial, and sufficiently far away fiorn the regions of unsolvability 

discussed in 53.1.1 to avoid infringing on some limiting case that could raise questions about the 

stability of the numerical solution. Throughout, we have chosen r,,, the location of the outermost 

grid point, to be at least r,,& + 100: this guarantees that @(r,,) x O and that we can impose 

asymptotically flat b o u n d q  conditions. The grid spacing was taken to be Ar = 0.015. In other 

words, the solution depicted in Figure 3.2 represents a generic conformal factor for the initial data 

set used in this work, with the antisymmetric sector variables being strong, but not so strong that we 

rnight have Mm, = 27-0. The ADM mass of the system (see the discussion in §3.1.1, in particular (3.5) 

and (3.6) for the definition of the ADM mass in NGT) is cdculated to be M,,, x 22.340. The graph 

of Figure 3.3 overlays the GR conformal factor 1 + M,,,/2r1 where MADM = 22.340, atop a magnified 

section of the conformal factor generated from the numerical code. This graph cleady demonstrates 

the convergence of the confomal factor to its GR limit with increasing radial distance r. 

The solution to the Hamiltonian constraint displayed in Figure 3.2 evidently possesses many 

of the features described earlier. In fact, the radid axis is ctearly divided into three regions, corre- 

sponding to the central peak of and the regions a few widths a above and below this peak. For 

our choice of parameters, the central peak of @ is located at rpe* = 42.36. The region O < r < 30 

corresponds to a Minkowski space solution, while the region r 2 60 corresponds to a Schwarzschild- 

type solution, q5 = 1 + MA,,/&, where MADM is a constant; in this case, MADM - 22.340. In the 

latter region, which is at  least two widths away fkom the central peak at r,,&, the value of @ is, by 
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construction, entirely negligible. The antisymmetric sector field variables behave essentidy like a 

sheil of energy to the symmetric sector field variables, wbich then converge to their GR form: ie., 

Schwarzschild-iike. This much is hardly surprising and indeed, could have been predicted, a t  least 

quahtatively, based on a perturbative andysis of the Hamiltonian constraint in conjunction with the 

Einstein-KIein-Gordon analogy discussed in 52.2.2. However, what is sornewhat more surprising is 

how quickly the solution to the Hamiltonian constraint relaxes to its GR form outside the influence 

of the antisymmetric sector field variables. In fact, it is clear fiom Figure 3.3 that in the region 

50 < r 5 60, # has essentidy returned to its GR form: the difierence between the two curves in 

the graph is at its greatest Iess than O S % ,  and this despite the fact that this region lies within two 

widths of the centrai peak of +. Indeed, a t  r = 50, @(r(gO) / $ ( T ~ ~ & )  x 0.54, which is hardly negligible. 

This demonstrates the rather surprising result that the antisymmetric field variables can very weli 

be non-trivial, and yet the gravitational system as a whole still behaves very much like GR, at least 

as far as the initial-value problem is concemed. This type of behaviour was observed in al1 cases 

considered herein. 

In Figures 3.4 through 3.9 we present plots of the measured mass of the gravitational field versus 

the various parameters of the pulse; the value of the parmeters that remain fixed for the plot are 

given in the figure caption. For the massless NGT calculations, we also supply in the figure caption 

the bounds on the parameters determined fkom (3.3a) and (3.3b); note that our initial data allows 

us to use the flat-space Sobolev constant. For the case of massive NGT, we have takea p-l = 1. The 

behaviour shown in Figure 3.6 demonstrates that for sufliciently small u, the Hamiltonian constraint 

becomes unsolvable. This is to be expected: since the c m t u r e  in (2.24) contains derivatives of 

.(il then the pulse must be both sufficiently s m d  and sufficientIy "unpeaked" to d o w  a solution 

tu the H d t o n i a n  constraint to &st. What is not demonstrated in this figure is the opposite 

behaviour: in fact, we would expect similar behaviour for large a. Using the analogy with the 

Einstein-Klein-Gordon field, this would correspond to increasing the energy due to $ on the initial 

slice, and correspondingly increasing the ADM mass of this slice. In fact, this behaviour c m  be 

observed, but occurs at width d u e s  on the order of O x 217, where MADM x 3190. In such a case, 

the inequaiities (3.3) give 226 ,< a ,< 235. However, we might expect that in the massive theory, this 

large-width behaviour would be more pronounced, due to the presence of the term in sin2 @ in (2.24). 

Since this term is proportional to @, an increasing value of the width causes the factor of sin2 i> 
to become non-trivial in a larger region of the spatial slice, thereby increasing the energy contained 

in the gravitational system. Consequently, this forces q5 to stray ftom its assumed 4 + 1 fail-off, 

and the Hamiltonian constraint becomes unsolvable. It therefore stands to reason that this highly 

non-linear term can affect the resulting solution to a great extent. Indeed, we see in Figure 3.7 that 

as a hcreases, the ADM mass of the initial slice begins to diverge, indicating that we are approaching 

a region of unsolvability. 
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Figure 3.4: The mass of the gravitational field versus the amplitude A of the 

pulse for massless NGT, where u E [1.00,1.50,2.00,2.50,3.00] (from the solid line 

to the tightly dotted line, respectively) and where ro = 40. The bounds from (3.3) 

are given in the adjoined table; min A is found using (3.3b), while max A is found 

using (3.3a). 

Figure 3.5: The mass of the gravitational field versus the amplitude A of the 

pulse for massive NGT, where O E [1.00,1.50,2.00,2.50,3.00] (fiom the solid line 

to the tightly dotted line, respectively) and where ro = 40. 

In $2.3.2 it was argued using relatively simple approximations t hat marginally trapped surfaces 

couid exht in NGT for sufhiently strong initial data; i. e., if MADM > 2ro. Indeed, this is found to 

be the case here. For instance, for a = 1 and ro = 40, Figure 3.4 shows that a value of A = 0.4 is 
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A min a max o 
0.100 0.0266 0.148 
0.150 0.0599 0.272 
0.200 0.1064 0.418 
0.250 0.1663 0.585 
0.300 0.2395 0.769 

Figure 3.6: The mass of the gravitational field versus the width a of the pulse for 

massless NGT, where A E [0.100,0.150,0.200,0.250,0.300] (kom the sofid line to 

the tightly dotted line, respectively), and where ro = 40. The bounds from (3.3) 

are given in the adjoined table; min A is found using (3.3a), while max A is found 

using (3.3b). 

Figure 3.7: The mass of the gravitational field versus the width a of the pulse 

for massive NGT, where A E [0.100,0.110,0.120,0.130,0.140] (from the solid line 

to the tightly dotted line, respectively), and where ro = 40. 

sufEcient to yield MADM > 80 - 2r0. S h d a r  results are observed in Figures 3.6 and 3.8. Thus, some 

of these initial data sets are sdciently strong that marginally-trapped surfaces can be present. 

We note from the figures that there are clearly-dehed asymptotes in the rnass as a function 

49 
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Figure 3.8: The mass of the gravitational field versus the position ro of the pulse 

for massless NGT, where A E [0.500,0.550,0.600,0.650,0.7001 (from the solid line 

to the tightly dotted line, respectively), and where a. = 10. The bounds fiom (3.3) 

are given in the adjoined table; minro is found ushg (3.3b), while maxro is found 

Figure 3.9: The mass of the gravitational fieid versus the position ro of the pulse 

for massive NGT, where A E [0.06,0.07,0.08,0.09,0.10] (from the solid line to the 

tightly dotted line, respectively), and where a = 1.00. 

of the parameter being investigated; these asymptotes correspond to the divergence of the mass 

a;; we approach a region of unsolvabiii~ of the Hamiltonian constraint in the parameter space. In 

particular, the mass plots for massless NGT have asymptotes which respect the bounds set by (3.3). 
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P Figure 3.10: The solid line gives the mass of the gravitational field of massless 

NGT as a h c t i o n  of the outermost grid point, r,,, for the initial conditions 

= 1, JI = ~ [ r / r ~ ] ~ e - ( ' - ' ~ ) ~ / ~  , and \E = O, where A = 0.7, a = 10, and ro = 40. 

The dashed line is the asymptotic solution, where r,, + CO; these data have 

MADM 22.340. 

For instance, from Figure 3.4 we see that the asymptote of the mass as a function of the amplitude 

lies at A = 0.45 when 0 = 1.00 and r o  = 40. This compares well with the bounds of A 3 0.357 

and A < 0.612 set by (3.3b) and (3.3a), respectively. Similady, the asymptote of the mass as a 

function of the width (see Figure 3.6) lies at about a x 0.30 when A = 0.300 and TO = 40. This 

is to be compared with the bounds of a 3 0.2395 and a < 0.769 obtained from (3.3a) and (3.3b), 

respectively. FinaLly, the asymptote of the mass as a function of the position of the pulse r o  (see 

Figure 3.8) lies at ro = 620 for a = 1.26, in cornparison to the values of ro 2 160 and r o  6 750 

obtained fiom (3.3b) and (3.3a), respectively. 

Genericdy, the asymptotes of the mass are more clearly defined for massless NGT than for 

massive NGT. This is most pronounced when plotting the mass M versus the position of the pulse 

ro: it is clear from Figure 3.9 that the asymptotic value of ro has not been reached. The reason for 

this is the same as mentioned above: the non-linear term in (2.24) begins to grow significantly, and 

the numerical code fails to find a solution. 

When calculating the ADM mass of a system, we must take into account the fact that our 

numerical grid is not of infinite size, whereas (3.5) irnplicitly assumes that the evaluation is performed 

at  infinity. In Figure 3.10 we show how the ADM mass varies as the size of the grid is increased, for 

the initial data cr = 1 and !P = O, with $ given by (3.4), where A = 0.7, r o  = 40 and a = 10. As 

expeded, the mass quickly converges to a definite value once the grid is sufûciently large. fn our 

case, the mass has converged to within 0.01% when rm, = 70. At this point, @ has dropped to 

approhate ly  0.04% of its peak value. This further supports our choice of r,, = r,,A + 100. 

Once we are guaranteed that our Cauchy data form a well-posed initial-value problem, we can 
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turn to the evolution in tirne of those data. The next few sections are dedicated to studying the 

evolution of some well-posed initial-data sets corresponding to  various physical situations. 

3.2. Weak-Field Collapse 

Having studied the NGT initial-value problem and the solvability of the Hamiltonian constraint 

in $3.1, we now turn to a numericd study of the spherically symmetric, Wymaa sector evolution 

equations of NGT. In particular, we wili consider the evolution of the initial data set a: = 1, \E = 0, 

with $J given by (3.4). Throughout this section, we assume the H d t o n i a n  constra.int to be solved 

(c.J, 53.1.1) and the conformal factor determined; thus, the parameters A, O, and 7-0 in (3.4) are 

chosen to lie well within a region of solvability. 

It was demonstrated in $2.2.2 that the lone antisymmetnc component of the fundamental tensor 

for a sphericdy symmetric, Wyman sector field behaves like a massive Klein-Gordon field minimally 

coupled to GR with an additional, coordinate-dependent potential (see, in particular, (2.31)). There- 

fore, we generically expect an arbitrary initial puise in the antisymmetric sector to behave essentiaily 

like a propagating wave, interacting with the background geometry. In a sufiiciently strong-field 

régime, we might expect the gravitational interaction of the wave eventuaily to overcome its kinetic 

energy, and thus the wave to collapse to a final state [84, 85, 117, 1331. Meanwhile if the wave 

is sufficiently weak, then interaction can be neglected and we would expect to observe a simple 

(spherical) wave propagating on a Minkowski space background. 

In this section, we wiil study this simple, non-interacting case, before moving to the strong- 

field régime in 93.3. We wil l  begin by approximating the evolution equations in such a way as to 

be left with a simple wave equation on a flat background. Since the evolution equations can be 

solved analytically under these approximations, this will provide an initial test-bed for the numer- 

i d  simulations developed for this work. We will then study the numericdy-generated weak-field 

evolutions, and compare the resuIts with the analyticdy-generated soIution to the approximate 

evolution equations. 

3.2.1. Analytic Behaviour of the Weak-Field Equations 

Consider a weak-field régime: < 1 and 9 x O. Assuming polar slicing (B = 0) and the 

radial gauge (P = r2, and consequently m = O), and with a = 1, (2.24) is satisfied by q5 = 1, with 

corrections being of second-order or higher in $ and \E. Consequently, MADM = O and IV z 1 to the 

same order; this follows immediately Tom (2.30) and (3.6). Similady, (2.26) yields A 2 O to second 

order. Then (2.22~) and (2.23~) may be combined to fonn a (spherical) wave equation for +: 

If we consider the massless limit (p  = 0) and assume q$ « 1, this can be written 
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where 4 = r+. 

Suppose for $(r, t = O) we take our prototypical pulse, (3.4). We can then show that the h t  

term on the right-hand side of (3.9) dominates the second term if a « r,  ro. Thus, at least for short 
- 

times, + = m,b obeys a wave equation, and 

t t 
@(il t )  = [%ut [l - -]~>(r - t, 0) + Ain [l + -1 ri(r + t , ~ ) ]  7 r r 

where Aout and Ain are constants that fix the initial conditions; the case Aout # O, Ain = 0, 

corresponds to an outgoing wave, whereas AOut = O, Ai, # O corresponds to an incoming wave. 

For the case of a moment of time symmetry, Lut = Ai, = $A, where A is arbitrary due to the 

homogeneity of (3 -9). 

We codd go further and determine the Green's function solution to (3.8); in fact, by linearizing 

on @ and neglecting the term in r-2, which is equivalent to placing ourselves in the asymptotic region, 

we obtain a massive Klein-Gordon equation, whose Green's function is well-known (see [134, pp. 333- 

3351 or [135, pp. 466-4681): 

where Ji(x) is the Bessel function of the first-order [136, pp. 573-6361, and x2 t2 - r2;  the upper 

(lower) sign corresponds to the retarded (advanced) Green's function. We could &O consider a direct 

numerical evolution of (3.8), and the subsequent cornparison with the full, non-linear evolution. 

However, (3.10) wiU be sufficient for our purposes, and it will be used to e d u a t e  the numerical 

evolutions to be produced below. The reason for this choice is simple and made purely for practicd 

purposes: using (3.11) would require an evaluation of a Bessel function, as well as a convolution 

of the initial data with the Green's function, while a direct evolution of (3.8) would invalidate 

the hearization as an accuracy test, by requiring sirnilar numerical methods to be used both for 

the linearized evolution and the non-linear evolution. On the other hand, (3.10) requires only an 

eduation of the initial data at various times. Furthermore, we will find below that (3.10) yields 

surprisingly precise results, given the gross approximations made in its derivat ion. 

In Figure 3.11 we give a plot of $(r, t) versus r, as deterrnined by (3.lO), for six values of t; the 

times are given in the upper-right corner of each plot. The initial data are those of a moment of 

time symmetry, with additionally a = 1.00 and ro = 40.0; although the plots were generated with 

A = 0.010, the value of A is arbitrary. We see from the plots the expected behaviour of a massless, 

spherical wave. In particular, note that in a time At e 10, both the incoming and outgoing waves 

have travelled a distance of Ar s 10, as evidenced by the location of their respective peaks at 

r = 30,50. Note also that the amplitude of the incoming (outgoing) pulse increases (decreases) as 

it moves inward (outward), as demanded by the conservation of energy. 
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Figure 3.11: The evolution of the pulse (3.4) as determined by (3.10). The 

parameters A, a, and ro in (3.4) were assigned values of A = 0.010, o = 1.00, 

r o  = 40.0; note, however, that the value of A is arbitraq due to the hornogeneity 

of (3.9). 

The splitting of the initial pulse into two pulses (cf. the first two snapshots of Figure 3.11), 

one incoming (the left pulse) and the other outgoing (the right pulse), is an artifact of choosing the 

initial conditions to be those of a moment of time symmetry. This behaviour will be seen again in the 

numerical evolutions presented in the following sections. For this simple wave equation, as for the 

weak-field evolutions to be considered below, we could very simply select the initial data to ensure a 

purely-incoming wave. However, this is no longer a simple matter in the strong-field evolutions to be 

considered in 53.3. Since the outgoing pulse is completely benign and does nothing of consequence 

(i-e., it simply propagates outward), we will consistently choose initial data that correspond to a 
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moment of time symmetry, and simply ignore the outgoing pulse. This has the added benefit of 

dowing us to carry-over the results of 53.1 on the solvability of the initial-value problem: some of 

these results, most notably the two bounding theorems (3.3), depended on the choice of a moment 

of time symmetry for their derivation. 

These analytic results were derived by assuming polar slicing (B = O) and the radial gauge 

(0 = r2); however, it is evident that to the order of our approximation, we arrive at the same results 

by assuming instead maximal slicing (u = aA + 2B = O) and the isotropic gauge ( p  = r2 ) .  In fact, 

we can e b a t e  8 from (2.26) by using the maximal slicing condition, and hence conclude that 

A x O, to within second-order terms. Meanwhile, the choice a = 1 immediately yields = r2 from 

the isotropic gauge choice. Thus, we expect (3.10) to be valid for either polar slicing with the radial 

gauge, or maximal slicing with the isotropic gauge. 

3.2.2. Numerical Weak-Field Collapse 

We retum to the full NGT field equations, and consider a direct simulation of (2.22) and (2.23). 

As discussed at the end of 52.2.1, the initial data set is composed of the symmetric-sector field a, in 

addition to the antisymmetric-sector conjugate pair $ and \E; the freedom in specifying a is gained 

at  the cost of introducing the conformal factor 4. However, as demonstrated in 53.1, the introduction 

of the conformal factor eases the study of the initial-value problem. Meanwhile, the remainder of the 

symmetnc-sector fields are detennined either by gauge choices (e-g. 0 is determined by the radial 

gauge), or by constraints (e-g. A is detennined by imposing the mornentum constraint). 

In p ~ c i p l e ,  solving the evolution problem is considerably simpler than solving the initial-value 

problem: in the latter, questions of solvability and existence of solutions arise, whereas in the former, 

it is a "simplen matter of stepping the fields forward in time using the evolution equations. To be 

specific, we will describe the ideas that follow using a one-dimensional wave equation, decomposed 

into two first-order equations: 

and 

these evidently have the same derivative stmcture as (2.22~) and (2.23~) (or (2.31a) and (2.31b), 

for that matter). We therefore avoid the tedium of writing out below the full set of discretized NGT 

evolution equations. In the case of the evolution problem, we use the evolution equations (3.12) to 

update the curent data set {$, i E )  to a new set of values: 

In principle, the only problem that might &se in applying this method to (2.22~) and (2.23~) is 

a degeneracy in the chosen coordinate system, whereby either the slicing condition or the gauge 

condition could no longer be imposed. 



In practice, as was the case for the initial-due problem, we replace the continuous spectrum 

of coordinate values by a discrete grid (see SB.1 for notation and conventions), and similarly replace 

a.li derivatives with finite differences; thus, we may choose to discretize the system (3.12) as 

where we use a:[@]! as a short-hand notation for its onite-differenced analogue. How we use this 

system of algebraic equations essentially determines the accuracy and stability of the resulting 

simulation. For instance, it c m  be shown by means of a discrete Fourier-mode decomposition that 

if (3.13) is used m i s  to salve for the {&+', B:+'}, then the integration scheme is unconditionally- 

unstable [137, pp. 646-6471; that is, no amount of refining the discretizations Ax and At will ever 

d o w  (3.13) to converge to a solution of (3.12). Such instabilities typically manifest themselves by 

the development of "spikes" in the field variables, the spatial (temporal) width of which co'incides 

with Ax (At); this is the case when the integration scheme is highly dispersive, thereby allowing 

the various Fourier components of the initial-data to propagate at vastly different veiocities, yet 

without dissipating the short wavelength components. The cohcidence of the wavelength of the 

dispersed modes with the discretization causes the spikes to resonate with the underlying grid, 

increasing their amplitude until the numerical solution no ionger resembles an approximation to the 

continuous solution by any measure. More often than not, such instabilities eventually cause the 

simulation to crash due to the development of large differences between neighbouring grid points. 

Several techniques exist for stabilizing (3.13); for instance, the Lax method consists of replacing 

the ?1;- and Qi that appear in the t h e  derivatives with their average across grid points: 

thereby yieiding 

@+l-*[?&+&] - Q X + ~  - @< s+l + i y j  i-1 1 
At 

= Q and 
At 

= a: [@]{. (3.14) 

It can be shown [137, pp. 647-6501 that the Lax modification introduces numerical dissipation 

into (3.13) which increases with diminishing wavelength. Consequently, the dispersion mentioned 

above is nullified, and the scheme is stable. 

Rather than use the scheme (3.13) directly, whîch would be unwise because of its inherent 

instability, or the Lax modified version (3.14), which is nevertheless still only first-order accurate 

in its temporal discretization, we choose to embed (3.13) into a predictor-corrector method. In 

particular, we use the two-step method of Brailovskaya 1114, §III) 

(predictor step) 

(corrector step) 



3.22. Numerical Weak-Field Collapse 

It can be shown that the Brailovskaya method is fidy second-order accurate in both the spatial 

and temporal discretizations. A similar method, known as the MacCormack scheme [114, §a, uses 

forward differences to approximate first-order spatial derivatives on the predictor step, and baclcward 

differences for the corresponding derivatives on the corrector step, instead of the centred differences 

that would be used in (3.13). In either case, note that the slicing conditions and gauges choices are 

not re-irnposed between the predictor and corrector steps; rzther, the lapse and shift used on the 

predictor step are "carried forward" and used on the corrector step. Both schemes were tried, and 

both yielded essentially the same resdts in terms of weak-field evolutions and long-term stability; 

this is in agreement with the results discussed in [114], where several such methods are compared. 

The strong-field evolutions were also comparable, but no analytic solution to the field equations 

exists to make any comparison; we must instead rely on the error analysis presented in 33.5, 

below. The results in this work were generated using the Brailovskaya integration scheme. 

R e g d e s s  of which integration scheme is chosen, the values of the discretizations Ax and At are 

not independent or arbitrary. In the extreme, we might be tempted to simply choose At = tm,-tminl 

thereby perforrning the entire evolution in one gigantic step. Although saving on computer tirne, it is 

obvious that such a gross choice of discretization Xs bound to lead to aa inaccurate simulation. In fact, 

the discrete Fourier-mode stability analysis mentioned above leads precisely to a condition that must 

be imposed on both Ax and At to guarantee a stable evolution [13T, pp. û46-6501. Such conditions, 

typicaüy of the form Ax/At > c, where c is some constant, are collectively kuown as Courant- 

Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) conditions, and are discussed in any standard reference on the numerical 

study of partial differential equations (for instance, [138, p. 1781). For the mode1 wave equation 

under consideration here, the CFL condition is related to the causal propagation of information by 

the wave equation: the temporal discretization cannot be chosen to be so large that the velocity 

of numerical computation is greater than the physical velocity of the wave itself. Otherwise, the 

numerical computation is making use of information that has not had sufficient time to physically 

propagate to the point of computation. The point of importance, however, is that choosing a smaiier 

spatial discretization forces us to choose a correspondingly s m d e r  temporal discretization. 

Unfortunately, perforrning a discrete Fourier-mode stability analysis on the full set of discretized 

NGT evolution equations and slicing conditions is simply out of the question: the resulting equations 

are intractable, and any approximation typicaily reduces the system to the trivial wave equation 

considered above, and therefore yields the exact same CFL condition. Although this condition is 

undoubtedly true for the evolutions to be considered hereul, we must note that the CFL condition 

places an upper limit on the relative sizes of At and Ax; it does not give absolute sizes or place 

any lower M t s .  Thus, although the CFL limit obtained from the wave equation must necessdy  

encompass a more accurate condition, it may be (and in fact is) too Iiberal for direct usage in NGT. 

Rather, the limit of stability is found empiricaiiy, using the fact that by comparison with the stability 



analysis of a simple scalar wave equation, the discretizations m u t  necessarily satisfy Ax/At 2 1; it 

was found that the CFL condition for our integration scheme is Ax/At > 4.5. 

Due to the fkite size of the integration domain, we must necessarily impose boundary conditions 

on ail evolved fields at  the extreme grid points. In ail cases, we choose simply to impose regularity 

on all fields at  the origin, and a Minkowski space limit on di fields in the asymptotic domain. The 

latter boundary condition c m  be problematic, as it bas a tendency to cause numerical reflections of 

otherwise outgoing waves back into the integrations domain. If particularly long time integrations 

are being studied, then a "sponge-filter" can be used to eliminate such artifacts [88, 1391. However, 

this was not found to be necessary in our case, as it was sufficient to extend the numerical domain 

far enough to keep the reflected wave £rom interferhg with the desired results. 

In Figure 3.12 we present a numerical simuiation of the system (2.22) and (2.23) for the choice 

of maximal slicing and the isotropic gauge (2.29). The initial data are CY = 1, @ = O, with y!~ 

given by (3.4), where A = 0.010, o = 1.00, and ro = 40.0; these initial data have an ADM mass 

of MADM = 00.250. Each plot is a constant-t snapshot of the evolution, with the time values selected 

to match those of Figure 3.11. The parameters and time values were chosen to facilitate comparison 

between this Ml numerical evolution and the linearized andytic evolution of Figure 3.11. Indeed, 

the dashed iine on the final plot is the curve that would be obtained from (3.10). Since + < 1 for 

all times considered, we can consider this a weak-field evolution, and thus expect the resdts to be 

similar to, a t  least qualitôtively, those of Figure 3.11; the resemblance is manifest. 

The evolution in Figure 3.12 can be continued to Iater times; in Figure 3.13, we show a region 

of the numerical grid near the origin, with r E [O, IO], for six equdy-spaced snapshots in the range 

t = 30 to t x 50. For sdiciently weak fields, we expect that in a time of At B 30, the pGse will 

have travelied a distance Ar 30, as its evolution is weil-approximated by a massless scalar wave 

equation. In fact we see that this is the case, with the pulse just appearing at the right edge of 

the e s t  plot. The remainder of the plots show the pulse approaching the origin, bouncing through 

r = 0, and propagating outward to the asymptotic region; if the evolution is continued to late times, 

it is found that there remains behind an empty space. 

The sequence of snapshots in Figure 3.13 demonstrates that the argument presented by Burko 

and Ori in [140] on the formation of black-holes in weak-field vacuum NGT evolution is incorrect. In 

fact, their argument rests on two points. Firstly, they claim that "sufficiently weak" initial data will 

remain weak in evolution, rather than grow to non-perturbative levels. On this point, they are quite 

obviously correct: although the pulses in Figure 3.13 are larger by nearly an order of magnitude than 

those in Figure 3.12, they are by al1 means still very small, with $ < 1 at al1 points. Furthermore, 

it is obvious that we could easily have chosen initial data that is weaker still, so that at late times 

the condition + « 1 wodd have been more accurately satisfied; for instance, reducing A by an order 

of magnitude or two would accomplish just that. Secondly, they use the first claim to deduce from 



Figure 3.12: The evolution of the pulse (3.4) as determined by a direct numerical 

simulation of the NGT evohtion equations (2.22) and (2.23). The parameters A, a, 

and ro in (3.4) were açsigned the same d u e s  as in Figure 3.11: that is A = 0.010, 

a = 1.00, and ro = 40.0. The other initial data are a = 1 and iE = O. These data 

have an initial ADM mass of MADM x 0.0250. The dashed line on the last pIot is 

the corresponding curve from Figure 3.11. 

this that a black-hole must necessarily form in a generic weak-field collapse, in essence caiIing upon 

the Hawking-Penrose singularity theorems of GR 178, Chapter 81 to conclude that any initial data 

set must eventudy lead to a singularity. However, this is known to be untrue even in the simple 

case of matter collapses in GR [84, 85, 117, 133, 141, 1421. Indeed, the problem with their argument 

is the fact that not ail space-times necessarily contain a trapped surface, a condition necessq  for 

the correct application of the Hawking-Penrose singularity theorems. Thus, a weak-field collapse, 



3.2.2. Numerical Weak-Field Colla pse 

Figure 3.13: The late-time evolution of the puise (3.4) as determined by a direct 

numericd simulation of the NGT evolution equations (2.22) and (2.23). The initial 

data are the same as in Figure 3.12. However, note the difTerent scale on the $I 

&. 

or even a generic one, need not necessarily lead to a black-hole singularity. Quite the contraq: if 

the manifold does not contain a trapped surfixe, then it is perfectly acceptable for the gravitational 

wave to simply "bounce off of itseif" when it reaches the origin, and then proceed to propagate away 

to the asymptotic régime. This is precisely what we see in Figure 3.13. 

For the most part, the weak-field evolutions presented in this section are not particularly sur- 

prising. Apart from establishing that a "sufficiently weak" field will remab "sufficiently weak" in 

evolution, a fact that h a  been debated in the literature (see [140] and the references cited therein), 

these weak-field evolutions could have ben preàicted from the approximated wave equation of 53.2.1. 



3.3. Strong-Field Collapse 

This is manifested in the fact that the initial pdse is seen to propagate undistwbed with the speed 

of light. Eùrthermore, the evolution near the origin is completely benign, with no indication that 

the non-linear terms are playing any significant rôle whatsoever. What is more interesting, however, 

is the strong-field régime, where the approximated wave equation of 53.2.1 should no longer be an 

accuracte reflection of the dynamics of the system. It is to this situation that we turn next. 

3.3. Strong-Field Collapse 

Having studied the evolution equations of NGT for the case of weak initial data and demonstrated 

that the numerical evolutions reproduce the expected analytic results, we now tum to the more 

generic strong-field régime. We use the same numerical techniques as in the weak-field M t .  

Evidently, we face the problem of definhg exactly what we mean by "strong fields". For the tirne 

being, we will content ourselves to define a strong field as being one that behaves in a significantly 

different manner from the simple evolution predicted by (3.10). We could &O define a strong field 

as being one for which the conditions $ iI 1 and 9 x O do not hold throughout the evolution; 

however, even this requires a complete evolution in order to determine the nature of the field. We 

defer the discussion of this to 53.4, where we will be able to make an obvious distinction between 

strong and weak fields. 

A simulation of the NGT evolution equations (2.22) and (2.23) for the initial data cr = 1 and 

\E = O, with $J given by (3.4), is shown in Figure 3.14, where A = 0.100, a = 1.00, and ro = 40.0. On 

the final snapshot the cuve obtained by inserting (3.4) into (3.10) is plotted as a dashed h e ,  in order 

to demonstrate the differences between this stronger-field evolution and the Iùiearized evolution. The 

greatest ciifference lies essentially in the fact that the linearized evolution has the pulse traveling 

further than the full evolution in Figure 3.12, as evidenced by the ha1  plot in the latter figure; 

what is more, the ingoing pulse has slowed down more than the outgoing pulse. This clifference is 

easily explained by returning to (2.30); assuming $J 1 and Q x O throughout the evolution, we 

wodd expect this approximate solution to the maximal slicing lapse equation (2.29b) to be a good 

approximation to the full numerical solution. However, N in (2.30) is a monotonically increasing 

function of r ;  consequently, to within second-order corrections, the ingoing pulse necessarily must 

travel more slowly than the outgoing pulse, and both must travel more slowly than the  linearized 

pulse, where N 1. In fact, we can go much further than this, and approximate N2 x 1 -2hf,,,,/r; 

since the velocity of the wave is proportional to N2, then approximating r = 7-0, we have that the 

velocity of the wave is of the order 0.9 during this evolution. Thus, the fidl numerical simulation 

shouid show the incoming wave lagging behind the linearized wave by approximately 10%. This 

is indeed the case, with their peaks being located at  r a 25.3 and r = 23.1, respectively, giving a 

lag distance of Ar  w 2.2, as compared with our prediction of Ar  a 1.7. The underestimation cm 

be attributed to our approximation of the lapse function by (2.30), a solution valid only in regions 



3.3. Strong-Field Collapse 

Figure 3.14: The evolution of the pulse (3.4) as determined by a direct numericd 

simulation of the NGT evohtion equations (2.22) and (2.23), for A = 0.100, a = 

1.00, and ro = 40.0. The other initial data are a = 1 and Q = O. These data have 

an initial ADM mass of hlA,, B 2.577. The dashed line on the t = 17.0 plot is the 

cuve  obtained by using the initial data in (3.10). 

of vanishing $ and \E. Our use of it in a region of non-trivial field is crude, and yet qualitatively 

accurate. 

A much stronger field evolution is depicted in Figure 3.15, where the evolution equations are 

simulated for the initial data a = 1 and iE = O, with @ given by (3.4); the parameters have the 

values A = 0.200, O = 1.00, and ro = 40.0, and the initial ADM mass of the puise is MADM w 11.39. 

It is important to note that between the last two snapshots, the pulse has barely moved at  ail. 

The evolution can be continued beyond the last snapshot, and it is found that the pulse remains 



Figure 3.15: A very strong field evolution of the pulse (3.4) as determined by a 

direct numerical simulation of the NGT evolution equations (2.22) and (2.23), for 

A = 0.200, O = 1.00, and ro = 40.0. The other initial data are a = 1 and iE = 0. 

These data have an initid ADM m a s  of MADM = 11.39. Note that the snapshots 

are not evenly-spaced in tirne. 

frozen at  r rn 6.26. In k t ,  the evolution was actually continued to t = 160, at which point the 

initidy-outgoing puise had bounced off the outer boundary of the numerical grid, and re-appeared 

as an incoming pulse. As discussed earlier, this is an artifact of the boundary conditions: idedy, 

these wodd be imposed at r -, +oo, but for obvious practical reasons, must be imposed at some 

finite radius. 

In Figure 3.16 we demonstrate why the evolution in Figure 3.15 becomes virtually static in 

late times: the lapse function, which govems the amount of proper time between spatial slices, has 



3.3. Strong-Field Collapse 

Figure 3.16: The lapse function generated by maximal slicing for the evolution 

shown in Figure 3.15. Note in particdar the strong evidence of the "collapse of 

the lapse" . Again, as in Figure 3.15, note that the snapshots are not eveniy-spaced 

in time. 

collapsed to infinitesimal values near the origin. This is the "collapse of the lapse", first studied in 

GR by Srnarr and York [83, §III.C]. In essence, the choice of maximal slicing imposes the condition 

u = a!A + 2B = O on every spatial slice. However, as u is the velocity of p (c.f. (2.19a)), the voIume 

element is therefore constant, and the evolution can only maintain this condition by avoidùig regions 

of strong curvature, where a! and B have a tendency to develop large gradients; it does so by collapsing 

the lapse to a negligible value, thereby refusing to evolve into regions of strong curvature. By using 

a minimally-modified version of the argument of Srnarr and York, we can demonstrate that a similar 

phenornenon is occurring here. We begin by using (2.29b), approximating the symmetric sector 



Figure 3.17: The Ricci cillvature sca1a.r R at late times for the evolution in 

Figure 3.15. The dashed line is the approximation (3.15) to the Ricci scalar. 

Figure 3.18: Plot of the simplified solution (3.16) to the maxima1 slicing condi- 

tion as a function of x = a r ,  for different values of xo = &rO; in particular, 

xo f [O, 1,2,4,6,8], respectively, fiom the top curve to the lowest curve. 

functions by their Minkowski 1-t (4 % 1, ci! % 1, 0 % r2, A ry 0, and B x 0) and the NGT Ricci 

scalar by a constant within some radius r o :  

where & is a positive constant measuring the overall magnitude of the Ricci scdar R. We show 

in Figure 3.17 that the Ricci scdar of the evolution depicted in Figure 3.15 at time t 139 can 

be roughly approxïmated by such a step function. Of course, the approximation is very crude: by 

approximating the fundamental tensor by its Minkowski space limit , we are automaticaüy eliminating 

any comection between it and the curvature tensor. Regardless, we can then use (2.24) in (2.29b) 

to eiiminate the remaining non-trivial extrinsic curvature ( i E ) ;  we then End that (2.29b) reduces to 



3.4. Critical Collapse 

a sphericdy symrnetnc Schr6dinger-type equation, with N(r) playing the rôle of the wave function, 

and R that of the potential energy. Since N(r )  + 1 as r + +ml we seek a scattering solution, with 

N ( r )  being twice differentiable across the discontinuity at r = ro . Using this, (2.29b) can then be 

solved explicitly, yielding 

where we have irnposed regularity at r = O; note that this is a Function of x = f i r  and xo = f i r O  

only. Figure 3.18 is a plot of (3.16) for x E [O, 101 and xo E [O, 1,2,4,6,8]. As crude as it may be, 

t his solution qualitatively mirrors the behaviour seen in Figure 3.16. 

This collapsing of the Iapse function is at the same tirne an advantage and a disadvantage. The 

disadvantage to the collapsing lapse is that, due to its crucial rôle in governing the amount of proper 

tirne that elapses between spatial slices, an W t e s i m a l  lapse function implies that the region of 

the spatial slice in question cannot be explored any further: no h i t e  amount of computer time 

will ever allow a sufEcient amount of simulation time to pass, overcoming the small lapse function. 

Meanwhile, as the toy-mode1 discussed above demonstrates, the lapse function coliapses due to the 

strong curvature in a region of the spatial slice. Although we cannot determine whether or not a 

singularity has formed in the evolution (by virtue of its numerical origin), we can attempt to figure 

out what sort of endpoint the numerical evolution might be trying to reach. This is the subject of 

Chapter 4. 

3.4. Critical Collapse 

Comparison of the results of $3.2-2 and s3.3 demonstrates the existence of an interesthg phe- 

nomenon. On the one hand, the weak-field gravitational wave collapse was demonstrated to Iead 

to an empty Minkowski space; specifically, the ingoing component of the initial pulse was found to 

converge on the origin, pass through itself ("bounce off of the originn), and proceed to disperse itself 

away to the asymptotic régime (see Figure 3.13). Meanwhile, the strong-field collapse leads to a 

very different endpoint, one where the lapse function has collapsed due to the development of strong 

cunratures (see Figure 3.16), and the initial ingoing pulse has %ozen" at some distance fiom the 

origin (see Figure 3.15). 

Given the very different endstates of weak-field and strong-field collapses, we may question 

what happens in the intermediate region. This question was studied in some detail originaüy by 

Choptuik [117, 1331 for the case of a massless scalar field, rninimaily-coupled to GR, following a 

suggestion of Christodoulou [84, 851. The latter had showed analyticaliy that such a scalar field 

evolved from weak initial data would collapse to an endstate that asymptotes Minkowski space, 



Figure 3.19: The evolution of the pulse (3.4) as determined by a direct numerical 

simulation of the NGT evohtion equations (2.22) and (2.23), for A = 0.528003, 

a = 3.00, and ro = 10.0. The other initial data are a! = 1 and 9 = O. These data 

have an initial ADM mass of MADM x 2.763. Note that in the t = 90.0 plot, there 

is a small region near the origin devoid of ?,b contributions. 

whereas strong initial data collapse to a black hole. The implication is that if an interpolation 

is made between the strong- and weak-field régimes using a one-parameter family of initial data, 

there then exists a critical value of the parameter which corresponds to  the threshold of black hole 

formation. If we generically denote the interpolating paranieter by p and its critical value by p*, 

then p is dehed  such that p > p* is a super-critical coilapse (i.e., the initial data collapse to a black 

hole), while p < p* is a sub-critical collapse (Le., the initial data eventually disperse to  a Minkowski 

space endstate). Given the andytic work of Christodoulou, the question that arose naturally was 



Figure 3.20: The same evoiution as shown in Figure 3.19, but instead with A = 

0.528004. The initial ADM mass of the pulse is unchanged by this modification: 

MADM M 2.763. Note that in the t = 90.0 plot, a spike has developed near the 

whether or not this critical solution wouid correspond to a massive black hole, or one of infinitesimal 

mass; that is, wouid the critical solution depend on p and p* independently, in which case there 

would exist a mass gap, or only on the difference p - p*, in which case a black hole of infinitesimally 

s m d  mass could be created by letting p + p* as closeiy as desired. 

Choptuik found that the mass of the black hole formed could be made as smaJ as desired 

by âpproaching the critical value arbitrarily closely. Indeed, by using an adaptive grid refinement 

scheme, he was able to approach the critical d u e  to nearly machine precision: Ip - p* I/p* - 10-15. 

Furthermore, Choptuik was able to establish that as criticality is approached from above, the mass of 



Figure 3.21: Four snapshots of the evolution of the pulse (3.17) as determined 

by a direct numerical simulation of the NGT evolution equations (2.22) and (2.23), 

for A = 0.242577, u = 1.50, and ro = 10.0. The other initiai data are a = 1 and 

\E = O. These data have an initial ADM mass of MADM x 1.428. This is evolution 

is sub-critical. 

the black hole subsequently formed depends on the parameter p as M = C[p - p*]? , where 7 x 0.37. 

Here, 7 is referred to as the critical exponent of black hole mass scaling. 

Foilowing the pioneering work of Choptuik, such critical behaviour was observed in several 

different models and matter couplings, including axisymmetric gravitational wave collapse [143] and 

radiation fluid collapse [144], as weU as Yang-MUS field collapse [141], among others. Historically, 

the critical exponent 7 for the scalar field and the radiation fluid were detennined first and found 

to be equal within numerical error. In retrospect, this is considered to be a coïncidence: the critical 

exponents of other matter models were shown be generically different for difFerent matter couplings. 

In Figure 3.19, we show a simulation of the NGT evolution equations (2.22) and (2.23) for the 

initial data a = 1, iE = O, and with $ given by (3.4), with A = 0.528003, a = 3.00, and ro = 10.0. 

The ADM m a s  is MADM x 2.763. The snapshots are evenly spaced between t = 0.00 and t = 90.0, 

with the exception of t = 10.0, which has been omitted. Beyond t = 90.0, we find that an empty 



space is left behind, with the remaining pulses being outgoing. Meanwhile, in Figure 3.20, a sirnilar 

evolution is shown, but this t h e  with A = 0.528004; this does not change the ADM mass to any 

significant degree. However, although the evolutions are comparable up until t x 70.0, beyond 

this point they take very different turns. Whereas Figure 3.19 has the pulse eventudy dispersing 

away into the asymptotic region, the t = 90.0 snapshot of Figure 3.20 shows tha t  a sharp spike has 

developed near the origin. This spike corresponds to a portion of the initial pulse being trapped near 

the origin by a collapsed lapse. We therefore have evidence of critical behaviour, with Figure 3.19 

corresponding to a sub-critical collapse and Figure 3.20 corresponding to a super-critical collapse. 

This is the distinction between weaic- and strong-fields mentioned in 53.3: a weak-field can be 

characterized as one that is sub-critical, whiie a strong-field is one that is super-critical. 

The evolutions of Figures 3. f 9 and 3.20 display an interesting characteristic: as t h e  progresses, 

several ~pulses" are sent out from the origin, where qualitatively, each is successively smaller t hm the 

preceeding one. This is particularly evident when comparing times t = 50.0, t = 70.0, and t = 80.0, 

where three such pulses are seen to be in the process of being created. Ako, in either of Figures 3.19 

or 3.20, the t = 90.0 snapshot shows three such pulses on a single tirne slice. Evidently, the pulses all 

have essentialiy the same shape as the initial pulse, (3.4). Although we may be tempted to conciude 

that these pulses are, in some sense, images of the original pulse being created near the threshold of 

complete coilapse or complete dispersion, we can in fact dernonstrate that this is not the case, and 

that these pulses are in fact of a generic shape that is  unrelated to the initial data. Consider, instead 

of (3.4), an initial wave form consisting of twa such pulses offset from each other, and superposed: 

This wavefom is shown in the first snapshot of Figure 3.21, for A = 0.242577, a = 1.5, and ro = 10. 

The other initial data are a = 1 and iE = 0, and these initial data have an initial ADM mass of 

MADM 1.428. A complete evolution shows these initial data tu comprise a sub-critical evolution, 

with the initial pulse eventually dispersing away, leaving behind an empty space. The remaining 

three snapshots in Figure 3.21 show the evolution of these initial data at times t = 30.0, 40.0, 

and 50.0. Consider 6rst the t = 30.0 snapshot, where we see a puise being ejected £rom the origin. 

This pulse indeed has a shape similar to the original waveform; in fact , as might have been expected, 

this outgoing pulse is the mirror image (through the r axis) of the ingoing pulse. On the other hand, 

the t = 40.0 snapshot shows a second pulse being created (with the afore-mentioned first pulse 

stiU visible on the right-hand side of the snapshot), and this pulse does not have the same shape 

as the initial waveform: the information about the initial pulse's shape has been lost. A similar 

phenornenon is observed in the t = 50.0 snapshot, where three other pulses are  now visible, with 

none of them bearing any resemblance whatsoever to the double-humped initial waveform. 



3.5. Convergence of the Numerical Results 

Table 3.1: The residual Hamiltonian He and the ADM mass MADM as a function 

of the grid spacing Ar for rnassless NGT, for the initial data a! = 1 and iE = 0, 

with @ given by (3.4), where A = 0.7, and r o  = 40 in units where a = 10. 

It is in fact a generic feature of near-critical collapse that the critical solution does not depend 

on the family of initial data chosen for the evolution. This phenomenon of universality was observed 

originally by Choptuik [133], and is a somewhat genenc feature of near-critical collapse [142]: in 

essence, the intermediate asymptotics of a collapse scenario (before a system "decides" whether it 

wiI.I evolve to a sub-critical endstate or a super-critical endstate) have the same shape in the regions 

of strong fields (in our case, near the origin), independent of the initial data. 

3.5. Convergence of the Numerical Results 

Finally, it is important to determine the precision of the solution obtained by numerical means. 

For the init id-value problem, t his means v e r m g  that the numerically-generated conformal factor, 

4, actually sati&es the Hamiltoniiui constraint , and if so, how weU. For the evolution problem, this 

implies a determination of the order of convergence of the solution. We consider first the initial-value 

problem, followed by the evolution problem. 

It is necessary to establish the quality of the numerically-generated solution to the Harniltonian 

constraint (2.24). This is sornewhat of a thorny issue since, for a vacuum space-tirne, the correct 

solution must make the Hamiltonian constraint vanish. It is therefore inherently difEcult to judge 

how wel the solution satisfies this criterion without imposing some arbitrary precision level. One 

possibility, s h d a r  to that discussed by Bernstein et. al. [145, SA.31 is to use the fact that in a 

non-vacuum space-tirne, the Hamiltonian must be equated to the matter contributions: fi = l6?rpp, 

where p is the energy density. Thus, the error in the determination of 4 can be viewed as a "matter 

contribution" to the right-hand side of the Hamiltonian constraint. Consequently, the ADM m a s  of 

this contribution can be calcdated and then compared with the known mass of the hypersurface, 

which then gives a mesure of the precision of the solution. 

In order to ver% that the solution satisfies the Hamiitonian constraint to a sufEcient degree, 
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we calculate the integrai of the absolute d u e  of the Hamiltonian comtraint: 

where the integration is perforrned over the volume of the slice E. We refer to He as the midual 

Hamiltonian, as it is a measure of that part of the numericdy-determined solution that violates 

the constraint. As it has dimensions of a length, the residuai Hamihonian is then compared with 

the ADM mass MADM of the hypersurface. This process is repeated for successively smaller values of 

the grid spacing, until the ratio He/MADM is reduced to the desired level of precision. In Table 3.1 

we list the results of such a calcdation in the case of massless NGT for the initial data a! = 1 and 

9 = O, with t,b given by (3.4) where A = 0.7, ro = 40, and o = 10. The ADM mass and the residual 

Hamiltonian are given in the same units as AT, the grid spacing. We see that as the grid spacing 

is reduced, the ADM mass converges to a dehi te  value, in this case MADM N 22.340, and residual 

Hamiltonian decreases roughly as ~ r ~ .  This is in keeping with the fact that our discretization of 

the Harniltoniaa constraint is d d  to second-order in the grid spacing. 

We now consider the precision of the numerically-generated evolution. Following Richard- 

son [146], we consider a function t,b and a differential operator D, such that D[@] = O; discretized 

versions of the objects are written with an overhat, as in D[G] = O. The tnuication error, r is de- 

fined as the amount by which the exact solution @ fails to satisfy the discretized differential operator: 

r G D[J>]. Finally, the error in the solution is defined to be the difference between the continuous 

solution I> and its discretized counterpart 6: e I @ - 4. If the discretization scale is Az, then 4 
can be expanded as a power series in Ax about $: 

where ek (k = 1,2,3,. . .) is independent of Ax, and represents the contribution to the error coming 

from kth-order te-. Suppose now we also have solutions q2AZ and GrAr, corresponding to  solving 

B[4] = O for discretizations of 2Ax and 4Az, respectively. We then d e h e  the convergence factor 

by (see also the discussion in [147, pp. 7-10]) 

Ilzal - - 2ei Ar  + i2ezAx2 + 56e3Ax3 + 240e4Ax4 + . . 
CA=[$] - (3.19) - &ar el A r  + 3e2Ax2 + 7e3Ax3 + 15e4Ax4 + - . 

For a first-order discretization scheme, the first non-vanishing ek occurs necessarily for k = 1, so 

that Ci,[+] R 2 + O(Ax), while for a second-order discretization scheme, el = O and e2 # 0, giving 

Ci,[$] EJ 4 + o(Ax).(~) In practice. when calculating the second member of (3.19), we use the 

Euclidean or Z2-nom of the solution 4: 

If the discretization scheme is properly centred, then it can be shown that ek  = O wben k is odd (even), for 
a discretization scheme of odd (even) order. In this case, CA=[$] a 2 + o(Ax~) ,  and simiIarly for Ciz[+] 
4 + O ( A X ~ ) .  
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Figure 3.22: The convergence factors Ca, for g4 and 9 as determined from (3. El), 

plotted as a function of time for the initial data a = 1 and iE = O, with + given 

by (3.4), and where a = 1 and ro = 40. The solid and dotted iines are CA,[+] 

for A = 0.05 and A = 0.1, respectively. The dashed and dashed-dotted lines 

are Ca, [iE] for the same values of A. The basic discretization was taken to be 

Ar = 0.09. 

where the sumrnation is carried over the entire grid; it is a simple matter to demonstrate that this 

satisfies the properties of a norm [148, p. 1841. 

In Figure 3.22 we give the convergence factors for i, and iE as a function of tirne, for two different 

evolutions. Specifically, the initial data are taken to be a! = 1 and iE = O, with + being the pulse (3.4). 

The parameter values are A = [O.OS, 0.11, a = 1, and ro = 40. These values were chosen so that one 

evolution would correspond to the weak-field evolutions considered in 53.2.2, while the other would 

correspond to the strong-field evolutions considered in 53.3. The basic discretization is Ar = 0.09. 

Thus, three evolutions were generated, for Ar  = 0.09, 0.18, and 0.36, and then (3.19) and (3.20) 

were used to determine the convergence factors. This calcuiation was repeated on al1 time slices. 

The convergence factors for the other fields of interest (i.e., a, 0, . . . ) could not be calculated, since 

they were found to have converged absolutely; for instance, âia, - = O and - = 0- 

This could have been predicted: Ar was chosen to guarantee that the solution to the Hamiltonian 

constraint had converged to the desired degree of precision (see Table 3.1). Consequently, it is to be 

expected t hat the symmetric-sector fields will exhibit t his type of "perfect convergence", as there 

are no true degrees of freedorn in this sector [73, 54.31. 

There are two points to note from Figure 3.22. First, and most important, is the fact that the 

convergence factor in all four cases is approximately four; more precisely, it asymptotes to 3.82f 0.08, 

indicating that the integration scheme is of order a 1.95 I 0.02 - 2, that is, of second-order, 
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as per the discussion associated with (3.19) above. That the spread in values is of the same order as 

the discretization would seem to imply that the discretization scheme contains incornpletely centred 

finite-clifferences, thereby allowing the presence of the third-order tenn in (3.18); Le., es # 0. 
The second point of import is the presence of traasients in the convergence factor during the 

initiai moments of the simulation. Foilowing Choptuik [149], we postdate that these are due to the 

fact that the discretized evolution equations do not preserve the constraints e-xactly : the preservation 

of the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints is a consequence of the commutation of partial 

derivatives in the continuum limit of the field equations. In the discrete case, finite clifferences 

need not cornmute with each other. Consequently, there is no guarantee that the discrete evolution 

necessarily preswes the continuous constraints [112, $31. On the other hand, it is intuitively obvious 

that there m u t  necessarily exist some set of discrete equations (most likely not equivdent to the 

discretized continuous constraints, although this is by no means ruled out) that serve as Hadtonian 

and momentum constraints for the discrete system. In the numericd evolution, it is this set of 

constraints that is properly consenred, the continuous constraints only approximately so. However, 

the initial data are chosen to satis% the continuous constraints, as they should. Consequently, the 

initial steps of the evolution correspond to the numerical system re-adjusting the initial data so as 

to  satisfy its discrete constraints. 

The covers of this book are too far apart. 

Ambrose Bierce 



Chapter 4 
On the Instability of the 

Wyman Solution 

In s3.4 it was shown that there exists a boundary in parameter space that separates two dis- 

tinctIy different endstates. h either case, the collapse begins with an infding wave reaching the 

origin of the computational grid. On one side of the boundary, characterized by "weaker" or ''sub- 

critical" initial data, the collapse proceeds with the wave re-emerging and eventually dissipating into 

the asymptotic region. On the other side of the boundary, characterized by "stronger" or "super- 

critical" initial data, part of the wave gets trapped near the origin, thereby hdicating the coliapse of 

the Iapse in a s m d  region around the origin. This collapsed lapse forces the fields to stop evolving in 

that region, while the untrapped portion of the wave continues to propagate outward. Although we 

are forced to stop the simulation for straightforward practical reasons (Le., the computational grid is 

only of finite extent), we expect that in either case, the untrapped portion of the wave wiU propagate 

out to infinity; what remains behind is what interests us here. Specifically, we will establish that 

the steady-state solution that remains once the initial pulse bas dissipated necessady cannot be the 

so-cded Wyman solution, or its massive analogue. Combined with the "nehair" theorem proved 

at  the end of this chapter, we will be forced to conclude that the steady-state of the supercritical 

collapse is necessarily a Schwarzschild black hole or a nakedly-singular alternative. 

We consider the spherically symmetric Wyman sector of NGT. To simpl* the forthcoming 

analysis, we let N2 = f and = g. We also eliminate the conforma1 factor from the calculations 

by setting 4 = 1; the Hamiltoaian constra.int is then used to determine one of the fields. Furthemore, 

we assume the radial gauge (0 = r2), which we know to be equivalent to the normal gauge (see the 
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discussion of the radial gauge on p. 30, in particular (2.28a)), and polar slicing. Since n = 0, 

the evolution equations (2.22) reduce simp1y to a tb]  = 2 f ' 1 2 ~  and 4[@] = 2 f'/2!Pl with û tp ]  

constrained to vanish by the gauge choice- These are used to eliminate the extrinsic curvature 

components fiom the remaining equations. The components of the surface Ricci tensor may be 

simplified to  

and 

so that the surface Ricci scalar becomes 

1 
R = - [-)r2 (ar [+])' + Zr& [in g] + 2g cos - 21. 

r29 

This is used in the Hamiltonian constraint, (2.24), to yield 

which is an equation determining g in the static lirnit. The polar slicing condition, (2.28b), simplifies 

to 

a&/] + y-'(1- gcosé)  - ir(ar[@])2 - frf-'g(&[@])* + +$rgsin2 = O (4-2) 

where (4.1) has been used; (4.2) will be used to determine f .  The solution to the momentum 

constraint, (2.26), becomes an evolution equation for g: 

Finally, the lone non-trivial evolution equation is (2 .23~)~ which becomes a wave equation for @: 
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4.1. Some Background on the Static Wyman Solution 

A solution to the above set of field equations was found by Wyman (see [64, 66, 106, 1071) in 

the massless ( p  = 0), static limit. Specifically, it was found that a solution to the above set is 

. , 
b(v) = r2 (v) cos @(v) = 

8M2 
eY C2 (v) 

[ssinh(apv)sin(a,v) - (1 -cosh(apu)cos(~v) ) ] ,  (4.52) 

and 

k(v) = r2 (v) sin $(v) = 
8~~ 

euC2 (v) 
[sinh(apv) sin(a,v) + s (1 - cosh(apv) cos(a,v))], (4.5d) 

where C(v) = 2 [cosh(a,v) - COS(~, v)] , and where v E [-oo, 0] is a dimensionless radial coordinate; 

s is an arbitrary dimensiodess constant of integration, while M will later be identified with the 

Schwarzschild mass parameter. We can write (4.5) in the parameterization of 52.2.1 by noting that 

112 - 4M2(1 + s2)l12 
r2(v) = [b2 (u) + k2 (v)] - e"C(v) 

and 

k(v) sinh(a,v) sin(am v) + s (1 - cosh(apu) C O S ( ~ ~ U ) )  
tan@(v) = - = (4.5f) 

b(v) s sinh(a, v) sin(a, v) - (1 - cosh(ap v) cos(a, v) ) ' 
It is more convenient to push the parameterization to its M e s t  and use r(v) as the radial 

marker. In order to do so, it is necessary to perform a coordinate transformation. Apart from the 

obvious functional substitutions, only g(v) needs to be modified. Since 

then 
4(1 + s2)l12 

d7') = 
CM (b C(v)lf + 1) * ' 

with v to be determined by inverting (4.5e). Plots of f ,  g, and 9 as functions of the dimensionless 

coordinate x = r/2M are given in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, respectively, for various values of s, 

corresponding to four different orders of magnitude in s. These plots were generated using the 

numerical techniques to be described below. 

Note that when v = v, = -nn/a, (n E p), then from (4.5f) we have tan$(v,) = -s, which 

gives the value of $(v) a t  an infinite number of discrete points. We therefore have a method for 

determining the analytic d u e  of the Wyman solution functions at  an infinite number of discrete 

points: for each v,, determine r, from (4.5e), and then use 

and 
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Figure 4.1: The static background Wyman field f as a function of position for 

s E [0.2,1.0,10.0,100.0] (in order: solid line, dashed line, dotted h e ,  and tightly 

dashed line, respectively). The h t  six andytic points Tom (4.6a) for s = 10 

and 100 are are indicated by diamonds. 

Figure 4.2: The static background Wyman field g as a function of position for 

s E [0.2,1.0,10.0,100.0] (in order: solid line, dashed line, dotted line, and tightly 

dashed line, respectively). The first six andytic points from (4.6b) for s = 10 

and 100 are are indicated by diamonds. 

The analytic points thus generated are plotted as diamonds in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 for some 

d u e s  of s; for typicd values of s (Le., s < IO), the r, ail lie below r a 2M, and for such a range 
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Figure 4.3: The static background Wyman field $ as a function of position 

for s E [0.2,1.0,10.0,100.0] (in order: solid line, dashed h e ,  dotted line, and 

tightly dashed line, respectively). The first six analytic points from (4.6~) are are 

indicated by diamonds. 

of r, the functions f and g are nearly vanishing. Therefore, in the interest of clarity, the analytic 

points for s = 0.2 and s = 1 have been Ieft off of the plots in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. 

As v + -00, we have C(u) M e - = p U  and [Ln C(v)]' = -ap. Therefore, from (4.5e) 

from which we find that 

and 

As v + O, we have C(u) M (1 + s2)1/2v2 and r = 2M/v. Therefore, 

From this, we can identify the integration constant M with the Schwarzschild mass parameter: 

M = MA,,. Simiiar expansions have been given in the NGT literature: see, for instance, [65, 66, 

1501. Note however, that the radial coordinate (r)  used here is not the same as used in those 

references. 

Some atternpts have b e n  made at generalizing the above solution to the massive theory ( p  # O) 

( se ,  for instance, [151] and [123, pp. 72-82]), but none have met with much success. We restrict 
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ourselves to giving the asymptotic forrns that we require for advancing the results of the next section, 

SpecXcaUy, note that for sufficiently small r we may neglect the contributions from terms containing 

p. Therefore, (4.7) foUow up to arbitraxy constants: 

and 

where F, G, and P are unknown constants whose determination will be discussed below. MeanwhiIe, 

for large r ,  we take f and g to have their Schwarzschild form: 

2M 
f(r) GS 1 - - 2M 

and g(r)=1+-. 
r r 

Using this in (4.4) and taking the static limit gives 

(cf., the static Iimit of (3.8)), the solution of which is 

where A is an arbitrary dimensionless constant. 

As no non-trivial analytic solution exists for the static limit of the sphericdy syrnrnetric, 

Wyman sector of massive NGT, we must resort to solving the field equations (4.1) throrigh (4.4), or 

rat her t heir static limit , numerically. Specifically, we use 

and 

where x = r / 2 M  and = 2Mp;  in the static limit, (4.3) is a trivial identity. An effective method 

for integrating this set of equations is to  treat them as describing an initial-value problem, with z 

playing the rôle of the tirne variable. We then use (4.7) or (4.9) to speciS. the initial values of the 

variables f ,  g, and $ at x = The constants F and G are used to ensure that f and g have their 

('1 The logarithmic divergences in (4.7b) and (4.9b) force us to begin the integration sIightly off of x = O .  

80 
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prescribed Schwarzschild-like fall-off at some large x = x,,, while P is used to ensure that 7JJ falls 

off either as in (4.8) or (4JOb), dependiig on whether f i  = O or not; in theory, x,, + oo, however 

in practice, some sufficiently large value of x is chosen. This is typicd of a shooting problem, 

and the simple shooting method (see [138, p. 531, [137, §16.1], [152, $17.11, or [148, 57.3.11) was 

implemented to determine these constants. When @ = O, F, G, and P are known: F = G = 1, and 

P = arctan(-s); these limiting cases can be used to test the shooting algorithm. 

There remains to  choose an integration method. For problems of the type outlined above, a 

powehl  and efficient algorithm is the Bulirsh-Stoer method [148, §7.2.14], also referred to as  the 

method of Richardson extrapolation. This method uses a standard integration scheme to integrate 

the system of differential equations on x E [O, x,,] for some discretization Az, and views the result- 

ing solution as being a function of Ax. After performing a set of such integrations for certain values 

of Ax, an extrapolation to Ax = O is performed, yielding in theory an exact solution. This extrap- 

olation is typicaily performed using either polynornial or rational function interpolation. However, 

for such a method to  be effective, the initial runs must be performed with sufEciently large values 

of Ax. If very small values of Ax are required in this data-gathering step, then the initial phase 

wili require too much t h e ,  and the method wiIl be of little practical value. Beyond this, if too 

small a value of Ax is needed to resolve the features of the solution so that the extrapolation can be 

performed with any fidelity, then for aU practical purposes the solution will have been determined 

to sufEcient accuracy in the initial phase, obviating the need for the second step. Any system of 

equations that leads to  solutions with sharp msps or discontinuities within x E [O, x,,] wiU be sus- 

ceptible to causing difEculty to the Bulirsh-Stoer method (see &O the discussion in [137, p. 5871). 

Clearly, our system falls into this category: the Fi = 0, s < 1 soIution for g shown in Figure 4.2 has 

a sharp peak about x = 1, Le., at the location of the Schwarzschild event horizon when qb + O. We 

must therefore resort to a less sophisticated but more robust approach: we choose to use a fourth- 

order Runge-Kutta method with adaptive stepsize refinement (see [137, 55 15.1-21, [152, $5 16.1-21, 

and [148, 87.2.11). With such a method, we have been able to numerically generate the spherically 

symmetric, Wyman sector solutions for both p = O and p # 0, for s 2 0.2. We have found that for 

s < 0.2, both the peak in g and the cusp in 7JJ are simply too sharp to  be faithfully reproduced: in 

essence, the peak in g becomes a discontinuity to machine accuracy. 

In what foliows, we will study the stability of the system (4.11) against sphericaüy symmetric, 

Wyman sector perturbations. There are two possible avenues of investigation: we can choose to 

fix p and study the stability of solutions with varying M and s, or choose to Ex M and study the 

stability of solutions with varying p and S. We choose the latter for the foUowing reason: in doing 

sol we are comparing soIutions having identical ADM energies. Thus, in what fo~ows, ail resuits are 

with respect to backgrounds having identical asymptotic behaviours. In the case p = 0, the Wyman 

solution guaranteeç that a solution with a known M will be generated by the integration method 
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discussed above. In the massive theory, however, this is not guaranteed. In fact, we find that we 

typicdy obtain a solution of the form 

where a, fo # 1. The value of fo is irrelevant for the background solution, as it simply corresponds 

to a re-scaling of the time coordinate of a static solution; it wiU, however, be relevant in the stability 

analysis beiow. On the other hand, the non-unit value of a violates the assumption of a fixed M. 

To remedy this situation, a renomaikation method is used. We begin by setting F = G = 1, 

and then use the shooting method to determine P. The resulting solution has a, fo # 1. We then 

renormalize: x + cux, f + f / fo, and P + P - 2a, ln(cu)/(a, - l), which yieids a solution with the 

correct asymptotic form, but where F, G # 1 and where P # arctan(-s). Note also that ji must be 

rescaled in (4.11): f i  + aF. Therefore, although we gain the ability to specify the ADM energy of 

the solution we wish to investigate, we lose the ability to specify the NGT mass parameter; rather, 

we specify an initial ji, but in this context, the observable ji is the renormalized value generated by 

the above procedure, and is thus a function of the dimensiodess parameter s for a given M. 

4.2. lnstability of the Wyman Solution 

We consider a spherically symmetric, Wyman sector perturbation of the Wyman solution. More 

precisely, we mite 

where fo(x), go (x), and (x) are solutions to (4.1 1); if fi = O, then fo(x), go (x), and (x) are 

given by the Wyman solution of $4.1. We assume that fo(x) » fl(x), and so on. Furthermore, we 

perform a Fourier decomposition of the perturbing fields, to wit, fi (x, t )  = fi (2) cos(Wt), gl (x,  t) = 

ijl (x)  cos(Gt), +l (2, t) = & (2) cos(Wt). For notational brevity, we will drop the overtildes and mite 

simply f (x, t) = fo(x) + JCi(x) cos(Gt), and so on. The field equations for the perturbations are 

obtained by expanding (4.1) through (4.4) to first order in the perturbations, yielding 

and 

where 
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Therefore, once T,bl(x) has been determined from (4.l2c), (4.12a) and (4.12b) can be used to solve 

for fl(x) and gl(x). This is in keeping with Birkhoff's theorem [78, p. 3721 and the identification of 

the spherically symmetric Wyman sector of NGT as an Einstein-Klein-Gordon system in 52.2.2. For 

small x, (4.12~) reduces to 

which is solved by T,bl(x) = x(ci + c2 inx). If we require regdarity at the origin, then cz = 0, and 

$1 - clx  for s m d  x. For large x, we require that T,bl (x) - O, so that the perturbation does not affect 

an observer in the asymptotic region. We have therefore reduced the study of the perturbation to 

an eigenvalue problem, with eigenfunction $1 and eigenvalue ~ 3 ~ .  This eigenvalue problem can be 

studied with the same techniques that were detailed in the previous section. Specifically, once the 

background functions have been properly detennined and renormalized, the same integrator as above 

is used to integrate (4.12~) outward £iom x w O for some chosen Gj2, with the initial value chosen 

to satisfy the boundary conditions just explicated. If the chosen W 2  is too low (high), the resulting 

solution wiU have a tendency to diverge upwards (downwards). The simple shooting method is then 

used to narrow in on the value of U~ that will allow the asymptotic boundary conditions to be 

satisfied; this is then the correct eigenvalue, to the required precision. 

As is often the case with such problems, there is not necessarily a unique solution to our 

eigenvalue problem. Typicdy, more than one value of G2 will yield a solution to (4.12~); the 

collection of all such values is the spectrum of the differential operator in (4.12~). We could, in 

theory, estabiish the entire spectrum of eigenvalues using the methods outlined above. For instance, 

it is relatively straightforward to determine the lowest possible eigenvalue, for it is that value of 

r;i2 such that G~ f 6 ~ 2 ~  diverge and such that Qi(x) has no nodes on z E [O, x,,]. Consequently, 

there exists some value of C2l  between the (;r2 f 6Gj2 such that Q1(x) obeys the asymptotic boundary 

condition. The next highest eigenvalue in the spectrum would have the property that G j 2 f  6~~ diverge 

and (x) has exactly one node. The difficdty lies in the fact that the domain of integration is only 

half-bounded, so that in searching for a higher eigenvalue, it is always in practice possible to generate 

a solution with a seemingly endless number of nodes, simply by extending the domain of integration 

by some amount. This is an indication that there exists no "bound state" for higher eigenvalues; Le., 

no other r;i2 can be found such that q1 (x) obeys the asymptotic boundary conditions. Consequently, 

although it is fairly simple to bound the lowest eigendue, the nature of the problem rnakes it 

difficult to do the same with any higher eigendues. Regardless, we are not so much interested in 

the complete spectrum of possible eigenvalues. Rather, we seek to determine whether or not the 

spectnim contains at  least one negative eigenvalue; the corresponding mode will then have a purely 

imaginary frequency component in its Fourier decomposition, thereby making that mode unstable. 

It will therefore be suflicient for our purposes to determine the value of the lowest eigenvalue Gj2 as 

a function of s and p. 
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Figure 4.4: The solid line is the lowest eigenvalue (;j2 determined fkorn (4.12~) 

with ji = O. The shaded region is an upper bound on w ~ ,  determined using the 

variational met hod. 

Figure 4.5: The lowest eigenvalue Cj2 as a function of the mass parameter 0 
for s E [20,25,30,50, lOO] (in order: solid line, dashed line, dotted h e ,  dashed- 

dotted line, and tightly dotted line, respectively). The s = 100 curve asymptotes 

to W 2  = O, without reaching it. 

In Figure 4.4, we show the numericdy-determined eigenvalue as a function of s for the massless 

theory. The solid c u v e  is the eigenvalue itself, while the shaded region is the result of applying 

a variational bounding technique, described in further detail below. In Figure 4.5, we show the 

numericdly-determined eigenvalue as a function of ji for various values of S. The curves are gen- 
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erated by selecting an initial d u e  of f i ,  generating the background as described above, and then 

reaormalizing jl so t hat the background behaves asymptotically like the Schwarzschild solution. The 

eigenvalue is then determined using the shoothg technique described eariier. All of the curves have 

fi = O as their left-most point, with the input f i  value then increasing dong the curve. The curves 

terininate when the renormalization procedure can no longer be performed; i e . ,  when we find that 

a! < O. As is evidenced by Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the Wyman solution and its massive analogue are 

genericdy unstable when the perturbation is sphericdy symmetric. 

It is also possible to bound the eigendue w2 by using a method origindy due to Jetzer 

and Scialom [87], and Iater used by Clayton, Dernopoulos, and Légaré [86, 1531. The method 

transforms the eigenvalue equation for the perturbation into a form akin to the Schfidinger equation, 

and then uses the Ritz variational method of quantum mechanics [154, Chapter XVZII] to place an 

upper bound on the eigenvalue Cj2. We begin by introducing a new radial coordinate into (4.12c), 

via 

the asymptotic behaviour of p is found from (4.7) and (4.8), or fiom (4.9) and (4.10) : 

P a  .( as. - 0 ,  and 

This transformç (4.12~) into a Schrodinger-type equation: 

with r~~ playing the rôle of energy eigenvalue. Foilowing [86, 87, 1531, we rewrite thiç in the form 

H[+l] + ~ [ z ( p ) I l h  = ~ ~ $ 1 ,  where 

The limiting values of P [ X ( ~ ) ]  are P [ X ( ~ ) ]  ;;. O as p + O, while as p -t +cm, 

9 
for Ji = O and 

p2 for f i  # O - 
The operator H is not self-adjoint on its domain, in the Hilbert space with n o m  

(miml) = /'* dp rncpimw 
O 

(see [155, 532-31, especidy (3.4), where the +* introduced below are defined). However, we can 

extend it by including the solutions to Hi&] = Ai$*, that is 
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where H:') and HA') are zeroth-order Hankel functions of the fust and second kind [136, pp. 603- 

6201. Since we require red  extensions, we consider the combination 

*, = f [eir++ - e-ir@-] = 92(@+) cos r - 9(@+) sin T; 

it is then a simple matter to demonstrate that H[\E,] = -R(@+) sin7 - %(@+) cos T as weli as 

a (R($~+)191(@+)) = (Q(@+)lQ($+)) NN 0.1592 and b E (B(++)lS(++)) x -0.1013, 

fiom which it foilows that 

(9 , (Q, )=a-bs in2r>O and { \E , IH[q , ] )= -bcos2rE[ -b ,&] .  

Note that the s m d  p behaviour of 9, is 

@, c fi[$ cos T - 2 - , ~ - l  sin r - 2n-' sin T in ip]. 

In particular, note that taking T # O corresponds to keeping c2 # O in the solution to (4.13)- 

Therefore, again by regularity, we take T = O fkom now on. 

The goal is to apply the standard Ritz variational method of Schrodinger mechanics [154, Chap  

ter XVIII] to the current problern. The Ritz variational method states that the eigenvalue W' must 

be the stationary value of the eigenvalue problem (4.15), when the eigenfunctions are varied. To 

this end, we introduce a class of test functions via @O,&) - Qo(Pp). Then 

Taking the norm of (4.15) and using the above results leaves 

where 

Here, @ is used as a variational parameter, in order to minimize the right-hand size of (4.17). A plot 
1 

of e- ~ [ u o ( z ) - X O ( x ) l  i ( z )  as a function of z for different values of s is given in Figure 4.6. Note that 

the imer product ( I ~ , ~ I ~ B ~ ~ ~ )  is a h c t i o n  of the background only, and can thus be calculated 

"on the fly" as the background functions are numericdy integrated. The result of applying this 
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1 
Figure 4.6: A plot of the potential e-l[uO(r)-AO(r)lv(z) versvs x for the same 

values of s as Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. 

bounding technique in the case /ï = O is shown in Figure 4.4 as a shaded region, and obviously agrees 

with the explicit determination of the eigenvalue. 

At this point, we have developed enough machinery to trivially demonstrate that, contrary to 

the Wyman solution, Minkowski space and the Schwarzschild solution are both stable with respect 

to perturbations in the Wyrnan sector. Indeed the proof consists of taking the Minkowski and 

Schwarzschild limits of V in (4.16); if this limit is found to be positive-definite, then by virtue of the 

analogy with the Schrodinger equation, we will have established that Cj2 3 O, as required for stability. 

Consider first the Minkowski space limit, where fo (x) = go (2) = 1 and @O(X) = O. Using (4.16), we 

obtain 

where the radial coordinate p is identical to x, as can be verified by inserting the Minkowski space 

limits of fo(x) and go (x) into (4-14); its use here is simply for notational consistency. Since vM (P) 

is rnanifestly positivedefinite, then W~ 2 O, from which it follows that Minkowski space is stable 

with respect to spherically symmetric, Wyman sector perturbations. Consider now the case of the 

Schwarzschild solution, where 

and, again, $O(x) = O. Proceeding as before, we have 

where we are to consider x = x(p), with p defined by (4.14), and given by p = x+ln(z - 1); of course, 

this is none other than the Regge-Wheeler "tortoise" coordinate [1, p. 6631. Since x E [1, +oo), 
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then p E (-00, +a>). Again, since vs (P) is manifestly positive-dehite, then it folIows that the 

Schwarzschild solution is stable with respect to sphericaüy symmetric, Wyman sector perturbations. 

Consequently, both Minkowski space and the Schwarzschild solution are stable against spherically 

symmetric, Wyman sector perturbations. This is in constrast with the Wyman solution, which was 

demonstrated to be unstable with respect to identical perturbations. 

The instability of the Wyman solution, as described above, Ieads us to question whether or not 

this solution or its massive analogue could ever be the final endstate of a physical collapse. This 

returns to the discussion of the work of Burko and Ori in $3.2.2, where it was demonstrated that 

the logic they used in establishing the endpoint of a gravitational wave collapse was flawed; we 

furthermore explicitly showed that their conclusions were necessarily incorrect. However, we can 

re-state the conclusion of Burko and Ori as: "the endstate of a gravitational wave collapse in NGT is 

not the Wyman solution". We have established with certainty that, at least for the case of Wyman 

sector initial data, a sphericaily symmetric vacuum gravitational wave collapse cannot end in a 

Wyman space-tirne; thus, Burko and Ori were correct, in that the instability demonstrated above 

precludes the possibility of a such an outcome. For a more generic collapse, Say, a dust coUapse with 

a coupliig into the antisymmetric field, the resuit is not nearly as clear. It would nevertheless seem 

unlikely that the addition of matter would somehow stabilize the sphericdy symmetric Wyman 

sector. 

Although the Wyman solution cannot be the endstate of a spherically symmetric vacuum grav- 

itational wave collapse, it could play a rôle as a critical solution. In fact, it is recailed from 83.4 that 

the critical solution serves as a boundaq between two regions of parameter space. However, the 

critical solution itself cannot be the endstate of a collapse: any collapse situation that heads towards 

the critical solution is eventually re-directed into either a sub-critical or super-critical collapse. The 

critical solution must therefore be unstable. In fact, Gundlach states that a criticai solution has a 

single unstable mode [142, 54-21; of course, the converse is not true, and we cannot assert that all 

solutions having a single unstable mode must necessarily be the critical solution of a given physicd 

collapse scenario. Although we were not able to establish that the Wyman solution (or its massive 

analogue) has exactly one unstable mode, until proof to the contrary is presented, the possibility 

nevertheless exists that the Wyman solution could serve as the critical point separating two physical 

endstates. 

The nature of the collapse scenario that would pass through a Wyman critical point is not 

obvious, but could be obtained by the foUowing mechanism. Using the methods of Chapter 3, an 

evolution is set up with initial data chosen from the Wyman solution. The initial data is then per- 

turbed evermore, thereby "deforming" it into an acceptable initiai wave collapse. If the deformation 

is limited to small perturbations, then the resulting evolution must necessarily be either sub-criticd 

or super-critical, with the Wyrnan solution serving as critical solution. An inspection of the resulting 
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initial data would then reveal the nature of a coilape scenario which has the Wyman solution as a 

critical point. 

The difficulty in implementing such a scheme lies essentidy in the nature of the Wyman 

solution itself. With a logarithmic divergence in + near the origin (cf. (4.7b) in the massless theory, 

and (4.9b) in the massive theory), and without an event horizon to hide this divergence £rom the 

remainder of the simulation, most of the techniques developed in the numerical study of black- 

hole space-times become useless. It is possible, however, that a different parameterization could be 

found that would allow Wyman-based space-times to be evolved, without the singular nature of the 

antisymmetric sect or interferhg wit 6 the results. 

4.3. A "No Hair" Theorem for the Spherically Symmetric Wyman Sector 

Given the instability of the static, spherically symmetric Wyrnan sector against time-dependent 

perturbations, we rnay seek to question whether it is even possible for this sector of NGT to support 

a stable, non-trivial static field. The question of stability is not a generic one, and must be answered 

on a case-by-case basis, using (for instance) the methods outlined in the previous section. But on 

the question of the existence of such a solution, we c m  make some headway. SpecificalIy, we will 

seek to demonstrate that there does not exist a non-trivial vacuum solution to the static spheri- 

c d y  symmetric Wyman sector field equations (i-e., not identical to a vacuum GR solution) that is 

asymptotically flat and either has an event horizon or is globally reguiar. 

It is straightforward but tedious to show that the field equations (4.11) can be derived by 

variations of the effective action 

- 4-/1'" n [2 (1 - cos +) + iP2r2 sin2 $J] dr, 

where f (r) = n 2 ( r ) [ l  - 2rn(r)/r] and g ( r )  = [l - 2m(r)/r]-l. We consider asyrnptoticaily flat 

solutions to the static field equations, such that as r + +CO, 

For the other boundaxy, there are two cases to consider: we either have a regular origin at ro = 0, 

in which case 

or an event horizon at some ro > O, in which case 

Üm m(r) = ira, . n )  - 0 ,  and hm $(r) - O(1) ; 
r-H-0 t + r o  
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the use of the "O()" and "O( )" notations is standard [156, pp. 3-11]. The one-parameter -y of 

functions {mx, nx , @x) defined by rnx  (r) = rn((1- A)ro + Ar), and so on, share the same boundary 

values as {ml n, d l .  Sinee {ml n, @) satisfy the field equations, then siff = SeR[mx, n ~ ,  +A] must 

necessariIy have an extremum at X = 1. Now, 

The integrands in the last three tenns are manifestly positive semi-definite. Consider the integrand 

in the first term: in particdar, take 

th& is not of any dehi te  sign when ro  # O. However, it must necessarily be positive-definite. To 

begin with, r 2 ro and r 2 2m(r) for all r > ro, by defînition of ro. By varying n(r) in (4.19), we 

have 

Thus m(r) is an increasing function of r. Since 2m(ro) = ro ,  then 2m(r) > r o  for aü r > ro ,  and we 

have the following inequalities: 

which is manifestly positive-dehite. Therefore, the hrst term in (4.21) is also positive semi-definite. 

Consequently, if the equality between the first two rnembers of (4.21) and the final member is to 

hold, then each term must vanish separately; this is only possible if Q(r) = O for all r > ro. However, 

wheo +(r) = 0, the resdting field equations are those of sphericdy symmetric vacuum GR, whose 

solutions are well known: if ro  = O (regular point a t  the origin), we have a Minkowski space-the 

in spherical coordinates, whereas if r o  > O (event horizon at r = ro),  then we have a Schwarzschild 

space-time in Schwanschild slicing with the radial gauge ( i -e. ,  the mass function is m(r) = MADM 

with MADM a constant, and the l a p e  is [l  - 2~,,.,/r]~fl). 

The immediate consequence of this result is that any static solution to the spherically synimetric, 

Wyman sector field equations with a non-trivial antisymmetric sector can have neither a regular 

point a t  the origin, nor an event horizon. An example of this is the Wyman solution mentioned 

previously: the Wyman solution has @(r) # 0, and so we may wonder where it fits into the 'ho-hairn 

theorem just derived. Zn fact, the Wyman solution has no event horizon, but violates the boundary 

condition (4.20b) in that $(r) is not finite as r -+ 0, but rather diverges logarithmically ( c-fi ,  (4.7b) 

for the rnassless theory, and (4.9b) for the massive theory). Thus, the Wyman solution escapes the 
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previous theorem by virtue of this singularity, as would any other solution having singular behaviour 

at  the inner boundary- 

We have thus established that the only two solutions to the spherically syrnmetric, Wyman 

sector field equations that are regular everywhere or have an event horizon are the two corresponding 

spherically symmetric GR solutions: Minkowski space and the Schwarzschild solution. Fùrthermore, 

the analyticaüy-known non-trivial solution, the Wyman solution described in $4.1, as well as its 

massive (F # O) generalization were both demonstrated to be unstable with respect to sphericdy 

symmetric, Wyman sector perturbations. On the other hand, the two dore-mentioned GR solutions 

were both demonstrated to be stable with respect to these same perturbations. Consequently, 

we have excluded the Wyman solution and its massive analogue as the possible endstates of a 

spherically symmetric, Wyman sector gravitational couapse in NGT. By the same token, we have 

included Minkowski space and the Schwarzschild solution as possible endstates of such collapses. 

It should be emphasized that the results of this section do not eliminate the possibility that there 

exists stable, non-trivial spherically symmet ric solutions to the Wyman sector field equations other 

thân the Wyman solution and its massive analogue. However, no such solutions are known to exist 

a t  this tirne, and without knowing the form of such solutions, we cannot verie their stability. 

Time flies when you're having fun. 
Anonpous 

Tirne's fun when you're having fies. 

Kermit the Fkog 



Chapter 5 
Conclusions 

After placing the current version of NGT into historical context in Chapter 1, some technical 

details were given in Chapter 2. Specifically, the Lagrangian field equations were separated into 

a set of evolution equations and a set of constraints, with the remaining equations being used to 

eliminate Lagrange multiplier fields. This formulation of NGT was reduced to spherical symmetry 

by assuming that only the Wyman sector was non-trivial. After introducing a new parameterization 

and discussing possibly useful siicing conditions and gauge choices, it was demonstrated that the 

field equations under study are identical to those of a spherically symmetric Einstein-KIein-Gordon 

field with an extra, coordinate-dependent potential interaction. Chapter 2 was closed with a brief 

discussion of apparent horizons in NGT, most notably their definition and their existence. 

In Chapter 3, we discussed the numerical solution to the field equations presented in Chapter 2. 

We began with the derivation of two results which can be used to bound the Iimit of solvability of 

the Hamiltonian constraint. After presenting a brief overview of the techniques used in obtaining 

numerical solutions to the H d t o n i a n  constraint , t hese techniques were applied, in conjunction 

with the bounding method rnentioned earlier, to provide a rudimentary mapping of the parameter 

space of a class of initial data consisting of a localized puise in the antisymmetric sector. The ADM 

mass of the initial slice was calculated for severd ranges in parameter space, and it was demonstrated 

that regions of near-unsolvability are characterized by diverging space-time masses. 

Once the initial-value problem had been dealt with, we turned to a study of the evolution of 

initial data to some ha1 state. FoUowing a discussion of the linearized evolution equations, the 
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weak-field evolution of a class of initial data was presented. The late time behaviour was found to  

lead to an empty spatial slice, with the initial pulse dispersed to the asymptotic region. The weak- 

field evolution was compared to the hearized equations, and found to agree remarkably well. These 

results were put into perspective by comparing them to the work of Burko and Ori on gravitational 

wave collapse in NGT. 

From the weak-field régime, we moved to the strong-field régime, where very difTerent behaviour 

was observed. It was demonstrated that the initial collapse of the gravitational wave is slowed in 

this régime by virtue of the slicing condition. In the late time evolution, rather than disperse itself 

away as in the weak-field case, this stronger wave was found to  "Teezen a certain distance away from 

the origine Upon further investigation, it was demonstrated that this 'Lfreezing" was due to the total 

collapsing of the lapse function, a colIapse which was postulated to be caused by the development 

of a strong curvature scalar near the origh. This effect of strong curvatures on the lapse function 

was verified using a crude mode1 of the maximal slicing condition which could be solved explicitty 

for the lapse. 

The comparison of the weak-field and strong-field collapses indicated that it might be interesting 

to study the intermediate region. By varying one of the parameters in the initial data set, we were 

able to demonstrate that there exists a critical value of this parameter, above which collapse proceeds 

until strong curvatures develop, and below which the initial data simply disperse. By refining the 

critical value of the parameter to six orders of magnitude, we were able to study near-critical collapse. 

By using a second class of initial data, we were able to demonstrate that near-critical collapse in NGT, 

as in GR, has properties of universality. For either class of initial data, the near-critical solution was 

found to be qualitativeiy very different fiom either the extreme sub-critical collapse or the e.xtreme 

super-critical collapse. 

Chapter 3 concluded with a discussion of the convergence of the numerical results, where it was 

demonstrated that the numerically-generated solutions are second-order convergent. 

The question of the exact endstate of the super-critical gravitational wave collapse could not 

be addressed using the methods of Chapter 3 due to the collapsing of the lapse and the numerical 

nature of the evolution. Thus, Chapter 4 was devoted to a stability analysis of one possible endpoint: 

the static Wyman solution. After re-formdating the field equations, some details of the Wyman so- 

lution were given. The solution was numerically generated and compared to the analytically-known 

solution. A perturbation analysis was then perfomed, and i t  was demonstrated that, generically, 

the system possesses one unstable mode. This instability of the Wyman solution with respect to 

spherically symmetric, Wyman sector perturbations, was demonstrated using two methods. The 

fust method consisted of an explicit determination of the lowest eigenvaiue in a Fourier decompo- 

sition. The second method consisted of re-casting the perturbation equation into a form similar 

to the Schrodinger equation, and then using a variational principle to place an upper bound on 
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the eigenvalue. As an added benefit, this second method aliowed us to dernonstrate that, iinlike 

the Wyman solution and its massive analogue, Minkowski space and the Schwarzschild solution are 

stable with respect to spherically symmetric, Wyrnan sector perturbations. Chapter 4 concluded 

by presenting a "no-hair" theorem that demonstrates that the only globally-regular solution to the 

field equations is a trivial Minkowski space, and the only solution having an event horizon is the 

Schwarzschild solution. 

The complexity of the field equations of a theory such as NGT is so great than mything but a 

highly-idealized static solution is virtually inaccessible through analytic means. However, without a 

Birkhoff-type theorem guaranteeing the uniqueness of a static state, the study of time-independent 

solutions to a set of dynamical field equations is arguably of little value. Indeed, we could argue that 

by ignoring the dynamics, we would be ignoring the largest sector of the theory. For this reason, in 

order to shed some Light on the dynamics of NGT, a simulation code was developed to nurnerically 

integrate the field equations. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, in its current incarnation NGT suffers from a linearization instability 

in the Papapetrou sector and it is not clear that this problem can be easily solved. Furthermore, it 

goes without saying, ifonly by virtue of the nonlinear character of the field equations, that initial data 

that are free of contributions to the Papapetrou sector wili not necessarily rem& so in evolution. 

One case where this is true, however, is the case of spherical symmetry, where the two antisymmetric 

sectors are consistently de-coupled. Consequently, by concentrating on the spherically symmetric 

Wyman sector of NGT, we avoid the pathology associated with the Papapetrou sector. Meanwhile, 

this dows  us to study the dynamical properties of NGT, thereby obtaining some long-needed resdts 

in this area. 

In view of the pathology described above, we may be tempted to seek a way of fixing KT. 

Rather than answer this, we seek to determine whether or not NGT makes any sort of prediction, 

above and beyond those of GR, which might warrant further investigation. If no such predictions 

could be found, then we could question the wisdom of seeking a solution to the Papapetrou sector 

instabiiity. By this, we do not mean to pass any sort of (purely subjective) value judgement on NGT: 

quite the contrary, our goal is simply to establish whether or not the evolution scenarios described 

herein proceed dong a route different than those predicted by GR. On this question, we believe 

we have established the answer to be in the negative, at  least in the limited realrn of sphericdy 

symmetric, Wyman sector gravitational wave collapse. 

Consider for instance the fact established in 94.2 that the Wyman solution, so central to most of 

the recent NGT phenomenology, is in fact unstable, and therefore cannot be the endstate of a physical 

vacuum coliapse, dthough we re-iterate that it is not obvious that the addition of matter fields to 

NGT would not stabilize the Wyman solution. The evolutionary behaviour dispIayed in $53.2 and 3.3 

goes a long way toward demonstrating that a sficiently strong gravitational wave collapse in NGT 
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has a Schwarzschild solution as its endpoint- In itself, this behaviour does not constitute a proof of 

identification. However, when combined with the "no hairn theorem of 94.3, the result is stronger. 

Consider that there are three possible endstates to the collapse: an empty, Minkowski space-tirne, a 

Schwarzschild space-time, and a third alternative. The Wyman solution is eliminated by virtue of its 

instability- The "no hairn theorem establishes that if a third alternative exists, it must necessarily be 

neither globdy regirlar, nor have an event horizon; Le., it must be nakedly singular. Consequently, 

it has been established that a spherically symmetric, Wyman sector gravitational wave collapse in 

NGT must either be sub-critical, or form either a bIa& hole, or a nakedly-singular alternative. 

The night is far spent, the day is a t  hand: 
let us therefore cast off the works of dark- 
ness, and let us put on the arrnour of light. 

Letter of Paul to the Rom- 13: 12 



Appendix A 

Constructions in NGT 

A.1. General Bases 

Consider some manifold M, and suppose it is endowed with a metric g, either Riemannian 

or p s e u d c d i e m d a n .  Typicaily, the tangent space TzM at  some point x E M is spanned by 

the coordinate basis {e, = a,}, while its dual space T:M is spanned by (8' = dx'}. However, 

occasionally a more efficient choice can be made. A linear combination of the 8, is taken as a new 

set of ba i s  vectors: 

e~ = EAPBp, 

where EAp E GL(m, R) , with rn the dimension of the manifold and with the proviso that det [EAr] > 
O. How the {eA) are chosen depends on the probIem at  hand. Often, we demand that the resulting 

basis, (eA}, be orthonormal with respect to the metric: 

for a pseudo-Remannian manifold, we require g(eA, e B) = QAB. If E ~ ,  E GL(m, R) is the inverse 

of EAP, then EA~EA,  = 6: and = 62, and we also have g,, = E ~ , E ~ , ~ A B .  The basis 

{BA} dual to {en} is given by tIA = EA, àx,; indeed, 

(oA, eg) = ( E ~ ~  c h P ,  EBV 8") = E ~ , E ~ ~ ( & ~ ,  8,) = = 6$, 

96 
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as required by a dual basis. 

Occasiondy, other choices for {e A ) are more appropriate, and the final member of (A. 1) is taken 

to be sornething less trivial than the identity matrix. For instance, in 92.2, it is more convenient to 

partidy diagonalize the metrïc, leaving its spatial components untouched. 

Unlike coordinate basis vectors, non-coordinate basis vectors need not commute. In fact, by 

dennition, [en, e s ]  = csBec, where 

are the structure constants. 

A.2. Connection, Curvature, and Torsion in General 

In the standard manner, we assume that there exists an affine connection V; the &e connec- 

tion is a map £rom TM @ TM to TM obeying a standard set of axïoms (se ,  for instance, (7.13) 

in [157], or [34, pp. 4-24]). We defme the coefficients of the connection with respect to a set of basis 

vectors {eA) in the usual fashion by VA[eB] = IIZBec. It is a simple matter to demonstrate that 

the transformation rule for these coefficients is given by [35, p. 2361 

If the Ricci rotation coefficients are dehed by = JcDnZs, then it foiiows that 

on a Lorentzian manifold, the Ricci rotation coefficients would be defined by IIcAB = rlcD~zB. 
Therefore, for a metric-compatible connection in an orthonormal frame, the connection one-fonn, 

WAB = IIACBoC, is antisymmetric in its indices. Alteniately, by defining the connection one-form 

as uAB = II&@, then rnetricity implies that wAB = -WBa The two resuits are m d e s t l y  

equivalent . 
Once the connection has been defined, the Riemann curvature tensor and the torsion tensor cm 

be introduced (see [35, pp. 238-2401, or [157, p. 2151) 

and 

and 
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= (oA, V B [ ~ C ]  - V C ( ~ B ]  - [eslecl) = 2nbq - cgc. (A.3 b) 

Let us introduce the cunmture and torsion two-forms: RA = RA eC A 0 and T A  = Tgc 6 A 

oc. By taking an exterior derivative of OA and applying the previous results, we have 

dûA + wAB A oB = T ~ .  

By the same token, 

h A & c ,  eo) + ( w A ~  A wEe)(ec,eD) = ec[II&] - eDp$,] + ngsn& 

The two results in (A.4) are referred to as the Cartan structure equations (see [35, pp. 2 

and [157, p. 2451). From these, it is a simple matter to derive the Bianchi identities: 

(A-5) 

The Bianchi identities are arrived at by taking an exterior derivative of the Cartan equations and 

uçing the fact that dd = O, by the properties of an exterior derivative. 

There are three possible contractions of the Riemann curvature tensor, two of which are inde- 

pendent: 

Evidently, = firABl by construction of R ~ B ~ ~ ,  whereas RAB has no particular symmetry. It is 

possible to choose the connection V such that the RAB vanish. Consider an orientable n-dimensional 

manifold; as such, there exists a non-trivial ( i e . ,  nowhere vanishing) n-form #. Suppose this n-fonn 

is covariantly constant: VA[+] = O. Let q5 be the lone component of +. Then, by brute force 

expansion, 

VA[4] = [eA[$] - nAByel A --.  A en. 

Since VA[+] = O, we have = e~[q5]/$. Using this in (A.6b) gives RAB = O, as required. The 

converse can also be shown: if R~~ = 0, then there exists a # such that VA [4] = O- Hence, Ras  = O 

iff 3# 3 VA[+] = 0. 
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A.3. Choice of Connection and Geometric Objects in NGT 

RTe now consider the specialization of the above formalism to NGT. In particular, the choice of 

the co~ec t ion  V must be specified, which will in turn allow the choice of a generaiized Ricci tensor. 

The h d  selection for the connection is typically made through the field equations by imposing some 

analog of the compatibility condition of a Riemannian space. However, certain limitations can be 

imposed a priori, without Ioss of generality, and yet result in a simpler fondat ion  of the theory. 

Historically, the choice of the comection in NGT was made by transfonning to a connection 

satisfymg the condition nEB] = O [63, p. 161. This corresponds to selecting a connection with 

a vanishing torsion vector; it is through this choice that the term in V[A[WIB] appears in the 

action (2.1). However, this is not necessarily the most convenient choice for our purpose: dthough 

the torsion vector vanishes, the torsion tensor itself remains. Thus, even in a holonomic basis, the 

coefficients of the c o ~ e c t i o n  will in general have antisymmetrïc contributions. This rnixing of the 

torsion into the physical propagation deihed by the connection is undesirable. It is, however, also 

avoidabie. We make the foliowing split in the connection coefficients: 

where riC are the coefficients of a torsion-free connection. Consequently, in a holonomic fiame, 

rgc + Fi;lY), whereas in an anholonomic frame, 21'bCl = c&, where the 4, are the structure 

constants defined in (A.2) above; this follows irnrnediately hom (A.3b) by setting T& = O. Note 

that the condition on the torsion vector mentioned above is now imposed as An = = 0. 

Following [20], we define a generaiized Ricci tensor via R~~ = R - )R. The reason for this 

choice appears to date back to the days of UFT, where the theory was expected to be Hermitian- 

invariant, whereby the transformation g ~ g  + jgA, II& -t fi&, and Wa + - wA was to leave the 

fieid equations unchanged. The same principle was used in the hyperbolic cornplex formulation of 

NGT, again to the same end [63, p. 161. Here, we will simply adopt the definition as an operational 

choice, and therefore define 

If we introduce (A.7) into this, it is a matter of bruteforce expansion to demonstrate that R~~ = 

R~ - RA, where 



Appendix B 
Numerical Methods and 

Coding Teçhniques 

The main thrust of this project was to create a non-trivial numerical relativity simulation that 

couid be executed on small-scale computationai piatforms (for instance, a typical workstation) in a 

"reasonable" amount of tirne. The design decisions made in developing such a program are neces- 

sarily somewhat different than those made when targeting a large-scale platform. Most large-scale 

platforms have vast amounts of memory, both solid-state and magnetic. Meanwhile, the compu- 

tations discussed herein are aimed at machines having somewhat more modest memory capacities. 

Furthemore, largescale computational engines are typically designed with pardelism in mind, 

whereas the typical small-scale computer is scalar in design, or ody slightly parallel. Beyond this, in 

order to satisfy the criterion of a "reasonable" execution time, we must also keep in mind the specific 

target platform, in particular any idiosyncrasies it might have. For instance, the vast majority of 

small-sde workstations currently in use are based on architectures that owe more to vestigial de- 

sign decisions than to current technology. A case in point is the main bus of the modern computer, 

which is typically required to maintain backwards compatibility with some older bus. Generally, 

this implies that large amounts of data cannot be s h d e d  from one location to another without 

incurring large computational costs. Along the same luies, the storage sub-system used in many 

modern small-scale cornputers is notorious slow, so that storing vast amounts of data a t  every step 

of a simulation is out of the question. As such, the simulations and their encoding must be tailored 

to the intended hardware platform. 

Beyond t h ,  we must contend with the problem that a numericd relativity project, although 
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not necessarily particularly computationally-intensive by many standards, is nevertheless somewhat 

dïfücult to implement due to the issues of coordinate choices, slicing conditions, and constraints. in 

the words of Stewart: "Even so the construction of a new code takes 3-5 man years, and each distinct 

new probIem may take a man-year t o  solve. Numerical relativity is a Iong term project." [112, p. 2321. 

To overcome tbis obstacle, many design decisions were made which therefore make this project 

feasible in a shorter period of t h e  than predicted by Stewart. For the most part, the approach 

conçisted of writing a minimalistic implementation of the simulation, and then irnplementing the 

bulk of the user interface externally, through various data filters and shell scripts. This approach, 

although occasionally resulting in longer execution times, has the advantage of having very short 

prototyping times. 

In this chapter, we deal only with technical issues that afTected the implementation of the 

code used herein, without necessarily discussing the implementation itself; most of the latter details 

are discussed in the relevant sections of the remainder of this work. To clarify certain ideas, it 

is occasionally necessary to quote directly from the source code of SSNGT; when this is done, the 

name of the fiie is given in parentheses before the quoted passage, and the line numbers in the 

quotation refer to the line numbers in the source file in question. Any more specific details than 

those contained herein would be better obtained by perusing the source code itself; see 5B.5, below. 

Also, we constrain ourselves to discussing only some of the implementation details fkom Chapter 3; 

the code used to generate the results in Chapter 4 uses relatively standard techniques and WU not 

be discussed here. 

One 1 s t  point of note is that throughout, we have implicitly assumed that floating-point corn- 

putations are perfectly accurate, and thus that all calculations are necessarily exact to within some 

power of the discretization in question (see SB.1, below). In reality, because of the nature of the corn- 

putational device and the manner in which it stores numbers, some error is always introduced into the 

calculation [158, pp. 229-2411. Although this error is typicdly small, it can become non-negligible 

as round-off errors accumuiate through the steps of a calculation, particularly if the discretization 

scale is chosen to be so smaU that i t  is comparable to the fundamental precision of the cornputa- 

tiond machine. This was not the case here, where the discretization scales were always chosen to 

be significantly larger than the fundamental precision of the computer. Therefore, suffice it to Say 

that by comparing the numerical results with known analytic resdts and performing convergence 

analyses as in 53.5, we can assert with some degree of confidence that the fundamentai discretization 

errors introduced through the computational implementation are negligible. 
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B.1. Discretization Techniques 

As is the case with most numerical work, we seek to replace a set of continuous partial differential 

equations (in particular, (2.22), (2.23), (2.24), and (2.25)) by an equivalent set of discrete algebraic 

equations; the numerical solution to these algebraic equations is then presurned to be a discrete 

approximation to the solution of their continuous counterparts. The predorninant technique for 

generating a discrete approximation to a continuous system of equations, at  least in the field of 

numerical relativity, is by far the method of finite differencing, in which derivatives are replaced 

with finite ciifference approximations. Specifically, given chosen spa.cings (Ax, At), the space and 

t h e  coordinates (x, t) are replaced by a discrete set or grid G, where (i, j) E W, and 

Here ( x ~ ,  to) represent the coordinate location of the origin and the initial time value respectively; 

typicdy, xo = to = O. Similarly, a function #(x, t) is replaced by its value at a discrete set of points: 

= d ( ~ i ,  t j ) ;  is referred to as a grid function. Evidently, the continuum lirnit is recovered from 

the discrete approximation by taking Az + O and At + 0, assirming both limits exist. Strictly 

speaking, the grid spacings (Ax, At) need not be uniform. In fact, a non-uniform grid spacing can 

occasionally offer increased memory efficiency and execution irnprovements; for instance, see [114], 

where a logarithmic radial grid was used to more efficiently cover a Schwarzschild spatial slice. 

However, we have found a uniform grid to be sufEcient for the purpose at  hand, and so fiom this 

point forward, we assume that a uniform grid has been chosen. In order to lighten the notation, 

and because we are typically interested in data at a single t value, we drop the reference to the time 

variable, and simply assume it to be implicit. Hence, we write #(x, t) + )(x) and & + &. 
Other methods have been used to study relativistic systems numerically. For instance, Mann 

has successfully applied the method of finite elements to numerical relativity [159]. The method of 

h i t e  elements consists of replacing the sought-after solution to the continuous system by a linear 

combination of several trial functions. This is then substituted into the system of partial ciifferen- 

tial equations, and the coefficients of the linear combination are determined using a minimization 

technique. 

We have chosen to apply the finite-difference method to our study of NGT. 

The goal of any numerical simulation is to determine the sought-after solution with maximum 

accuracy, but with minimum computational effort. This latter condition can not be over-emphasized: 

by minimizing such aspects of the computational effort as memory usage and processor requirements, 

we alIow for the possibility of simdating considerably more cornplex systems in the same amount of 

time, and for the same cost. We describe here the progrnmming methods we have used to generate 

the results discussed earlier. By virtue of the equipment used to perform these simulations, the 

methods sought mostly to minimixe data transfer. The resulting program is referred to as SSNGT. 
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8.2. Data Structure 

Perhaps the most important part of any programming project is the proper choice of data 

structures: "Cornputer programs usually operate on tables of information. In most cases these 

tables are not simply amorphous masses of numerical values; they involve important structuml 

relutionships between the data elements." [160, p. 2321. If a logical structural relationship between 

the data elements is not established fiom the outset, the resuiting code will not only be inelegant, 

but also inefficient. 

We are considering an evolutionary system, where (most) field variables are functions of a 

position variable x and a time variable t .  Ideaily, the data could be stored for aU time and all 

space; thus, in the discretization scheme described above, a l l  field variables would be endowed with 

two indices, thereby forming a two-dimensiond array of vatues. Due to the sheer volume of data 

generated in a typical evolution, however, it is impractical to keep a memory-resident record of 

the data in thïs manner; we must limit ourselves to storing only those data that are necessary for 

the curent step of the calculation. Therefore, the data are stored on a time-slice basis, and once 

calculations on a slice are complete, the data are shipped out to permanent storage, freeing space 

in main memory for the next step; that is, once the data at time ti are determined, they are used to 

determine the data a t  ti+l = ti + At and subsequently shipped out. In essence, we use the natural 

3 + 1 split defined by an evolutionaq scheme to determine which data are stored and which are 

written to a permanent record. 

The relationships we establish between the data on a given slice can make the clifference between 

an efficient program and an inefficient one. Consider for instance the simpmed data set depicted 

in Figure B.1. The spatial coordinate on the slice C ( t )  is denoted by x, and three field variables 

are shown: @(x), ((x), and #(x). There exist two ways of structuring these data; the most obvious 

choice to make is to note that, upon discretization, field variables gain an index, and thus (say) c(x) 

could be stored as an array x i  [il, with the integer variable i indmdng the spatial variable. This 

is the traditional data structure used in numerical simulations, and is indicated by Method One in 

Figure B.1, where the variable <(x) is shown encircled to indicate its grouping into an array. However, 

careful thought will show that this method requires one array for each variable in the simulation 

with an additional array required for the positional marked') ; in this simplified illustration, arrays 

x [ i l ,  p s i  Cil, x i  Cil, and phi  [il would need to be defined and allocated. This, in itself, is of 

no great concern: any method will require similar definitions and allocations. However, and more 

importantly, every subroutine cal1 will then require the pushing of these (four) arrays onto the 

calling stack, with the subsequent (four) popping operations within the body of the subroutine. In 

('1 Strictly speaking, it is not necessary to store the value of the positional marker as one of the field variables; for a 
uniform grid spacing, the d u e  of the positional marker can always be had by using the definition xi = xo +iAx.  
However, by including an extra array in this fashion and consistently making use of it instead of the explicit 
calculation, the transition to a non-uniform grid spacing, where the same formula no longer holds, is made much 
easier. 
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Method Two 

@ (2) 4i-1 : @i \ ~ i +  1 

i ; 
,-----+---'------, 

Method One 
e 

C(4 : ci - i  I d  
! 1 

& c i : ! = -  J 
"-----,L,,,&----' 

Figure B.1: Two methods of grouping the field variables, demonstrated here 

for the case of three variables ($(x), 5(x), and $(x)), dong with the positional 

rnarker x. The column on the left lists the variables; three data points centred on 

x = xi are given on the right. 

a realistic spherically-symmetric NGT simulation, this would require the pushing and subsequent 

popping of thirty-three arrays onto and off of the ca lhg  stack; by eliminating quantities that can be 

re-calculated when needed, such as spatial derivatives, this number c m  be reduced to nine, with the 

disadvantage that those quantities must necessady be re-calculated upon demand. In this scheme, 

subroutine c a b  are said to be expensive operations, as they are wasteful of computational time. 

In the interest of efficiency, the following alternate data structure is adopted. Instead of viewing 

a space-time slice as consisting of a series of variables, each defined at aU points, we view the space- 

tirne slice as consisting of a series of points, with each point definhg the value of a series of functions; 

this method is indicated as Method Two in Figure B.1. A data structure is defined which represents 

all the data contained a t  a single space-the point, and subsequently, an array of such structures is 

formed. Then, when a subroutine c d  is required, the machine need push only a single array onto 

the caliing stack, compared to the more numerous pushing operations required previously. Hence, 

subroutine c m  become i n q e n s i v e  operations, despite the potentially large amount of data being 

carried around. We have thus successfully reduced the amount of data that needs to be s h d e d  

around the cornputer's memory, without reducing the amount of information stored in a given 

simulation. 

The data structure dehed  above was encoded using a C structure (see the discussion on the 

choice of implementation language in 5B.3, below). The exact format of this definition is as follows 

(structure 

39 typedef s trnct  SpaceTimePtStructure *SpaceTimePtfointer; 
40 typedef s truct  SpaceTimePtStmcture 
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41 C 
48 double x; 
56 double a, a-x, a-=; 

58 double b, b-x, b-u; 
60 double psi, psi-x, psi,=; 

69 double A, L x ,  A,=; 
7 1 double B, B-X, B-XX; 
73 double ri, xi-x, xi,=; 
81 double N, N-x, N-u; 

83 double n, n-x, n-u; 
97 double R-11, R-22, R-23, R; 
106 double phi, phi-x, phi-=, U; 
122 ) SpaceTimePt; 

The data structure was chosen to include such reproduceable quantities as spatial derivatives, 

in the interest of efficiency: as these quantities are typically required in multiple calculations, they 

can therefore be computed once and for d, and their d u e  stored into the data structure for future 

use. However, the cost of this is the increased amount of rnemory required to store the complete 

data structure. We have found that in practice, a simulation using a grid of approximately 3000 

points can easily be executed without exhausting the rnemory of the computer. 

For a given simulation, three data pointers and two data structures are docated (main. c): 

101 SpaceTimePt *SliceNou, *SliceBefore, rSliceTemp; 

556 SliceNou = AllocateSpaceTimeSlice (O, nr) ; 

557 SliceBef ore = AllocateSpaceTimeSlice (O, nx) ; 

Suppose now that the caiculations at  tirne ti are complete, and we proceed to time titr = ti + At. 

In such a case, the pointer SliceBefore will point to valid data which are to be used to update 

the data pointed to by SliceNow. Once this updating is complete, the data pointed to by SliceNow 

must be transferred to the location pointed to by SliceBefore so that we may proceed to time 

ti+2 = ti + 2At. Ftather than copy al1 the data from one array to the other element by element, we 

can simply adjust the values of the pointers, using SliceTemp as a temporary variable (main. c): 

SliceTemp = SliceBefore; 
SliceBefore = SliceNou; 
SliceNoa = SliceTemp; 

Again, this minimizes the amount of data being s h d e d  around mernory, without decreasing the 

amount of data stored during the simulation. 
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B.3. Macros, M4, and the C Preprocessor 

The choice of a language of implementation is aimost as important as the choice of data struc- 

ture itself. Some languages lend themselves better to certain tasks than others. The bulk of the 

computational code for SSNGT was written in C [161]. The C programming language was used in 

this project because of its nearness to the machine; this allows C programs to be adapted and o p  

tirnized for the intended platform. In particdar, C ailowed the data structure described in 5B.2 to 

be defined at a high level, without resorting to machine language. F'urthermore, contrary to most 

large-scale architectures, C compiles better on the target platfonn, resulting in more compact and 

efficient executabies. Finally, the C standard includes a provision for a preprocessor, cailed the C 

Preprocessor (CPP). The CPP adds macro facilities to C, allowing expensive or highly-used code 

segments to be coded as rnacros, avoiàing the overhead cost of a function call. 

However, al1 programming languages necessady have their limitations. IR the past, C was 

often frowned upon for numerical work due to certain design limitations [137, $1.21. Many of these 

limitations were addressed by the ANSI-C standard [161, Appendix A]. In the case of SSNGT, the 

greatest limitation of C came in combining the data structure defmed in 5B.2 with the CPP. Due 

to their fkequency of use in a typical simdation, it is to our advantage to code (for instance) the 

evolution equations as CPP rnacros, rather than as subroutines; as  mentioned above, this avoids 

the overhead of subroutine c a b  every t h e  the evolution equations need to be evaluated. However, 

because of the complexity of the data structure, being as it is an array of pointers to a structure, the 

resulting macros are very terse, quite difficult to code, and extremely difficult to thoroughly verifq. 

for consistency. To aiieviate the situation, a second preprocessor was included in the picture: macros 

were written using the M4 preprocessor, which are then converted to CPP rnacros, which in turn get 

processed by the CPP for inclusion into the C program. Consequently, considering for instance the 

simplest of the evolutions equations, that of 9, (2.22c), the following is required (evolutions .m4): 

rather than the alternative (evolut ions . h) : 

39 #define psi,DOT,L(s, i l  \ 
40 (a## C##i##l ## . n * s## C##i##l M. psi-x \ 
4 1 + 2.0 * s##CX#i##lX#.N a##[#i##]##.xi \ 
41 / (s## [#Si##] ##.phi s t #  [##i##J ## .phi \ 
43 s## [##i##l ## . phi sX# [##i##l ##.phi \ 
44 s## C##i##l ##.phi a## [##i##] ##.phi) 

the simplicity of the former versus the latter is manifest. 
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8.4. Programming Model 

As mentioned earlier, although a numerical relativity simulation is not necessarily cornputa- 

tionally intensive, its implementation is usually complicated by the necessity of imposing coordinate 

conditions and gauge choices, as well as satisfying initial-value constraints. As such, the impIemen- 

tation ends up containing more support routines than evolution code. Evidently, some data sharing 

is required (for example, to inform one section of the code which siicing condition has been selected). 

There are two standard methods for sharing data across a set of routines: the use of global variables 

and the simple passing of information upon every call to a routine. Both of these methods suffer 

from relatively simple problems. In the first case, global variables are an indication of bad program- 

ming habits, as they typically lead to hard-tefind progrsmming problems, typically manifesting 

themselves as clashing variable names. The alternative, passing all required information on every 

function call, is again problematic, as functions calls end up consisting of long strings of informa- 

tion, typically with all having similar data types. and it becomes relatively simple to mistakenly 

interchange two pieces of information, again producing hard-to-find programming problems. 

As a solution to this, a simple signaling mechanism was developed for the routines of SSNGT. 

Specifically, routines that require knowledge of supplementary information were assigned a set of 

signals. Each signal is an indication of the activity that the routine is expected to perform; which 

signal is sent to a routine then indicates what argument types the routine is to expect on the 

calling stack. More often than naught, the signals indicate an initialization activity, a calculational 

activity, and a clean-up activity. As a simple example, consider the function DumpSliceO, which is 

responsible for producing the bulk of the output generated during a simulation. The three signals 

accepted by DumpSlice () are DS-OPEN, DS-WRITE, and DS-CLOSE. When DumpSlice 0 receives a 

DS-OPEN signal, it knows to expect its next argument to be a filename, and to consequently open 

that file for writing, storing the file pointer thus produced for future use; note that DumpSliceO 

does not return the file pointer created by the opening process to the calIing procedure, but rather 

keeps it to itself. Similarly, when DumpSliceO receives the signal DS-CLOSE, it will close the file 

previously opened, without requiring any arguments to be passed. Finally, when Dumpslice0 

receives a DS-WRITE, it knows to pop the current state of the simulation off of the calling stack and 

to output that state to the file it opened when it was sent the DS-OPEN signal. In this fashion, we 

again limit the amount the information being passed to and fro between routines, and furthermore 

gain the advantage of being able to limit which routines have access to what information. In the 

simple case elucidated here, only Dumpslice () needs to know the name of the output file and its file 

pointer: that information is not required by any other routine, and consequently the information 

is not shared with any other routine. This is a simple implementation of dsta-encapsdation in a 

programming language that is not object-oriented by nature. 
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8.5. Source Code 

In this section, we present a large fraction of the source code for SSNGT. The code has been 

slightly edited for space, removing sections that are unused in this work. We have also excised 

sections that codd be trivially reproduced. The conventions are the same as above, with one 

exception: to avoid excessive repetition, the name of the source file is given once per section. 

However, if a segment of code is presented which does not belong in the same source füe, its source 

file is given explicitly as above. 

B.5.1. Main Routine 

The function main() (main. c) is the main driver for SSNGT; it takes care of collecting options 

off the command line, initialking variables, and arranging for the various support routines to be 

initialized to a consistent state. It also contains the main evolution loop. 

The MnabIes M, mNGT, A, xO, and sigma are al1 parameters of a given simulation, and are thus 

declared globdy. This ailows them to be references throughout the remainder of the program, 

without having to constantly pass them from one routine to another. The same argument applies to 

the coordinate values of the lowest and highest points of the integration range (x-min and x-ma). 

The variables KnobCoords, KnobIntegrationMetbod, and KnobSlicingCondition are used as flags 

for the coordinate system, the method of integration, and the slicing condition, respectively. 

51 double H, d G T  = 1.0, A = 0.1, 10 = 40.0, sigma = 1.0; 
67 double x A n ,  x-mm; 
68 COORD-SYSTMS KnobCoords ; 
69 UPDT-SCHEHES KnobIntegrationMethod; 
70 LPS-SLICINGS KnobSlicingCondition; 

After declaring its variables, 

void main(int argc, char *argvn) 
C 

int i; 
char *AHFile, *BHWassFile, *DumpAXFile, *-File; 
char *ChecksFile, *MassFile; 
BOOLEAN FlagBHnassOut, FlagChApEoriz, FlagHassOut, FlagNoAH; 
BOCILEAN FlagNoAEiDump, FlagNoChecks, FlagNoDump, FlagNoUpdate; 
BOOLEAN FlagOnlyLast; 
extern COORD,SYSTEi¶S KnobCoords; 
extern UPDT-SCHEMES KnobIntegrationîfethod; 
extern LPS-SLICINCS KnobSlicingCondition; 
ertern double x-min, x m ;  
double delta-x , x,outmin, x,outmar ; 
int nx, x,outmod, c,otatmin, c-outmax; 
double tgiin, t-max; 
double delta-t, t-outmin, t-outrnax; 
int nt, t-outmod; 
SpaceTimePt *SliceNou, *SliceBefore, *SliceTemp; 
void (*UpdateState) (SpaceTimePt *, SpaceTlmePt *, 

int, int, double, int, double, 
void (*) (SpaceTimePt *, int , int , 
double, double) ) ; 
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the simuIation parameters are assigned default values. main0 then proceeds to read the parameters 

off the command h e .  As a check, main0 ensures that the Courant-Eedrichs-Lewy condition is 

satisfied; as discussed in 53.2.2, this is a minimum condition for numerical stabiiity of the evolution. 

449 i f  ( d e l t a s  / d e l t ~ t  < SPEED-C) 
45" C 
45 1 Pr in t  Error (ERR-THRESHOLD + ERR,CFL,VIOL, "main" , 
452 -,FILE,,, ,-LINE-,, 
453 "Courant-Friedrich-Leuy condition" 
454 " not sat isf ied.") ;  
455 1 

In practice, x-min and x-max, the minimum and maximum values of the position marker, 

respectively, are shifted downward by haif the vahe of the spatial discretization. This eases the 

application of boundary conditions at the origin. It also avoid potential problems with division by 

zero, since the positional marker no longer vanishes. 

x,Mn -= 0.5 * d e l t a s ;  
x-xaax -= 0.5 delta-x; 
if (x-outmin = (x-min + 0.5 delta-x)) 
C 

x-outmin = xlnin; 
> 
i f  (x,outmax == (x-max + 0.5 * delta-x)) 
C 

x-outmax = x-mar; 
> 
if ((x-ontmin < x A n )  1 I (x-outmax > x-max) 1 I (x-outmax < x-outmin)) 
C 

PrintError  (ERR-ILLEGAL, "main" --FILE-,, ,,LINE,,, 
" I l l ega l  values f o r  x-outmin and x-ontmar . " 
" Assuming default values.");  

x-outmin = x-mi.n; 
x-outmax = x-mar; 

> 
c-outmin = ( i n t )  ceil((x,outmin - x-min) / delta-x) ; 
c - o u t w  = ( i n t )  f l oo r (  (x-outmax - x-min) / delta-x) ; 
nx = ( i n t )  c e i l  ( ( x m  - x-min) / delta-x) ; 
n t  = ( i n t )  ceil(t,max / delta-t) ; 

With the parameters deait with, main0 proceeds tu cal1 LapseO and Shift O to set the slicing 

condition and gauge choice: 

Lapso(LPS,SETSLICING, KnobSlicingCondition); 
Shif t (SHFT-SETGAUCE , SET-EULER1 AN) ; 

Z t  was demonstrated in 32.2.1 that in our case, all convenient gauge choices are equivalent to the 

normal gauge. Consequently, SSNGT enforces this choice; however, the possibility remains for other 

gauge choices to be implemented, should they be required. 

Once the slicing condition and gauge choice have been initialized, SSNGT can docate memory 

for containhg the evolution variables: 

556 SliceNow = AllocateSpaceTimeSlice (O, nr) ; 
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557 SliceBef ore = AïlocateSpaceTimeSlice (O, nx) ; 

One of the variables in the data structure is the spatial coordinate. This MRable is included into 

the data structure to ease the eventual transition to a non-uniform grid spacing. Once the positional 

marker is initialized, the remainder of the initial data can be Wed in, and secondary quantities, such 

as spatial derivatives and the components of the curvature tensor, can be caiculated. 

InitializeGrid(SliceNow, O, nx, delta-x); 
~nitializeCrid(SliceBefore, O, nx, delta-r); 
~et~nitialConditions(SliceBefore, O, nx. de1ta-x); 
~et~otmdary~onditions(S1iceBefore~ O, nx, delta-r, 0.0); 
SDFl,C(SliceBefore, a, O, nx, a-x, delta-x); 
SDFl,C(SliceBefore, b, O, nx. b-x, delta-x); 
SDF1-C(SliceBefore, psi, 0, nr, psi-x, delta-x); 
FillSlice (SliceBef ore, O, nx , delta-x) ; 

Before the simulation can proceed, the various output mes must be opened. This is accomplished 

by sending the OPEN signal to the appropriate routine (cf. 5B.4). For instance, if the flag FlagNoDump 

is false, then I>umpSlice() will be called to output the data on a slice, and thus must be initialized: 

603 if (FlagNoDnmp - FALSE) 
604 C 
605 DumpSlice (DS-OPEN, DumpFile) ; 
606 1 

With the initialization complete, the evolution proper can now proceed. The evolution is per- 

formed as a simple loop, starting at  t = O and proceeding until t = t-max. The function Updat- 

estate() is called to update the independent field variables, and ~ i l l S l i c e ( )  is called to fiU in 

the remainder of the data structure. If necessary, the output routines are invoked to store data into 

files; the latter have been excised for brevity, with only the c d  to DumpSlice () remaining. 

for (i = 1 ; ( (i <= nt) && (FlagNoUpdate == FUSE) 1 ; i++) 
€ 

UpdateState(SliceNou, SiiceBefore, O, nx, delta-x, 
i, delta-t, SetBoundaryConditions); 

SDFl,C(SliceNou, a, O, nx, a-x, delta-x); 
SDFi,C(SliceNou, b, O, nx, b-x, delta-x); 
SDFl,C(SliceNow, psi, O, nx, psi-x, delta-x); 
FillSlice (SliceNou, O, LU, delta-x) ; 
if ((FlagNoDump - FALSE) &O (FlagOnlyLast == FUSE) 

&& (i % t-ontmod == O) && (i delta-t >= t-outmin)) 
C 

DumpSlice (DS-VRITE , SliceNow , c-outmin, c-outmax . 
x-outmod, i * delta-t); 

1 
if (i % t-outmod of 0) 
C 

if (Ci * delta-t >= t-ontmin) 
&& (FlagOnlyLast !+ TRUE) 

C 
FlashMessage (" Step %d of %d Ct = %9.4f 1 " , 

i, nt, i delta-t) ; 
1 
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else if (Ci == nt) Bk {FlagOnlyLast == TRUE) 1 
C 

FlasMessage (" Step %d of %d Ct = %9.4fI " , 
i, nt, i * delta-t); 

> 
else 
C 

FlashHessage(" Step %d of %d [t = %9.4f11' 
'l h o  output1 . " , 
il nt, i delta-t); 

1 
1 
SliceTamp = SliceBefore; 
SliceBefore = SliceNow; 
SliceNow = SliceTemp; 

3 

Note that when the above loop is complete, the correct solution is actuaüy sitting in SliceBef ore. 

This is easily fixed by interchanging the pointers to the data structures (lines 74û-750). 

Before terminating the simulation, all previously opened files must be properly closed to prevent 

data loss. This is accomplished by sending the signai CLOSE to the appropriate routines. Ag&, we 

demonstrate this only for DmpSlice(). 

817 
818 

839 

830 

The memory 

needed. 

837 

838 

839 1 

if (FlagNohq == FUSE) 
€ 

DumpSlice (DS-CLOSE) ; 
3 

allocated to accommodate the data structures can now be freed, as it is no longer 

FreeSpaceTimeSlice (SliceNoa, O, nx) ; 
~reeSpaceTimeSlice (SliceBef ore, O, nr) ; 

With the main routine thus exhibited, we c m  turn to the various support routines that Mple- 

ment the atomic operations just described. 

B.5.2. lmposing Boundary Conditions 

The function SetBoundaryCondit ions () (boundary . c )  is used to impose boundary conditions 

on the field variables at  every step in the evolution. It accepts a s  arguments a spatial slice (Sïice), 

indices for the extremes of the spatial slice ( c l  and ch), a discretization (dx), and a time index (t). 

The latter is passed in case time-dependent boundary conditions should be desired; it is not actually 

used below. 

To begin, SetBoundaryConditions() imposes boundary conditions at the lower end of the 

integration range (Le., at  the origin) , 
20 void SetBoundaryConditions(SpaceTimePt *Slice, int cl, int ch, 
21 double deltcx. double t) 
32 C 
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30 S l i c e  [cl] .a = Slice [cl  + 11 .a; 
31 S l i c e  Cc11 .b = Slice [cl  + Il . b; 
33 S l i c e  [cl] . p s i  = -1 .O S l i c e  [cl + 11 .psi; 
33 S l i c e  [cl] .A = Slice [cl + 11 .A; 
34 S l i c e  [cil .B = Slice [cl + 11 .B; 
35 SliceCcll . x i  = -1.0 O SliceCcl + Il .xi; 

Then boundary conditions are imposed at the upper end of the integration range: 

37 S l i c e  Cchl .a = Slice Cch - Il .a; 
38 S l i c e  C a .  b  = Slice [ch - Il . b; 
39 S l i c e  [ch] . p s i  = Slice [ch - 11 .psi; 
40 S l i c e  Cchl .A = Slice [ch - 11 .A; 
4 1 S l i c e  [CU .B = Slice [ch - 11 . B ; 
42 Slice[chl . x i  = ~ l i c e C c h  - 11 .xi ;  
43 3 

Note that by shifting the coordinate grid by ~ A x  downward, we ease the imposition of boundary 

conditions near the origin; c. f. 5B.5.1. 

B.5.3. Determining the Conformal Factor 

The solution of the Hamiltonian constraint, (2.24), is determined by the routine Conformal() 

(conf ormal. c). The routine accepts as arguments a spatial slice (Slice),  indices for the extremes of 

the spatial slice (c l  and ch), and a discretization (dx). The algorithm used to solve for the conformal 

factor is described in eztenso in $3.1.2; see, in particular, Figure 3.1. We thus limit ourselves to 

describing the implementation-specific detaiis. The routine begins by initializing its variables: 

void ConformbL(SpaceTimePt *Slice, i n t  c l ,  i n t  ch, double delta-x) 
< 

long i; 
e r t e r n  double H, mNGT; 
double Delta = 0.0, LastDelta = 0.0; 
double IntHamiltonian = 0.0; 
double IntM-xx = 0.0; 
double *Diagl, *Diag2, *Diag3, *HPrev, *HNext, *!!Temps *R; 
h t  Steps = 0; 
s t a t i c  double *phi = (double *) NUU; 
i f  (phi == (double *) NUU) 
€ 

phi = AllocateVector (c l ,  ch) ; 

The algorithm works by reducing (3.7) to a matrix inversion problem, where the matrix is 

tridiagond. The non-zero entries of this matrix are stored in the one-dimensional arrays Diagi, 

Diag2, and Diag3. The right-band side of (3.7) is calculated and stored in the array R. The values of 

M are stored in the arrays MPrev and MNext; the former stores the result of the previous calculation, 

while the latter stores the solution of the current iteration. 

Diagl = ~l loca teVector (c1 ,  ch) ; 
Diag2 = ~ l l o c a t e v e c t o r  ( c l ,  ch) ; 
Diag3 = Alloca te~ec tor (c1 ,  ch) ; 
Wrev = AllocateVector~cl ,  ch) ; 
MNext = ~l loca t eVec to r ( c l ,  ch) ; 
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R = AllocateVector~cl, ch); 
fo r  ( i  = c l ;  i <= ch; i++) 
€ 

MPrevCiI = 0.0; 
DiagiCi] = DIAGl(CNï-H,  Slice, i, delta-XI ; 
Diag2 C i l  = DIAG2 (Cm-If, Slice , i , delta-XI ; 
~ i a g 3  [il = DIAG3 (CNF-H, Slice , i , delta-XI ; 

3 
DiaglCcll = 0.0; 
Diag2Ccll = 1.0; 
Diag3Ccll 1.0; 
DiaglCcU = -1 .O / delta-x; 
Diag2 [a = 1.0 / delta-x; 
Diag3CchI = 0.0; 

Once the eIements of the calcuiation are initialized, the tridiagonal rnatrix is theo inverteci, thereby 

determinhg an initial guess to the solution of (3.7) : 

do 

€ 
Steps*; 
f o r  ( i  = c l  + 1; i < ch; i++) 
E 

RCiI = CNF-KRHS (Slice , MPrev, i )  ; 
3 
RCcl] = 0.0; 
R[cU = 0.0; 
Tri~iagonalSolver(Diag1, Diag2, Diag3, R, MNext, 

c l ,  ch); 

The function TriDiagonalSolverO is a straightforward implementation of the standard tridiagonal 

inversion algorithm; this method is described in [138, 88-31 and [137, 62-61. This process is repeated 

until a precision criterion is reached, or until some maximum number of iterations has been reached 

(see Lines 179-181, below). The quaüty of the solution is deterniined by calculating the integrals of 

the Mt and right sides of (3.7) (lines 143-150); once these two values have converged to within some 

limit, the solution is deemed to be of sufficient quality. 

IntHamiltonian = 0.0; 
IntM-u = 0.0; 
LastDelta = Delta; 
f o r  (i = c l  + 1; i < ch; i++I 
€ 

IntHamiltonian += CNF,W,RHS(Slice, Wext, i l  
* delta-x * 0.5 4 Slice [il . x; 

IntH-xx += (HNextCi + il - 2.0 4 H?lextCi] 
+ KNext C i  - il 1 
* 0.5 * Slice Cil .x / delta-x; 

1 

When a given iteration is complete, Wrev and MNea are interchanged and the next iteration 

commences. 
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Delta = f abs (IntHdltonian - IntH-rr) ; 
> 
while ((fabs(De1ta - LastDelta) > EIAnILTDNIAN-PREC) 

b& (Stsps <= HAKUTONIAN-MU-STEPS) 
&& (HPrev Cchl C E.AHILTONIAN,KU,II) ; 

The remainder of Conformal0 deals with determining the reason why the iteration scheme 

might not have converged. Typicaiiy, this is due to the initiai data being chosen such that the 

Hamiltonian constraint cannot be solved. However, if the iterations converged to a solution, the 

conforma1 factor is calculated fiom the mass function (line 233), and transferred into the data 

structure (lines 269, 270). 

for ( i  = cl; i <= ch; i++) 
€ 

phi C i l  = 1 .O + mext [il / (2 .O * Slice Cil . x )  ; 
> 
FreeVector (Diagl , c l ,  ch) ; 
FreeVector (Diag2, c l ,  ch) ; 
FrôeVector (Diag3, c l ,  ch) ; 
FreeVector (Wrev , c l ,  ch) ; 
FreeVector (HNext , c l ,  ch) ; 
FreeVector (R, c l ,  ch) ; 

> 
for ( i  = c l ;  i <= ch; i*) 
i 

Slice Cil .phi = phi C i ]  ; 
Slice Cil .H = (Slice Cil .phi - 1 .O) * 2 * Slice Cil . x ;  

3 
H = Slice Cchl .U; 

Four macros are required to complete the above routine: in particulair, macros are needed to 

detennine the coefficients of the second-, first-, and zeroth-order derivatives on the Ieft-hand side 
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/ ((S(x) + 0.5 *'ni) *@(s<x) + 0.5 Hi) \ 
* ( S ( d  + 0.5 * Hi) * CS(x1 + 0.5 * Hi) \ 
* ' ( s (x )  + 0.5 * Mi) + 0.5  * H i )  \ 
* (S(x) + 0.5 * Mi)) \ 

- 0.125 * mNGT *.~NGT \ 
* s i n ( s ( p s i ) )  * s in(S(psi1)  \ 

(SCXI + 0.5 * Hi) * e ( ~ ( d  + 0 . 5  * Hi) \ 
*'(s(x) + 0.5 Hi)   SC^) + 0 . 5  * Ki) \ 
*.(s(x) + 0.5 * n i )  \ 
/ ( s (a )  * S(x) * S(x) * S(x) *'s(x))) 

#define CNF-H-COEFF-SO (s , i )  \ 
(1.0) 

Sdef ine CNF-M-COEFF-FO Cs, i )  \ 
((S(b,x) / S(b) + 0 .5  *'~(a,x) / S(a)))  

#def ine CNF-Fl-COEFFJO (s , i )  \ 
(O -0)  

These are used for the initialization of the calculational eiements (lines 90-92). 

6.5.4. Evolution Equations 

We present here the evolution equations encoded into SSNGT (evolutions .m4). These are not 

ail necessariiy in use in the code, since many functions can be detennined by judicious choices of 

slicing and gauge. However, they are encoded for completeness. 



These are al1 direct encodings of (2.22) and (2.23). 
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B.5.5. filling Elements of a Slice 

The function F i l l S l i c e  O (f i l ls l ice . c) is responsible for filling in secondary elernents of the 

data structure. It accepts as arguments a spatial slice (Sl ice) ,  extremal d u e s  for the index into the 

spatial slice (cl and ch), and a discretization (delta-x), The external variable KnobSlicingCondi- 

tion is used to determine which slicing condition has been chosen by the user, and this determines 

which field variables m u t  be determined here and how this is to be done. 

39 void FillSlice(SpaceTimePt *Slice, i n t  c l ,  i n t  ch, double d e l t c x )  

40 C 
41 extern LPS,SLICINGS KnobSlicingCondition; 

The macro ET,SLICING,SPECIFZCS imposes slicing-specific conditions on the components of the 

fundamental tensor; once this is done, the derivatives of these functions can be calculated. 

50 FT,SLICINC,SPECIFICS(Slice, c l ,  ch, delta-x, KnobSlicingCondition); 
56 SDF,SO(Slice, a, c l ,  ch, a,=, delta-XI; 
57 SDF,FO(Slice, b, c l ,  ch, b-x, delta-x); 
58 SDF,FO(Slice, b-x, c l ,  ch, b-xx, delta-x) ; 
59 SDF,SO(Slice, ps i ,  c l ,  ch, ps i - r r ,  delta-XI; 

Along the sarne lines, the macro XC-SLICING-SPECIFICS imposes slicing-specific conditions on the 

components of the extrinsic curvature. However, unlike the fundamental tensor, in this case the 

derivatives of \k must be determined, dong with the components of the curvature tensor and the 

conformal factor. 

SDF,FO(Slice, x i ,  c l ,  ch, r i s ,  de1ta-x) ; 
SDF,SO(Slice, x i ,  c l ,  ch, xi,=. d e l t a - d ;  
Ricci (Slice , c l ,  ch, delta-x) ; 
Conf ormal  (Slice , c l ,  ch, delta-x) ; 
SDF-FO (Slice , phi, c l ,  ch, phi-x , delta-x) ; 
SDF,SO(Slice, phi,  c l ,  ch, phi,=, de l t a -d  ; 
XC,SLICING~SPECIFICS(S~~~~, c l ,  ch, delta-x, ~ n o b ~ l i c i n g ~ o n d i t i o n > ;  
SDF,FO(Slice, A ,  c l ,  ch, L x ,  delta-x) ; 
SDF,SO(Slice, A ,  c l ,  ch, A - u ,  delta-x); 
SDF,FO(Slice, B, c l ,  ch, BJ, de1ta-d ; 
SDF,SO(Slice, B,  c l ,  ch, B,mD delta-XI; 

There is now sufficient information to determine the Iapse and the shift; note that the  latter is 

actually trivial, and this function c d  is inserted here only as a place-holder. 

83 Lapse (LPS-EVAL , Sl ice  , c l ,  ch, delta-x) ; 
84 Shif t  (SHFT-EVAL, S l ice  , c l ,  ch, delta-x) ; 
86 SDF,FO(Slice, N, c l ,  ch, N-x, delta-x); 

87 SDF-SOCSlice, N, c l ,  ch, N - u s  delta-x) ; 
89 SDF,FO(Slice, n, c l ,  ch, n-x, delta-x); 
90 SDF,SO(Slice, n, c l ,  ch, n,=, delta-x); 
91 3 

The macros FT-SLICING-SPECIFICS and XC,SLICING,SPECIFICS are straightforwazd impie- 

mentations of the conditions discussed at the end of 52.2.1. 
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The initial data is transferred into the data structure by SetInitialConditions() (initial- 

ize. c). The routine accepts as arguments a spatial slice (Slice), indices for the extremes of the 

spatial slice (cl and ch), and a discretization (delta-x). The initial data for the s i d a t i o n s  con- 

sidered herein consists of a pulse in $ and trivial data in a! and Q. 

void SetInitialConditions(SpaceTimePt *Slice, int cl, int ch, 
double delta-r) 

€ 
int i; 
ertern double A, xO, sigma; 
for (i = cl; i <= ch; i++) 
€ 

Slice [il .a 3 (double) 1.0; 
Slice Cil . b = (double) 1 .O; 
Slice Cil .psi = (double) PSI,CAUCHI,i (Slice , i) ; 
Slice Ci] .A = (double) 0.0; 
SliceCi1 .B = (double) 0.0; 
Slice [il . xi = (double) 0.0 ; 

> 
1 

The macros PSI-CAUCHY-1, PSI-CAUCHY-2, PSI-CAUCHY-3, and PSI-CAUCHY-4 define the various 

pulses that were considered as initial data for $. Only the first and last are presented here. The 

first is the Gaussian-like pulse (3.4) (init ialize .m4), 

2 #def ine PSI-CAUCHY-1 ( 8 ,  i) \ 
33 (A * ( S W  / xO) ( S ( d  / x0) \ 
24 * exp(-(S(x) - xO) (S(x) - xO) / (sigma * sigma))) 

while the second is the double-humped pulse in (3.17) (initiaiize .m4), 

#define PSI,CAUCHY,~(S, i) 
(A 4 (S(x) / xO) 8 (S(x) / xO) 

* (exp(-(S(x) - rO - sigma) 
* (S(x) - xO - sigma) 
/ (sigma * sigma)) 
+ exp(-CS(x) - xO + sigma) 

* (~(x) - xO + sigma) 
/ (sigma sigma)) 1) 

The function InitializeGridO can &O be considered part of the initialization routine: it is 

responsible for filling in the value of the spatial coordinate in a given data structure. It accepts 

as arguments a spatial slice (Slice), extremd values for the index into the spatid slice (cl  and 

ch), and a discretization (delta-x). Its body is relatively trivial, but is nevertheless presented for 

completeness. 

71 void InitializeGrid(SpaceTimePt *Slice, int cl, int ch, double delta-x) 
73 € 
73 int i; 
74 extern double xJPin; 
76 for (i = cl; i <= ch; i++) 
77 C 
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78 S l i c e C i l  .r = x-min + i delta-x; 
79 1 
80 1 

B.5.7. Determining the Lapse and Shift Functions 

The lapse N and the shift n must be detennined at every step of the evolution using the slicing 

condition and the gauge choice. As was discussed at  the end of 92.2.1, the shift vector is trivial in the 

simulations considered herein; s d c e  it to Say that the function Shif t O (shif t . c )  is a place-holder 

that does little more than set n = O. On the other hand, the determination of the Iapse function 

proceeds dong two different routes, depending one which slicing condition has been selected. We 

note in passing that geodesic slicing (N = 1) has been implemented; however, its use is limited, and 

since the implementation is straightforward, it will not be considered aay further. 

The routine L a p s e  () (lapse . c) is responsible for calculating the lapse function on a given slice; 

it begins by declaring its variables and prepariag to read its argument list: 

46 void Lapse (LPS-ACTIONS Action, . . . ) 
47  E 
48 s t a t i c  LPS-SLICINGS S l i c i n g  = ( in t )  NULL; 
49 int i, c l ,  ch; 
50 double de l t a -x  ; 
5 1 double *Diagi, *Diag2, *Diag3, *N, *R; 
51 SpaceTimePt *Sl ice  ; 
53 e x t e r n  double H, mNGT; 
54 v a - l i s t  Arpent s  ; 
63 va-s ta r t  (Arguments, Action) ; 

The function L a p s e O  accepts two signais (cf. sB.4): specifically, LPS-SETSLICING 

L a p s e O  to initialize the choice of slicing, 

if  (Action == LPS-SETSLICING) 
E 

S l i c i n g  = va,arg(Arguments, LPS-SLICINGS); 
i f  ( (S l i c ing  != US-POLARISH) && ( S l i c i n g  != LPS-MAXIMAL)) 
C 

PrintError(ERR,TEiRESHOLD + ERR-LPS-ISLC, 
"Lapse", ,,FILE,,, ,,LINE,,, 
"Inval id  s l i c i n g  condi t ion.") ;  

1 
1 

whiie LPS-EVAL causes L a p s e  O to evaluate the lapse function. 

75 e l s e  i f  (Action == LPS-EVAL) 
76 € 
77  S l i c e  = va-arg (Arguments, SpaceTMePt *) ; 
78 c l  = v c a r g  (Arguments, i n t )  ; 
79 ch = va,arg(Arguments, i n t )  ; 
80 del ta-x  = va,arg(Argaments, double) ; 

causes 

When the latter signai is received, L a p s 0 0  proceeds to determine which slicing condition is to 

be imposed. If polar slicing is chosen, a simple integration of (2.28b) is perfonned, beginning the 

integration in the asymptotic domain. 
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82 if ( S l i c i n g  -- ( i n t )  H[TLL) 

PrintError(ERR-TERESHOLD + ERR-US-NSLC. 
"Lapse", ,,FILE,,, ,,LINE,,, 
"No s l i c i n g  c o n d i t i o n  set. ") ; 

( S l i c i n g  s= US-GEODESIC) 

for (i = cl ;  i <= ch; i++) 
C 

S l i c e C i ]  .N = 1.0; 
> 
( S l i c i n g  - US-POLARISH) 

S l i c e  [ch3 .N = N,ASYMPT(Slice [CM . x )  ; 
for (i = c h  - 1; i >= cl; i--1 
C 

S l i c e  Cil .N = S l i c e  C i  + 11 . N 
/ (1 + delta-x 

* US,POLARISH,DlnN(Slice, i) ) ; 
1 

If maximal slicing is chosen, then (2.29b) must be solved for the lapse. This equation is similar in 

structure to (3.7), and so similar techniques can be used. However, unlike (3.7), the Iapse equation 

for maximal slicing is linear in N, and thus only a single iteration is required to converge to a 

solution. As the details are otherwise identical to 5B.5.3, we omit the specifics of the code; instead, 

see hes  79-103, 126, 127, and 236-241 of 5B.5.3, with obvious modifications. 

else i f  ( S l i c i n g  == LPS-WIPUL) 

A few macros are required to complete the picture. Specifically, a macro is needed to evaluate 

to the vaIue of & F A l  for the polar slicing condition (lpsnshft .m4): 

For consistency, we require a macro that e d u a t e s  to the inhomogeneous term in the Iapse equation; 

however, since (2.29b) is homogeneous in N ,  the macro is trivial (Ipsnshf t .rn4): 
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The next three macros e d u a t e  to the second-, k t - ,  and zeroth-order derivatives of IV in (2.29b) 

(lpsnshf t . m4) 

#define LPS,KAXI?IAL,COEFF-S~(S, i) \ 
(Scphi) * S ( p W  * S(a)) 

#def i ne  LPS,KAXIHAL,COEFF-Fa (8, i) \ 
(2.0 * S (phi) * S(phi-x) S(a) \ 

+ 0.5  * S(phi) S(phi) S(a,x) \ 
+ S (phi) * S(phi) S(a) * S(b,r) / S(b) \ 
+ 2.0 * S(pbi) * S(phi) S(a) / ~ ( x )  

Wef i n e  LPS,WIHAL,COEFF-z~ ( 8 ,  i )  \ 
(0.25 d G T  mNGT * sin(S(psi1) s in(S(psi))  \ 

S(pai)  S(phi) S(phi) * S(phi) S (phi) S(phi) \ 
- S(a) * S(a) * S(A) * S(A) \ 

/ (S (phi) * S (phi) * S(phi) * S (phi) \ 
* S(phi1 * S(phi)) \ - 2.0 s(B) * S(B) \ 

/ (S(phi1 * S(phi1 *  phi) * S(phi) \ 
* S(phi> S(phi)) \ 

- 2.0 * S(xi)  * S(xi)  \ 
/ (S(phi1 * SCphi) S (phi) S (phi) \ 

* S(phi) * S(phi)))  

Finally, these last two macros evaluate to the asymptotic form of the lapse and its derivative, for 

use in imposing boundary conditions (lpsnshf t . m4). 

The first of these should be compared to (2.30). 

B.5.8. Determining the Ricci Tensor 

The function Ricci() ( r i c c i .  c) determines the components of the Ricci tensor, as weii as the 

Ricci scdar, and inserts the values into the appropriate elements of a given data structure. The 

routine accepts as arguments a spatial slice (Slice),  indices for the extremes of the spatial slice (ci 

and ch), and a discretization (delta-x). The code is a straightforward application of (2.21a), (2.21d), 

and (2.21e). 

a l  void Ricci(SpaceTimePt *Sl ice ,  int c l ,  int ch, double delta-x) 
22 C 
23 i n t  i; 
05 f o r  ( i  = cl;  i <= ch; i++) 
26 C 
37 S l i c e  C i l  . R-11 = -2. O * Sl ice  C i ]  . b-x 
28 / (Sl ice  [il . x * Sl ice  C i ]  . b) 
29 - S l i c e  C i l  . b - u  / Sl i ce  C i l  . b 

30 + 0 - 5  * S l i c e  C i l  . b-x * S l i c e  Cil . b,x 
31 / (Sl ice  Cil .b * S l i c e  C i l  .b) 
32 - 0.5 * SliceCil.psi-r 
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* Sl ice  Ci7 .psi-x 
- Sl i ce  C i l  . a-x 

/ (Slice C i l  .a Sl ice  C i l  . x) 
- 0.5 S l i ce  c i l  . a-x Sl ice C i ]  . b-x 

/ (Si ice C i l  . a * Sl ice  C i ]  . b) ; 
Sl ice  C i l  . R-22 = (cos (Slice C i l  .psi) - Sl ice  C i l  .a S l i c e  C i l  . b) 

/ (Sl ice C i l  .x * Sl ice  Cil .x * Sl ice  C i l  .b) 
- 0.5 * Sl i ce  Cil .a Slice Cil . b - u  / Sl i ce  C i l  . b 
- 2.0 * Sl i ce  C i ]  -a Slice Cil - b-x 

/ (Sl ice C i l  . x Sl ice  C i  J . b) 
- 0.5 Sl i ce  C i l  . a-x / Sl ice  Cil .x 
- 0.25 * Sl ice  C i l  . a-x SliceCil . b-x / S l i c e  C i l  . b; 

Sl ice  C i l  . R-23 = s i n  (Slice C i l  .psi) / (Slice C i l  . x * S l i c e  C i ]  . x 
* Sl i ce  C i l  . b) 
- 0.5 * Sl i ce  C i l  .a * Slice C i l  .psi,= 
- Sl i ce  C i l  . a  S l i ce  C i l  .psi,x / Sl i ce  C i l  .x 
- 0.5 * S l i c e f i l  .a * Slice C i l  .psi,x 

* Sl ice  Cil . b-x / Sl ice  Ci7 . b 

- 0.25 * Sl ice  C i ]  . a-x Sl ice [il .psi,x; 

The Eücci scalar can be detennined by a siimmation of the above results, or by a direct appli- 

cation of (2.21f): 

58 Sl ice  C i l  .R = Slice C i l  . a * Slice Cil .R,il + 2 .0  S l i c e  C i l  . R-22 ; 
7 1 1 
72 > 

In theory, the contents of RicciO could be converted into a macro, thereby avoiding the 

overhead cost of a function c d  whenever the components of the Ricci tensor need to be determined. 

However, unlike other calculations, the components of the Ricci tensor need to be determined only 

once per slice. Therefore, the gain in execution tirne would be negligible. 

B.5.9. Brailovskaya lntegration Scheme 

The evolutions of 9 $3.2 -2-3.4 were generated using the Brailovskaya met hod. This relatively 

straightforward predictor-corrector scheme is encoded in UpdateStateB () (updateB . c). The routine 

accepts as arguments two spatial slices (SliceNou and SiiceBefore), indices for the extremes 

of the spatial slices (cl and ch) and a spatial discretization (delta-x), the integer index of the 

current time step (TimeStep) and the temporal discretization (de l t a - t ) .  The final argument to 

U p d a t e S t a t e B o  is a pointer to a function which is used to impose boundary conditions on the 

evolved data ( (*SetBoundaryCondit ions) () ) . 
void UpdateStateB (SpaceTimePt *SliceNow , 

SpaceTimePt *SliceBefore, 
i n t  c l .  i n t  ch, double d e l t ~ x ,  i n t  TimeStep, double de l ta - t  , 
void (*SetBoundaryConditions)(SpaceTimePt *, int, 

i n t .  double, double)) 
€ 

i n t  i; 
extern double mNGT; 



B.5.9. Brafiovskaya Integration Scheme 

The Brailovskaya method requires an intermediate data structure to store the results of the 

predictor step, before the corrector step. Care must be used to avoid allocating and subsequently 

de-allocating this temporaq structure on every invocation of this routine: since memory allocation 

is a costly operation, the resulting loss of efficiency would be prohibitive. Rather, the technique 

used here declares a static data structure, which survives beyond one invocation and into the next. 

Consequently, the structure needs to be allocated only once. 

53 static SpaceTimePt *TildeSlice = (SpaceTimePt *) NUU; 
54 if (TildeSlice == (SpaceTimePt *) NUU) 
55 € 
56 TildeSlice = AllocateSpaceTimeSlice(c1, ch); 
57 InitializeGrid(TildeS1ice. cl, ch, delta-XI; 
58 1 

There are two disadvantages to this approach. The first is that not ody  does the allocation of 

the temporary data structure survive from one invocation to the next, but so do the contents. 

Therefore, in any given invocation, we must be carefui to avoid using the data structure before 

it contains consistent data- Secondiy, due to the ca ihg sequence in the main routine, it is not 

possible for the statically-allocated data structure to be de-aüocated when it is no longer needed. 

This memory leak is &or, however, since this occws only when the simulation has ended, at which 

point the C runtime library will take care of de-docating the memory [161, p. 2191. 

The first step in each iteration is the predictor step: 

for (i = cl + 1; i <  ch; i++) 
€ 

UPDATE,B,PREDICT(TildeSlice, SliceBefore, a, i, de1ta-t); 
UPDATE,B,PREDICT(TildeSlice , SliceBef ore, b , i , delta-t) ; 
trPDATE,B,PREDICT(TildeSlice, SliceBefore, psi, i ,  delta-t); 
UPDATE,B,PREDICT(TildeSlice, SliceBefore, A, i, delta-t); 
UPDATE,3,P~ICT(TildeSlice,  SliceBef ore, B , i , delta-t) ; 
UPDATE,B,PREDICT(TildeSlice, SliceBefore, xi, i, delta-t); 

> 

where the macro UPDATE-B-PREDICT is defined by (update .h) 

Once the field variables are updated, the boundary conditions are enforced, 

120 (*~et~oundaryConditions)(TildeSlice, cl, ch, delta-x, 
121 TimeStep 9 delta-t) ; 

and the other members of the data structure are filled in. 

137 SDFl,C(TildeSlice, a,  cl, ch, a-2, delta-x); 
138 SDFl,C(TildeSlice, b, cl, ch, b-x, delta-2); 
139 SDFl,C(TildeSlice , psi, cl, ch, psi-x, delta-r) ; 
141 FillSlice(TildeSlice, cl, ch, delta-x); 



8.5.10. Uti i i i  Routines 

As mentioned in 53.2.2, the Brailovskaya method calls for the lapse and shift to be carried 

forward from the predictor step to the corrector step: 

146 f o r  C i  = c l ;  i <= ch; i++) 
147 
148 TildeSlice C i l  . N = SliceBef ore [il .N; 
149 TildeSlice C i l  . n = SliceBef ore C i ]  . n ; 
150 > 

Following the predictor step, we proceed to the corrector step, 

f o r  (i = c l  + 1; i < ch; i++) 
E 

UPDATE,B,COELRECT(S~~C~NO~, 
a, i, del ta- t) ;  

UPDAE,B,CORRECT(SliceNou, 
b, i, d e l t c t ) ;  

UPDATE,B,CORRECT(SliceNov, 
p s i ,  i, del ta- t)  ; 

UPDATE,B,CORRECT(SliceNou, 
A ,  i, delta-t);  

~ D A ~ , B , C O R R E C T ( S ~ ~ C ~ N O ~ ,  
B ,  i, delta- t) ;  

WDATE,B,CORRECT(S~~C~NO~, 
x i ,  i, delta-t) ; 

1 

TildeSlice, SliceBefore, 

TildeSlice. SliceBefore, 

TildeSlice, SliceBefore, 

TildeSlice, SliceBefore, 

TildeSlice, SliceBefore, 

TildeSlice, SliceBefore, 

where the macro UPDATE-B-CORRECT is defined by (update .h) 

34 #define UPDATE,B,CORRECT(~,~, s-1, 8-0,  m, i, dt )  
35 s,2## [##i## J ##. ##m = O. 5 * (s,l## [#Xi##]## . ##m 
36 + s,0## C##i##l ## . ##III 
37 + m#it,DOT,l (s-1, i )  * d t )  

Before exiting, we need to enforce the boundary conditions on the corrector step: 

189 (+~etBoandqCondi t ions) (S l i ceNo~,  c l ,  ch, delta-x, 
190 TimeStep a delta-t) ; 
191 3 

The calling routine should take care of filling in the remaining members of the data structure. 

8.5.10. Utility Routines 

Several utility routines are needed to support the main functionality described above. For the 

most part, these auxiLiary functions are relatively straightforward, or of littie consequence to the 

performance of the simulation. Consequently, we only sketch their structure. 

The function AllocateSpaceTimeSlice O (ut il. c) aliocates memory for an array of data 

structures, to be used to represent a spatial slice. The principle is sirniiar to the routine vector O 

in f137, Appendix Dl. 

140 SpaceTimePt *AllocateSpaceTimeSlice(int c l ,  i n t  ch) 
141 

141 SpaceTimePt e s l i c e ;  
143 i n t  i; 
145 Sl ice  = (SpaceTimePt *) malloc((unsigned) (ch - c l  + 1) 



B.5.10. Utility Routines 

sizeof (SpaceTimePt) ; 
if ( !Slice) 
€ 

PrintError(ERR,KE?4,ALLOC + ERR-THRESHOLD + ERR,SPClX-SLICE, 
~AllocateSpaceTimeSlice", -,FILE,,, ,,LINE,,, 
wConldn't allocate space-time Slice. ") ; 

3 
retnrn (Slice - cl) ; 

The complement to AllocateSpaceTimeSlice O is FreeSpaceTimeSlice O (ut il. c), which de- 

allocates the memory allocated by the former. Its content is relatively straightforward: 

199 void FreeSpaceTimeSlice (SpaceTimePt *Slice , int cl, int ch) 
300 < 
201 free ( Cvoid *) (Slice + cl) ) ; 
002 3 

Since DumpSlice 0 (ut il. c) is responsibIe for generating most of the output created by SSNGT, 

it serves as the prototype for the other output routines in the code. 

void DtlmpSlice (DS-ACTIONS Action, . . . ) 
C 

char *FileName ; 
static FILE *DumpFile = (FILE *) NUU; 
SpaceTimePt *Slice ; 
int i, cl, ch, c-outmod; 
double t ; 
va-list Arguments ; 
va-start (Arguments, Action) ; 

The function DilmpSliceO accepts three signals (c.J gB.4): DS-CLOSE, DS-OPEN, and DS-WRITE. The 

implementation of the actions associated with DS-CLOSE and DS-OPEN are straightforward: 

if (Action == DS-CLOSE) 
C 

if (DumpFile != (FILE *) NüLL) 
€ 

f close (DumpFile) ; 
1 

3 
else if (Action == DS-OPEN) 
€ 

FileName = va-arg (Arguments, char *) ; 

PrintError(ERR,THRESHOLD + ERR-NO-FILE, 
"DrrmpSliceN, ,,FILE-,, ,,LINE,,, 
"Coalàn't open file ' % s a  ' . " , FileName) ; 

1 
1 

The implementation of the action associated with the signal DS-WRITE is lengthy, but also 

straightforward; however, it is given here in its entirety so as to document the format of the output 

file generated by SSNGT. 



8-5-10. Utility Routines 

"No file opened."); 
1 

Slice = va,arg(Argaments, SpaceTimePt *); 

cl = v~arg(Arguments, int); 
ch = vcarg (Arpents, int) ; 
c-outmod = va,arg(Arguments, int) ; 
t = va,arg(drpents, double) ; 
fprintf (DnmpFile , "\nt = % 5 .  4f\nU. t ) ; 
fprintf (fhuapfile, "%9. 9sM, " r "1 ; 
fprintf(DnmpFile, "%-19.19sv, 

II a lf) . 
f printf (DuxupFile , "%-l9. 19sn, 

II b t') ; 
f printf (DumpFile , "%-19.19sn, 

Il psi II) . P 

fprintf (DumpFile , M%-19.19s1t, 
II A II) . # 

fprintf (DumpFile , "%-19. I ~ s ~ ~ ,  
II B II) . 1 

fprintf (DumpFile , Il%-19. 19s1', 
It xi ") ; 

fprintf(DumpFile, "%-19.19sw, 
lt N "1 ; 

fprintf (DumpFile , "%-19. 19s1I, 
tr phi II) . , 

fprintf (DumpFile, "\nu) ; 
for (i = cl; i C= ch; i += c,oatrnod) 
€ 

fprintf (DumpFile, "% 9. Sf" , Slice Cil .XI ; 

fprintf (DumpFile, % 18.9e", 
DS-KETAPOSTable (SliceCil .a) 1 ; 

fprintf(DumpFile, " % 18.9eV, 
DS-METAPOSTable (Slice Cil . b) ) ; 

fprintf (DumpFile , % 18.9e1g, 
DS-HETAPOSTable (Slice Cil .psi) 1 ; 

fprintf(DumpFile, " % 18.9eN, 
DS-mAPOSTable (Slice Cil .A) ; 

fprintf (DumpFile , " % 18. 9eU, 
DS-HETAPOSTable (Slice Cil .BI ) ; 

fprintf (DumpFile, " % 18. 9eW, 
DS-HETAPOSTable (Slice Cil . xi) 1 ; 

fprintf (DumpFile , % 18.9e", 
DSJETAPOSTable (Slice Cij. NI 1 ; 

fpriatf (DnmpFile, " % i8.9efl, 
DS,WETAPOSTable (Slice Cil, phi) ; 

fprintf (DumpFile, "\nt') ; 



6.5.11. Finite Difkrenn'ng and D'kcrete Derivatives 

The output b d e r  is flushed before exiting, in case the next iteration in the evolution causes the code 

to crash: this prevents the loss of data that wouid be caused by Ieaving He buffers in an uncertain 

state. 

566 f f l a s h  (DnmpFile) ; 
567 3 
568 3 
574 va-end ( A r p e n t s )  ; 
575 1 

The macro DS-METAPOSTable is a simple filter written to avoid a limitation of the METF\POST 

plotting language [162, 1631. Its definition is (uti1.h) 

Since METRPOST cannot handle numbers that are smder than 10-*~, any value that is smaller 

than this is simply set to zero. This should not cause any problems, given the magnitude of the 

nurnbers generated by the simulations considered herein. 

B.5.11. Finite Differencing and Discrete Derivatives 

Due to their ubiquitous nature, the calculation of discrete derivatives and finite differences is 

coded using macros; this avoids the overhead expense of a function c d  whenever such a quantity 

needs to be determined. The macros are split into two categories: those that caIculate single 

difierences, and those that calculate discrete derivatives for entire spatial slices. These two groups 

can be further subdivided into those that calculate fbt-order derivatives, and those that calculate 

second-order derivatives. First-order forward, backward, and centred finite differences are calculated 

using 

respectively, where s is a spatial slice, m is the member whose derivative dl be calculated, and 

i is an index into the array pointed to by S. Second-order forward, backward, and centred fmite 

differences are determined using 

#def ine  DIF20F(s, m. i) \ 
(s##[##i + 2##l##.##m - 2.0 s##[##i + i##l##.##m \ 

+ a## [##in#] ## . #nm) 
#define DIFZOBCs, m, i l  \ 

(s##[##i#*] ## .##m - 2.0 * s##[##i - lit#] ##.th \ 
+ s##CiCiCi - 2##1 ##.##ml 

#define DIF20C(s, m, i )  \ 
(s##C##i + i##l##.##m - 2.0 s##I##i##l##.##m \ 

+ s##[##i - 1##] ##.##ml 



6.5.11. Finite Differenang and Dixnte Oerivatiws 

The notation is the same as in the case of kt-order h i t e  differences. Next corne several macros 

that detenaine the discrete derivative of a member of a spatial slice, and insert the resuit back 

into the data structure. They take a spatial slice (s) and a member of the data structure (m) as 

arguments, as well as indices into the array pointed to by s (ni and nh) , and a discretization (dx). 

They then detennine the discrete derivative of m and insert the result into the data structure, into 

the appropriate member (r); note that r is aiso passed as an argument to the macros. Fitrthemore, 

note that the macros take care to avoid stepping out of bounds of the array. For first-order forward, 

backward, and centred derivatives, we have 

#def ine SDFl,F(s, m, ni, nh, r, dx) 
C 

int  i; 
for (i = nl; i C nh; i++) 

s##[##i##l##.##r = DIFlOF(s. m. i) / dx; 
> 

#define SDFl,B(s, m, nl. nh. r, dx) 
C 

int i; 
for (i = al + 1; i C= nh; i++) 

s##[##i##l##.##r = DIFIOB(s, m, i l  / d x ;  
> 

#define SDFI,C(s, m, nl, nh, r, d d  
< 

int i; 
for (i = n i  + 1; i C nh; i++) 

s##C##i##l##.##r = DIFIOC(s, m, il / &; 
> 

whereas for second-order forward, backward, and centred derivatives, we have 

#define SDF2,F(s, m, ni, ah, r, dx) 
C 

int i; 
double &-2; 
dx-2 = dx + dx; 
for Ci = nl; i < (nh - 1); i++) 

s##[##i##]##.##r = DIF2OF(s, m, il / dx-2; 
> 

#define SDF2,B(s, m, ni, ph, r, dx) 
C 

int i; 
double dx-2; 
dx-2 = dx * d x ;  
for (i = n i  + 2; i C= nh; i++) 

s##[##i##l ##.##r = DIF20B(s, m, i) / dx-2; 
1 

tdefine SDF2,C(s, m, ni, nh, r, dr)  
€ 

int i; 
double dx-2; 
dx-2 = & * dx; 
for (i = n i  + 1; i C nh; i++) 

s##C##i##]##.##r = DIF20C(s, m. il / &-2; 



8.5.11. Finite Differenang and Disaetc Derivativw 

These rnacros can then be combined into two macros that calculate first- and second-order derivatives 

of a given member (m) on a spatial siice (s), given bounds on the array (nl and nh), a member for 

storing the result (r), and a discretization (dx). 

#define SDF-FOb, m, nl, nh, r, dx) 
C 

SDFi,C(s, m, nl, nh, r, d x ) ;  
s##C##nl##l W.##r = DIFlOF(s, m. nl) / dx;  
s##C##nh##l ##.#r = DIFlOB(8, m, nh) / dx;  

> 
#define SDF,SO(s, m, ni, nh. r, dx) 

C 
double dx-2; 
dx-2 = & * dx; 
SDF2,Cb. m, nl, nh, r, d x ) ;  
s## C##nl##l## .##r = DIF20F(s. m, nl) / &,2; 
s##C##nh##J#.##r = DIF20B(s, m. nh) / dx-2; 

> 

Consistent use of these rnacros, in particular SDF-FO and SDF-SO, allows the operations of 

discrete Merentiation to be abstracted away. Therefore, should the differencing scheme require 

changing, only these macros need to be changed. 
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The White Rabbit put on his spectacles. "Where shall 
1 begin, please your Majesty?" he asked. "Begin at the 
beginning," the King said, very gravely, "and go on till you 
come to the end; then stop." 

Lewis Carroll, in "AIice in Wonderland" 


